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The Ha’penny Bridge, Dublin.

YOU WON’T WRITE
A POSTCARD IF YOU
VISIT DUBLIN. A NOVEL
IS FAR MORE LIKELY.
Many famous Dubliners had
the “Gift of the Gab.”
Joyce, Wilde, Beckett...
You can see how this city inspired
them on our fact-and-fun-filled
Literary Tour.
But the Gift isn’t restricted to
the famous.
In Dublin, everyone’s a storyteller.
Taxi drivers, barmen, waiters...
And after just a couple of days, you.
2013 is the year of The Gathering:
a yearlong celebration of music,
food, culture and lots more.

For more information
and great travel deals,
visit ireland.com
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We each have or have had breast cancer.
We each fight alone, but we stand together.
And we each refuse to give up. Ever.

WE ARE SUSAN G. KOMEN FOR THE CURE.
With the help of locally funded grants from Susan G. Komen for the Cure®, Alantheia, Sonia and Marian
received support that helped each woman afford her screenings and surgeries. Komen also connected
Bridget to a cancer center where she found a doctor who actually believes she has a fighting chance. They’re
all real women, leading real lives and surviving a very real disease: breast cancer. But none of them can do it
alone. And thankfully, none of them have to—because Komen is standing with them, too.

Help cure breast cancer and save women’s lives.
Visit komen.org
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Our Wave Pendant Collection
comes in several styles and
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14K Yellow, White or Rose Gold
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luxury waterfront residences

Discover Related’s new iconic addition to Miami’s waterfront. Nestled five minutes away from Brickell and
South Beach and just steps away from the Miami Design District and Midtown; this is Miami’s hottest new
location. Unique designer ready residences with private elevators, breathtaking views and unparalleled
amenities with tennis courts, bayfront park and sculpture gardens. Now with exclusive privileges at the
in South Beach.

866.864.8581 I 786.228.7252
www.iconbayresidences.com

Sales by Related Realt y in collaboration
with For tune Development Sales

OBTAIN THE PROPERTY REPORT REQUIRED BY FEDERAL LAW AND READ IT BEFORE SIGNING ANYTHING. NO FEDERAL AGENCY
HAS JUDGED THE MERITS OR VALUE, IF ANY, OF THIS PROPERTY.
ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, REFERENCE SHOULD BE MADE TO THE DOCUMENTS
REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. THIS OFFERING IS MADE ONLY BY THE PROSPECTUS FOR THE CONDOMINIUM AND NO STATEMENT
SHOULD BE RELIED UPON IF NOT MADE IN THE PROSPECTUS. THIS IS NOT AN OFFER TO SELL, OR SOLICITATION OF OFFERS TO BUY, THE CONDOMINIUM UNITS IN STATES WHERE SUCH OFFER OR SOLICITATION CANNOT
BE MADE. PRICES, PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. THE RELATED GROUP IS NOT THE PROJECT DEVELOPER. THIS CONDOMINIUM IS BEING DEVELOPED BY PRH NE 28 STREET,
LLC (“DEVELOPER”), WHICH HAS A LIMITED RIGHT TO USE THE TRADEMARKED NAMES AND LOGOS OF THE RELATED GROUP PURSUANT TO A LICENSE AND MARKETING AGREEMENT WITH THE RELATED GROUP.
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Our New Look

We’d love to hear what you think

about our airline and our employees.
Please write to us at
www.aa.com/customerrelations

Want to sign up for email

notification of Tom Horton’s column
or to see past columns? Go to
www.americanwaymag.com/whatsnew
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performance, and that will require excellence and
continuous improvement in everything we do. This
means putting our customers front and center in
every decision we make, because we understand
that ultimately, our success is a byproduct of your
success.
We take pride in the incredible role we play
in connecting people, places and ideas around
the world. And we embrace our responsibility, as
American Airlines, to represent the very best of
modern America. We are keenly aware that we
are flying the flag of our country all over the world,
and we are going to work hard to embody the
values people think of when they think of America:
freedom, progress, innovation and opportunity,
to name a few.
My colleagues and I are excited about where
American Airlines is headed. With each day, our
momentum is increasing and our future is coming into clearer focus. We have great plans for
the future, and I’ll be able to share more details
in future columns. For now, let me thank you on
behalf of our entire team for flying with us today.
Have a great trip!

THOMAS W. HORTON
Chairman & CEO
American Airlines

CHET SNEDDEN

FROM THE WRIGHT FLYER to the Mars rover,
America’s flying machines have represented discovery, exploration and, most of all, progress for
more than a century. And for nearly that long,
the continuously evolving American Airlines
fleet has been driving progress in commercial
aviation. This was most recently illustrated by the
two Flagship Boeing 777-300 Extended Range
aircraft we put into service in late January. As
I described in my last column, the 777-300ERs
are a leap forward when it comes to passenger
comfort and operating capability — and they are
but one component of the historic aircraft orders,
placed in 2011, that will transform the American
fleet into the youngest and most fuel-efficient
fleet in the industry.
As we rapidly bring new airplanes into the fold,
we are also refreshing and improving the interiors
of our current planes in a variety of important
ways. The new American Airlines fleet is going
to look and feel much different — and much better. And while this is exciting, for us and for you,
it also creates some interesting challenges. For
instance, the world has come to know the planes
of American Airlines as “silver birds,” owing to the

decision we made decades ago to polish rather
than paint the aluminum skins of our aircraft. However, many of the next-generation airplanes on
the way are made of composite materials that
cannot be polished. Given the need to paint, and
our desire to ensure that the outside of our planes
matches the modern and clean feel of their interiors, we decided the time was right to unveil a new
logo and livery, which you see emblazoned on the
American aircraft pictured above.
This is the first update to the American Airlines
look in more than 40 years, and our objective
was to create a modern, clean image that is both
progressive and respectful of our proud name
and history. Since the polished-metal look was
no longer an option, the importance of the paint
selection became critical to honoring the silverbird legacy. Silver mica paint was chosen as a
way to maintain the silver look that so many of
our people and customers love. As you can see,
our core colors of red, white and blue have been
boldly updated, with stripes flying proudly on the
new tail, while our new flight symbol, an updated
eagle, creatively melds many of the icons that
people have come to associate with American,
including the “A” and the star.
As you would imagine, updating our look
across the American network will not happen
overnight. It is a big job that will take place over
time and that will touch, in addition to airplane
interiors and exteriors, hundreds of airports, employee uniforms and technology platforms like
AA.com and the American mobile apps.
Modernizing the look and feel of the American
Airlines brand is not something we take lightly.
My colleagues and I know that we are caretakers of one of the few brands widely considered
to be true American icons. That said, we believe
we have a unique opportunity to not just refresh
the look and feel of our planes and facilities but
to communicate to the world, through our words
and actions, who we are and what we stand for.
We intend to lead the industry in every important way, from customer satisfaction to financial
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Take on
the world.
Up to 30% Off
+ Triple Miles
You know that trip you’ve been dreaming of?
It’s time to take it. Because with Budget, a
partner of American Airlines, you’ll earn triple
American Airlines AAdvantage® miles and
save up to 30% on every rental.
Just use BCD # U072415, coupon # MUAZ054
and your AAdvantage® number when booking
at budget.com/americanway or calling
1-800-527-0700.

Terms and Conditions: Triple AAdvantage® miles valid on a qualifying rental of one or more consecutive days at participating Budget airport locations in the U.S. and Canada. Triple AAdvantage® miles equal 150 AAdvantage® miles per rental
day. AAdvantage® bonus miles offer valid on all car groups. An advance 24-hour reservation is required. Offer may not be used with any other coupon, promotion or offer except your BCD discount. The savings of up to 30% applies to the time
and mileage charges only. Use BCD # U072415 to receive this discount. Taxes, concession recovery fees, vehicle license recovery fee, customer facility charges ($10/contract in CA) and fuel charges are extra. Optional items such as LDW ($29.99/day
or less) and other surcharges may apply and are extra Please mention coupon # MUAZ054 to earn the AAdvantage® bonus miles. Offer is subject to vehicle availability at the time of rental and may not be available on some rates at some times.
Car rental return restrictions may apply. Offer subject to change without notice. Renter must meet Budget age, driver and credit requirements. Minimum rental age may vary by location. An additional daily surcharge may apply for renters under
25 years old. Rental must begin by May 31, 2013.
American Airlines reserves the right to change the AAdvantage program and its terms and conditions at any time without notice, and to end the AAdvantage program with six months notice. Any such changes may affect your ability to use the
awards or mileage credits that you have accumulated. Unless specified, AAdvantage miles earned through this promotion/offer do not count toward elite-status qualification or Million Miler SM status. American Airlines is not responsible for
products or services offered by other participating companies. For complete details about the AAdvantage program, visit aa.com/aadvantage.
AmericanAirlines, AAdvantage, AAdvantage with Scissor Eagle design, Scissor Eagle design and Million Miler are marks of American Airlines, Inc.
©2013 Budget Rent A Car System, Inc.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Hometown Hero
family and friends to handle the money so that
they could play football and so they didn’t feel
bad about being disloyal.”
Kosar, who filed for bankruptcy protection in
Florida in 2009, has been public about how his financial issues ultimately caught up with him more
than once. “It’s come and gone three or four times
with my family and friends. Before I got to my first
NFL game, the first-season [salary] was gone. But
I felt good about myself. I knew my dad couldn’t
pay for the colleges and my brother and sister
were going through paying off the houses, the
cars, so being able to pay off that stuff, I felt good.
“Now, the numbers are bigger for just about
everybody,” Kosar continues, proud of his efforts
to enlighten the NFL’s current crop of players.
“Making guys aware that you can help but you
don’t have to help at the risk of depleting yourself
like I did a few times, because you may not get
that opportunity to make it up. I watch so many of
the players heading toward the same thing. Some
players don’t have the opportunities or blessings that I’ve had to be able to overcome those
things multiple times, let alone once. I didn’t even
have the problems like Ponzi schemes, bad agents,
those type things that we’re hearing about today.
Put your money in the boring bank so that you
can focus on your craft. That could be basketball,
baseball or whatever it is.”
Since retiring from the NFL after the 1996 season, Kosar has been involved with the Browns,
with the Arena Football League and with various
business ventures and charities outside of sports,
including exploring ways to help former players

10
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TRAVIS KINSEY
Managing Editor

CLEVELAND
ROCKS!
Kinsey (left)
and Kosar will be
Browns fans
for life.

Want to sign up for email

notification of the “Editor’s Note” column or
to read past columns? Visit
www.americanwaymag.com/whatsnew

ELIZABETH BAIRD

A

ALL HE WANTED TO DO was play football. From
his first pro snap in 1985, in the city where he
would become a legend to every kid in town (including me), all he wanted to do was play football. Multiple trips to the playoffs as the Cleveland
Browns’ on-field general. A Pro Bowl appearance.
Three AFC Championship Games, falling just short
of the Super Bowl each time as millions of fans
continued to adore him despite the heartbreak.
Any Clevelander can tell you about “The Drive”
and “The Fumble.” What they might not be able
to tell you — what they might not know without
getting up close and personal with their hero —
is the true essence of former NFL quarterback
Bernie Kosar.
Like many athletes who are suddenly thrust
into a higher tax bracket upon turning pro, Kosar
came from humble beginnings, circumstances
that made the instant financial windfall of an NFL
contract — the ramifications of which we explore
starting on page 36 — exhilarating and overwhelming all at once. Kosar contends, however,
that while the image of the pro athlete suddenly
flush with cash buying mansions and bling for
himself may be reality in some cases, in many
instances, it’s a much more altruistic bent that
pushes him down a path to financial ruin.
“Most of us [pro athletes start out as] lowerdemographic people,” Kosar begins frankly. “My
family and friends didn’t make money. Most
of them didn’t have jobs. So when we make it,
they all make it. To go pro and support your family
was something as kids we thought we should do.”
Add to that mix the fact that Kosar’s first
priority was to perfect his game.
“We had won a national championship in college (at the University of
Miami),” he says. “I was so excited to
be with [Browns teammates] Ozzie
Newsome and Clay Matthews. I was
obsessed with not wanting to let
those guys down, to prove that I deserved to be part of the team and
I deserved to be the quarterback
there. I couldn’t do the lifestyle, pay
attention to everything moneywise,
do investments. To be successful, I
had to just focus on football. Your
family and friends, who have complete access to you, are asking you
for money all the time. It was easier
to give it to them. It felt good, but it
gave you time just to focus on football. I think a lot of guys used their

afflicted with concussion-related symptoms.
That’s an issue he has struggled with (though he
happily reports his health has vastly improved
thanks to intense treatment). A father of four,
Kosar has learned from his past life as the pride
of Cleveland football, a path that has been littered with undying adoration from fans in the
Dawg Pound. “My kids have a good line,” he says.
“¢‘Dad, if you ever feel depressed, just walk down
the streets of Cleveland.’ The fans are really nice.”
Those fans witnessed firsthand the legendary
Bernie Kosar versus John Elway QB battles of the
late 1980s, when Elway’s Denver Broncos defeated
the Browns three times in American Football Conference title games and prevented Cleveland from
advancing to the Super Bowl. Friends with Elway
today, Kosar couldn’t help but give the two-time
Super Bowl champ (and current Broncos executive) grief over the Broncos’ elimination from the
playoffs last season. “Elway was whining about
how tough it is to lose a game like this and the pain,
how he understands the pain of losing,” Kosar remembers with mock indignation. “I left him a message. I go, ‘Bro, you have no idea what the pain is
in the playoffs. You have no idea compared to us.’ ”
Yes, Cleveland sports loyalists have not had a
lot to cheer about, though that will surely one day
change. What hasn’t changed is Kosar’s desire to
help those around him, even if these days, that
help may not be monetary.
“Sometimes I think people think, ‘It would
never happen to me if we were in this spot.’ But
things happen. I talk a lot to kids in school about
not feeling bad about making mistakes. Be open
about it and try not to make them again. Learn
from them. There’s no shame in falling. The shame
is in not trying to get back up.”
Another chance to get back up is all Kosar
ever wanted. That, and to be able to play football.
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THE NUMBERS ARE IN
Over $220,000* Per our 2012 Franchise Disclosure Document,
Goddard School franchisees realized more than $220,000 average
EBITDA
A** in the year ending December 31, 2011.

9.2% annual growth expected in the childcare industry
14.4 million children in the U.S. are in some form of childcare
3.94 million births per year
65% of mothers with children under age 6 are in the workplace
Jeff and Shauna Barison

*Average based on 2011. As stated in Item 19 of our Franchise Disclosure Document. 155 of 358 (43.3%) of franchises in this group did as well or
better than the average. Franchisor cannot predict individual earnings. **Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization
All other material—Source: Marketdata Enterprises, Inc.
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growing and maintaining
inin
´,I\RXDUHVHULRXVDERXWPDNLQJ
KHDGTXDUWHUHGLQ.LQJRI3UXVVLD
our
two
Schools.
DGLIIHUHQFHWKURXJKDQLPSDFWIXO
3HQQV\OYDQLDIUDQFKLVHV7KH
FRPPXQLW\EDVHGIDPLO\RULHQWHG
- Jeff Barison
*RGGDUG6FKRRO:LWK
EXVLQHVVWKHQ7KH*RGGDUG
6FKRROVQDWLRQZLGH*6,LVWKH
IDVWHVWJURZLQJSUHVFKRROIUDQFKLVHLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHV 6FKRROVKRXOGEHSDUWRI\RXUGHFLVLRQ7DNHWKHWLPHWR
UHDOO\WKLQNDERXW\RXUGHVLUHGOLIHVW\OHDQGKRZEHVWWR
DQGZDVUHFRJQL]HGDVWKH´&KLOGFDUH)UDQFKLVHµIRU
FUDIW\RXUOHJDF\µ
WKHWZHOIWKFRQVHFXWLYH\HDUE\Entrepreneurr PDJD]LQH
-DQXDU\ 
To learn more about franchising opportunities
-HIIVD\V´:HIHOWDSURYHQIUDQFKLVHZRXOGRIIHUWKH
with The Goddard School, call 800-272-4901
or visit us online at GoddardSchoolFranchise.com.
EHVWRIERWKZRUOGV³ZHFRXOGKDYHRXURZQEXVLQHVV
*
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AIR MAIL

We enjoy hearing what you think about the magazine — so much so
that if your letter to the editor is published in a 2013 issue, you’ll
be entered into a drawing to win 100,000 AAdvantage miles. Want
a chance at the miles? Simply email your thoughts to us at
editor@americanwaymag.com

FLYING INTO THE FUTURE

As my wife of 47 years and I sit on this beautiful 767 airplane reading American Way,
which it seems we have done hundreds of
times, I can’t help but reflect on how important American Airlines has been and
how influential your magazine has been.
Having your 70th birthday has that nostalgic effect on you. Back in 1973, when we
made our home in San Diego, moving from
New York and leaving our family behind was
clearly one of the downsides. We vowed that
we would make semiannual trips back and
yes, American, with its nonstop service, has
always been our No. 1. If I’m not mistaken,
back in the day, it was the only nonstop between the two cities.
When reading American Way, I would
see articles about Nova Scotia or Martha’s
Vineyard or Niagara-on-the-Lake or Quebec City, to name a few, and we would take
advantage of your wonderful triangle policy
so that we could couple our family visits
with some adventure. How ironic that my
son is now employed in Manhattan and will
marry a woman who has five sisters and is
not moving from New York. He has become
a full-fledged New Yorker. Consequently, we
will be making many more cross-country
trips on American to keep connected with
him. Keep those articles coming.
Harold Block, San Diego

with her article on visiting the British Virgin Islands in the Jan. 15 issue of American
Way (“Luxurious Peace”). Tammy was
the high point of the morning news in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area. Her sunny personality was wonderful in the mornings, and I
am sad she is no longer on our local news.
Her trip to the BVI was well deserved and
very informative. I was thrilled to learn her
father got to walk her down the aisle and
that she has found her happy ending with
her husband. I hope she stays in the D/FW
area and lands on another channel soon.
Melissa Alderdice, Mansfield, Texas
TAMMY DOMBECK RESPONDS: It’s kind people
like you who make me love what I do, Melissa. I
am looking at being back on the air this month
on CBS in Dallas/Fort Worth. I will make sure to
keep you and your Mansfield neighbors updated
on your roadways and commute.
YES TO KEY WEST

Thank you for featuring Tammy Dombeck

I travel with American Airlines frequently,
and an integral part of my enjoyment of
your service includes reading American
Way cover to cover. In fact, by the time the
plane is climbing, I am already deep inside
its pages. So, on a cold winter morning in
Chicago while the ice was being rinsed away,
nothing gave me greater pleasure than reading an article about a very warm place close
to my heart: Key West, Fla. (“Brief: Go,” Jan.
1). It was 1994 when I first ventured onto
its vodka-sanded shores, and I have been
there numerous times since. In this fastpaced world (even faster so than in 1994),
the eccentric yet unperturbed Key West
is a place that, as the author of the article
wrote, is “the perfect weekend destination
stemmed from the fact that it’s just a short
flight from Miami yet far enough away from
the mainstream.” I would struggle to find a
more pertinent endorsement of the island
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ASSOCIATE EDITOR JAN HUBBARD RESPONDS:
It sounds like 70 for you is the new 50, Harold,
or maybe even the new 40. It’s always great to
get compliments from a longtime reader, and
we appreciate your relating positive experiences
about flying on American Airlines. We hope to
keep informing and entertaining you on those
cross-country flights.
THRILLED FOR TAMMY
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as a global destination. I would furthermore
like to commend the writer for capturing
the very essence of Key West in her article,
through her comprehensive lowdown on
the best culture, dazzling hostelry and
unique history encompassed within this
fantastic island.
Samuel Lindfield, London
SENIOR EDITOR ANNA FIALHO RESPONDS: I’m
glad to hear you enjoyed reading Elaine Glusac’s
story on Key West, Samuel. I agree that she did a
fantastic job on it (though I might be considered
biased). I’ve never been myself, but after working
on her story, I’m more than ready to book a trip
to the island. Maybe I’ll see you there.
DOUBLE SURPRISE

One of the first things I do when getting
settled into my seat on a plane is to check
the magazines in the pocket in front of me.
To my greatest surprise, when I picked
up American Way, the name of my not-soknown native city was on the cover of the
magazine. The Dec. 1, 2012, edition had a
nice article about one of American Airlines’
newest destinations: Asunción, Paraguay
(“Brief: Go”). I was very pleased to read how
the writer nicely summarized the essence
of my city, especially when he mentions our
friendly qualities when receiving visitors.
Braulio Zelada, New York
J.H. RESPONDS: Sometimes the toughest people
to please when you’re writing about a city are
the proud residents and natives. It’s great that
you have endorsed our effort, Braulio. Your letter exemplifies the friendliness of Paraguayans.
GOONIES UNITE

I was inspired to write to editor Adam
Pitluk after reading the Dec. 1, 2012, “Editor’s Note,” because I’m also a Goonie. I’m
sorry, Adam, that your name isn’t on the big
screen, but you do have a following in American Way. I am an AA flight attendant based
at LAX, and I never miss an issue. I am also
a co-author of children’s fiction. My sister
Deborah and I have published several books
and have big dreams, just like the ones you
and your buddy had. We are from Australia,
so the books are about little Aussie animals
and how they survive nature’s devastation.
Pookie the Kangaroo is the hero. We have
just started marketing in the U.S.
Sheryl Garrick, Los Angeles
EDITOR ADAM PITLUK RESPONDS: You’re my
new best friend, Sheryl. Thanks so much for the
sweet note, and best of luck with Pookie.
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COURTESY MOJO & THE BAYOU GYPSIES

100,000 AAdvantage
miles for your thoughts.

THE SUDOKU MATCH

{

M U S I C I A N S’

COURTESY MOJO & THE BAYOU GYPSIES

IT’S NOT OFTEN that we get fan mail from
practitioners of everything from Cajun/
Zydeco to symphonic music, but it was a
good month for American Way, where music
will continue to be an important part of our
magazine.

THE LINCOLN SYMPHONY
While traveling from Chicago to Dallas to
rehearse with the Marcus High School band,
I was reading the American Way article on
Steven Spielberg (“Pursuit of Perfection,”
Dec. 1, 2012). It was fascinating, because
we in the Chicago Symphony recorded the
soundtrack to Lincoln with John Williams,
but we were contractually sworn to secrecy.
It seems that Spielberg’s link with authenticity also meant he wanted an orchestra from
“The Land of Lincoln” for the soundtrack. During the recording sessions, Spielberg and
Daniel Day-Lewis were running around with
a camera photographing us. It was definitely
not a normal week at Orchestra Hall.
Gene Pokorny, Tuba
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
EDITOR ADAM PITLUK RESPONDS: Excellent insight into the process, Gene. Can’t say
I’m surprised at the lengths Spielberg went
to to ensure authenticity, but I’m certainly
glad he tapped Chicago’s finest to perform
the music.

C O R N E R

}

GOT THE MOJO WORKING
I’ve wanted to write this letter for a quarter
century. Yes, American Airlines has been
our travel provider since the earliest days of
our show. American Way is my first perk on
every flight. Filled with the works of great
writers and artists (yes, I believe journalism
is art), American Way entertains, informs
and intrigues me with every issue. The arrival of Adam Pitluk was a major watershed.
Adam’s writing has often touched my heart,
my memories and the “human essence,” as
my late friend, Isaac Asimov, used to call it.
Adam’s connections and his ability to share
them has taken me on journeys back in time.
We cannot buy tickets for such journeys.
Bien merci pour le lagniappe; thank you for
the “special extras,” AA and American Way.
Mister Mojo
MOJO & The Bayou Gypsies
A.P. RESPONDS: This is about the greatest
compliment I could have ever been paid, and
I thank my lucky gators and other swamp
critters that I have the famous Mister Mojo
in my corner. But really, all credit goes to
my team of world-class editors, designers,
writers and photographers. When you put
a good solo artist in the right band, well,
you get the Bayou Gypsies. And you get
American Way. Merci beaucoup.
LOVE THE MUSIC
As a professional singer and music educator, I have flown pretty much exclusively on
American Airlines from my first performance
when I was 16. One of the first things I look
forward to is reading American Way to find
out what my fellow musicians are up to or
what city in the world I’d like to visit someday. The Dec. 1, 2012, issue had a fabulous
article on Beck’s latest sheet-music album
(“Itinerary”). The article on composer Joel
Beckerman’s sonic branding (“Brief: Q&A”)
reminded me that American Way always
makes space for supporting the arts, music
and education.
Darlene Koldenhoven,
Studio City, Calif.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR JESSICA JONES RESPONDS: We feel the arts are critically important, and we’re proud to spotlight the
artists we feel are doing great things. Thank
you for your contributions.

A A .COM/AMERICANWAY
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On a flight from Dallas to Montreal, my wife
found the Sudoku puzzles in American Way
and challenged me to a race. By the time we
were wheels-up, we had the “Gentle” puzzle
solved. Passengers in the seats behind us
noticed the competition and asked if they
could join in, and we agreed a free drink
would go to the winner. As the pilot announced the plane had reached its cruising
altitude, the four of us checked off the “Moderate” puzzle. By now, we were attracting attention. Others had skipped straight to the
“Diabolical” puzzle. For the next 30 minutes,
the middle section of the plane was fairly
quiet; the only sounds were grumblings of
frustration over the difficulty of the last
puzzle. Finally, somewhere over Wisconsin,
a man nearby announced he had a solution.
Congratulations and a drink purchase followed. Thank you, American Way, for helping us pass the time and for the opportunity
to make some new friends.
Mike Buettell, Friday Harbor, Wash.
DESIGN COORDINATOR BETSY L. SEMPLE
RESPONDS: What a fantastic way to pass the
time, Mike. We get a lot of feedback on Sudoku
puzzles. They have made an impact on our customers. We’re so glad you put them to good use.
HONEYMOON PLANNER

It is through reading American Way that
20 years ago we chose our honeymoon trip:
Virgin Gorda. American Airlines took us
there. Then several years later, reading
about St. Barts in AW (“Brief: Go,” Feb. 1,
2012), we decided to go there. The countries,
cities and towns that are featured in the
magazine are always very well researched
with excellent recommendations. American
Way magazine has become our trusted, reliable travel agent. Thank you, American
Airlines, and everyone who works on the
magazine, for helping our holidays become
more enjoyable.
Jose de Aguinaga, Mexico City
J.H. RESPONDS: It is gratifying to know we’ve
had a positive effect on your travels. Please keep
reading, and we’ll do our best to continue writing
about new, enjoyable places to visit.

Missed it in the magazine?

All American Way articles are available
online at AA.com/americanway
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Now everyone
gets an upgrade.
We’re obsessed with improving everything about flying.
Naturally, that starts with the planes. So we’re building
the youngest, most modern fleet among the largest
U.S. airlines, featuring amenities like Wi-Fi, USB and
universal powerports and personal in-seat entertainment
regardless of where you sit. Inspired by our past but driven
by the future, we’re becoming a new American.

aa.com/newamerican
AmericanAirlines and the flight symbol are marks of American Airlines, Inc. oneworld is a mark of the oneworld Alliance, LLC. © 2013 American Airlines, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ITINERARY
BEST LATE-NIGHT EATS

A SXSW SURVIVAL GUIDE

KC GETS HIS SUNSHINE BACK

+ MORE

{ STYLE }

NATALIE YOUNG/RISING SUN & CO.

House of the
Rising Sun
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Everything, even in the fast-paced world
of fashion, comes full circle. And that’s
part of the appeal of RISING SUN & CO.’s
sturdy, well-tailored men’s denim collection, which hearkens back to a time when
every article of clothing was made by hand —
by the designer. The brand, which is developing a cult following, has a newly opened
workshop-turned-store complete with antique fixtures and displays in the Eagle Rock
neighborhood of Los Angeles. A majority
of the items for sale are finished on-site in
the workshop. Being made in America is
more than a talking point for founder and
chief designer Mike Hodis, who used to design for Lucky Brand. Selvage fabric made
by Cone Denim Mills in North Carolina
and hardware produced in Kentucky are
crafted together to bring Hodis’ designs
to life. Tried-and-true cuts and worn-in
washes are signatures, with custom hemming services available as needed. “We
strive to create a balance between the familiar and progressive by utilizing great
design, quality fabrics and finishes that are
rooted in America’s ingenuity of old,” Hodis
says. Those who aren’t in L.A. can find Rising Sun’s wares in a few boutiques around
the globe, at Barneys in New York and on
its website. After all, a well-made pair of
jeans is an instant classic. $225 to $425, www

Teatime
Refreshment
A spa should cater
to your well-being
inside and out.
The LAPIS SPA AT
FONTAINEBLEAU
HOTEL MIAMI
BEACH takes this
to heart with its
new juice- and
tea-based detox
offerings. To set the
scene, in addition
to the complimentary lemon-infused
water that most
spas offer, Lapis
also indulges guests
with other tasty
variations including
pineapple, blueberry
and watermelon.
“We encourage our
guests to be lavish
with consumption,”
says Josie Feria, director of spa operations. “Many of our
treatments involve
hot water, which
can be overheating,
so we suggest you
ingest quite a bit of
water.” For a deeper

MIAMI
B E AC H

.risingsunjeans.com

—Jennifer Bradley Franklin
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cleansing experience, try a special
detoxing tea blend
containing natural
ingredients like
algae and organically
grown plants. “These
teas reduce edema
and cleanse the
body. They complement our wrap and
lymphatic-drainage
treatments,” Feria
explains. The spa
also features drinks
with targeted nutrition, like citrus lemonade with cleansing
chia seeds; protein-,
enzyme- and
probiotic-packed
kombucha; and even
vitamin-packed raw
beet juice. “We’re
not only conscious of
the benefits,” Feria
says. “We are true
and loyal to the
concept of a spa
being a place for
rejuvenation.”

www.fontainebleau
.com —LISA MARSH

{ STYLE }

The Test
of Time
Move over, smartphones. When it comes
to telling time, wristwatches have made a
triumphant return. These days, it’s simply
about finding yourself the right ticker to
showcase. Thankfully, MULCO WATCHES
offers 10 lines of analog, unisex styles sure
to suit any personality. Though the brand
originated in Switzerland in 1958, a core
group of designers and watch technicians
has reimagined Mulco for the millennium,
combining dynamic colors with textured
materials (think steel, rubber, aluminum,
ceramic and silicon) to create wearable
works of art that are also functional.
Collections include Fondo, a fun range
of hues including deep purple, vibrant
yellow and blue — perfect for a casual weekend — and Nuit, which offers a bolder look.
Captivated by Formula One races? Check
out Mulco’s selection of Prix timepieces.
Or, for conveying stark sophistication, the
leather-strapped Citta is ideal. While most
of the watches feature Swiss chronographs,
they all have one thing in common: They
make time look good. From $225, www.mulco
.com —Laura Kiniry

THIS PAGE, STYLE: NATALIE YOUNG/RISING SUN & CO. OPPOSITE PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.;
WARNER BROS. PICTURES; CHARLIE GRAY/CONTOUR BY GETTY IMAGES
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Personal Growth
Like the beanstalk from the fairy tale that inspired his new movie,
BILL NIGHY sprouts up almost 16 feet for Jack the Giant Slayer.

THIS PAGE, STYLE: NATALIE YOUNG/RISING SON & CO. OPPOSITE PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.;
WARNER BROS. PICTURES; CHARLIE GRAY/CONTOUR BY GETTY IMAGES

T

he best scr een actors a r e
always larger than life, but in Jack
the Giant Slayer, English actor Bill
Nighy bests them all.
Playing a 22-foot-tall wicked giant in the
film, the 6-foot-2-inch Nighy was stretched
by some 200 inches for the screen using
state-of-the-art motion-capture technology.
No stranger to effects films like Underworld,
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest
and Shaun of the Dead, Nighy enjoyed the
process of bringing to life the Jack and the
Beanstalk story for modern audiences with
director Bryan Singer.
“Apart from the initial embarrassment of
someone of my vintage getting into a black
vinyl zip-up jumpsuit, which is always a
lonely day, and wearing a helmet with cameras attached, which basically shoot up the
nose, it was all very good fun,” he says dryly.
“Plus, it allowed me to pick up [co-star] Ewan
McGregor in the palm of my hand, which is
many an actor’s great, fanciful wish.”

When Nighy was 15 years old, his primary wish was to be anywhere but where
he was. He spent countless hours staring
out his classroom windows in Purley, a
suburb of London, “just aching, yearning
to be anywhere else,” he remembers. So
like the titular Jack the Giant Slayer, the
teenage Nighy struck out on his own hero’s
journey, heading quite arbitrarily for the
Persian Gulf. “It sounded exotic,” he says.
His parents, who thought he had enrolled in
a student foreign-exchange program, were
quite perturbed to receive a call from the
British Consulate in the South of France requiring they claim their errant son. “I didn’t
make it to my destination,” Nighy cracks,
“because I’d gotten very, very hungry. My
parents were rather angry with me.”
But the wanderlust never left Nighy’s
blood, suiting him particularly well to the
working actor’s nomadic lifestyle. “When
I was first becoming an actor, older actors
would say, ‘You have to understand, there
may be long periods of unemployment in
this career,’¤” he recalls. “At which point,
I’d struggle to keep a straight face because
that’s exactly what I had in mind. I thought,
‘That sounds great!’ I didn’t want to go to
the same place every day with the same
people and know how much I’d be making
in 25 years.”
Though it took Nighy nearly 30 years of
stage work and bit parts before his breakout
role as washed-up rock star Billy Mack in
the romantic comedy Love Actually arrived,
he says acting has been the perfect journey
for him. “I never know where I’m going to be
next, or who I’ll be next,” he says. “Could be a
vampire, a zombie, a squid. One never knows,
and I like it just like that.” —J. Rentilly

Weird, Wonderful Oz
Sam Raimi’s new film, Oz: The Great
& Powerful, casts James Franco
as the wonderful wizard and tells
the story of how he first came to
Emerald City. It’s just the latest
among hundreds of adaptations of
L. Frank Baum’s timeless novel, The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Here are a
few of the more intriguing variations
from pop-culture history.
BOOKS: Wicked: The Life & Times of
the Wicked Witch of the West

By Gregory Maguire (1995)

Maguire’s insightful novel — another prequel —
shined an empathetic light on Elphaba’s (aka
the future Wicked Witch of the West) early
years. The Broadway adaptation won three Tony
Awards.
BROADWAY: The Wiz (1975)
One of the first Broadway musicals with an
all-black cast, The Wiz put an urban spin on
Dorothy’s story. After winning seven Tonys, it
was made into a 1978 film starring Diana Ross,
Michael Jackson and Richard Pryor.
FILM: The Muppets’ Wizard of Oz

(2005)

With Kermit as the Scarecrow, Gonzo as the
Tin Thing, Fozzie as the Cowardly Lion, Miss
Piggy as Glinda the Good Witch and pop singer
Ashanti as Dorothy Gale, this made-for-TV
movie is arguably the weirdest adaptation on
this list.
MUSIC: “Tin Man,” by America (1974)
Pop-rock band America scored its fourth Top
10 hit with this song inspired by Baum’s classic,
with memorable lyrics such as, “Oz never did
give nothing to the Tin Man that he didn’t, didn’t
already have.”
VIDEO GAMES: The Wizard of Oz (2012)
This Facebook game allows players to build the
yellow-brick road, fight off the Wicked Witch
and help Dorothy get to Emerald City. With
music, video clips and voices from the 1939
film, it’s a surprisingly immersive entry in the Oz
canon. —BRET LOVE
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Modern Family
The hilarious MARTHA PLIMPTON brings down the house
on Fox’s familial sitcom Raising Hope.

AMERICAN WAY: You’re a New Yorker working
primarily in Los Angeles. How’s the adjustment
been?
MARTHA PLIMPTON: I grew up in New York, and

my apartment is there, and all of my friends are
there. But the older I get, the less I mind having a
backyard. Although when Hurricane Sandy hit, I
felt this strange longing to be home. When your
city goes through a traumatic event, you want to
be there. I hate to be the New Yorker who, when
asked, “Where were you?” is like, “Well … I was
in L.A.”
AW: Raising Hope pushes boundaries but also
presents a new type of family for 2013.
MP: Obviously as Americans, we’re figuring out
that family comes in a lot of different shapes
and sizes, and television is reflecting that. It’s
not uncommon now to have multiple generations under one roof
or to struggle with maintaining a
household or to have unexpected
additions to families. Our show is
completely over the top, but at its
heart, there’s a real humanity.
AW: Is playing the role of Virginia
as much fun as it appears?
MP: I loved her from the pilot. I liked
that she smoked, that she didn’t
care what other people thought
of her. I like the idea of a sitcom
mom who isn’t an archetype — she
doesn’t exist solely to give context
to the men in the house.
AW: You speak with such passion
for your craft. What do you attribute that to?
MP: It’s attributable to my mother
and how she raised me, to growing up in New York, to my work in
the theater. I think all actors should
work in the theater. It teaches you
how to be part of something bigger. When you’re making plays,
you’re not making an extraordinary
amount of money. I did it for 10
years, doing very little TV and film
work, and I was really struggling!
Which makes Raising Hope all the
more wonderful. I don’t take any of
it for granted.
—ALLISON WINN SCOTCH
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Midnight Specials
There are two basic quests in the
hit-or-miss world of late-night urban
dining: finding a place that’s open
(fairly easy), and finding one that’s
good (harder). “When you’re hungry
at 3 a.m., you’re still allowed to have
a discerning palate,” says MIKEY
ROE, the nocturnal host of Travel
Channel’s Feed the Beast (which
premieres this month), a show that
scours the country for the best
after-hours grub. Roe gives us a
scrumptious sneak preview of some
of his favorite places to chow down
in the wee hours.
AUSTIN, TEXAS: Magnolia Cafe
“You can get all the usual comfort-food fare
at this hallowed spot — burgers, sandwiches,
pastas, Tex-Mex staples. But the most
comforting item here is something called
‘Love Migas’ — a savory breakfast scramble
cooked in spicy ‘love’ butter.” Open 24/7, www
.themagnoliacafe.com
NEW YORK: Bubby’s
“If you’re in the mood for chicken and waffles
or just a mimosa and some great steak ’n’ eggs
(we’re talking a quality New York strip), look
no further than this all-hours comfort-food
haven that’s become renowned for its Midnight
Brunch menu.” Open 24/7 (except on Tuesdays
from midnight to 7 a.m.), with Midnight Brunch
starting daily at 11 p.m.; www.bubbys.com
LOS ANGELES: Berri’s Pizza Cafe
“A lot of places in L.A. close surprisingly early. If
you’re craving good pizza after midnight, this
spot serves a great late-night pie. My favorite is
the Chicken Pesto Pizza, which has caramelized
onions and sun-dried tomatoes.” Open until
3:30 a.m., www.myberriscafe.com
—JORDAN RANE
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than-three-decades-long career or even just follow her on Twitter, you know she is as frank, as
smart and as witty as you’d expect her to be. So it’s
no surprise that she brings her trademark spunk
to her starring role on Fox’s Raising Hope, which
paints a picture of a perfectly dysfunctional family.
She tells American Way why this isn’t your average
family show and why she’ll always ♥ New York.

FROM LEFT: DAN BUSTA/CORBIS OUTLINE; COURTESY TRAVEL CHANNEL

If you’ve followed Martha Plimpton’s more-
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A Survival Guide to
South by Southwest
Pack up your skinny jeans and vintage shades — SOUTH
BY SOUTHWEST (SXSW) 2013 is on the horizon. The massive
10-day (March 8 to 17) conference in Austin, Texas, garners
equal attention for its tech-forward panels, film screenings and
musical performances — not to mention a city full of unofficial
parties and gaggles of gustatory delights. An event of this
magnitude can be chaos without a game plan, so we tapped
Austin locals and SXSW veterans alike for their survival tips.
keynote speaker for the music portion of the fest. And,
of course, hometown hottie
Matthew McConaughey
is sure to be spotted all over
the city.”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: EXTREME AIRSHOTS; CHRISTIAN REMDE/EAST SIDE KING; FRAZER HARRISON/GETTY IMAGES;
MARSHALL WRIGHT/EAST SIDE KING; ZUMA PRESS, INC./ALAMY; COURTESY J.CREW
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Essentials to Pack

Leave the fancy duds at
home: SXSW — and Austin
in general — sports a hip,
casual vibe. “Your SXSW
‘uniform’ should consist
of skinny jeans and
comfy shoes or cowboy boots, paired
with flannel shirts
or American Apparel tees,” says
Sadie Cornelius,
owner of SKC
Marketing in Austin. “Also, bring a
water bottle, plenty of business cards, and don’t forget to
accessorize with sunglasses.”
A smartphone or tablet is ideal
for trading contacts and getting up-to-the-minute socialmedia updates on the SXSW
scene, so charging cables and
back-up power packs are key.
Equally important: “Pack light,
because your suitcase will be
overflowing with swag,” says
Tara Berkoski, a New York
public-relations executive
headed to SXSW for her third
consecutive year.

Best Food Trucks

Austin is a street-food heaven,
with hundreds of trucks,
trailers and carts across the
city. “Paul Qui’s East Side King
[trucks] are the best food
trailers in town,” Cornelius

Unofficial Parties

says. “And this year, he’s curating a selection of trucks called
SouthBites.” That’s great news
for foodies, who can find top
picks from the Top Chef winner and James Beard Awarded
chef across from the Austin
Convention Center throughout
the conference. Even better:
It’s open to the public.

Celeb Spotting

With all the film screenings,
concerts and hip hobnobbery
at SXSW, celebrities are just
part of the landscape. “SXSW
is the best time to spot a celeb
in Austin,” says Dani Dudek,

entertainment editor for The
Digital Texan/ATXgossip. “This
year, expect to see Steve Carell
and other cast members of The
Incredible Burt Wonderstone
out and about [see page 44 for
our cover story on Olivia Wilde,
who also stars in the film], as
well as Dave Grohl, who’s a

NEW THIS YEAR!

AMERICAN AIRLINES is proud
to be the new official airline
of the annual SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST film and music conference in Austin,
Texas. We’ll be in Austin conducting a number of events throughout
SXSW, so keep an eye out for us at the convention center, on the streets
of Austin and online. Also, if you tune in to Channel 11 of your in-flight audio,
you can listen to a sample of artists who will perform during SXSW.
Visit AA.com/sxsw for more information, and follow @AmericanAir on
Twitter for up-to-the-minute SXSW updates. See you in Austin!

A A .COM/AMERICANWAY
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For many people, going to
SXSW doesn’t necessarily
mean going to SXSW. The
number of unofficial events
and parties that run concurrent to the conference, no
badges required, is staggering. “Music day-parties are my
favorite — usually free alcohol,
less crowded and anyone can
go,” says Lindsey Reynolds,
an Austin native and six-year
SXSW volunteer who co-owns
a boutique bartending service
called The Goodetime Gals.
“Nighttime gets a little more
upscale and exclusive.” She
recommends checking Do512
.com or RSVPster.com to find
out what’s happening.
—Travis Marshall
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Playing for Kids
Fifty years after
Madeleine L’Engle’s A
Wrinkle in Time earned
the Newbery Medal for
excellence in children’s
literature, the DALLAS
CHILDREN’S THEATER

(DCT) is staging a
theatrical adaptation of
the science-fiction classic. Creative costume
changes and special
effects bring to life the
tale of Meg, her brother
Charles and their
friend Calvin as they
cross time and space to
rescue Meg’s father. The
theater, which kicks
off its 30th season in
September, presents up
to 12 main-stage acts
each season and takes its
touring productions to
50 cities worldwide. The
nonprofit organization
provides discounted and

24
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donated tickets to some
60,000 students annually and operates afterschool drama clubs
and artist-in-residence
programs throughout
the Dallas area. “We are
a gateway to the arts for
many children,” says
Artie Olaisen, the director of A Wrinkle in Time
and the theater’s associate artistic director.
“We create an environment that inspires kids’
imaginations, and we
also create a foundation
for whatever path a child
might choose.” DCT’s
production of A Wrinkle
in Time runs March 22
through April 14 at the
Rosewood Center for
Family Arts in Dallas.

Those seeking
a substitute
for flip-flops and
grains of sand as a
way to usher
in spring might look
to skis and flakes
of snow instead.
Jackson Hole
Mountain Resort
in Wyoming is
hosting its
eighth annual
MOUNTAIN
FESTIVAL on March
30, with O.A.R. as
the music headliner.
Events include
a ski race, fireworks
and more. Lodging
from $109 per night,
www.jacksonhole
.com —MARK BAUER

Tickets are $12 to $40,
www.dct.org

—Renee Brincks

Sco ttS dal e,
a riz.
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{ TH E ATER }

SAVE
THE
DATE

Dining in a five-star hotel doesn’t have
to mean dressing snazzy. Need proof?
We have some — literally. PROOF is the
new American canteen at Arizona’s
Four Seasons Resort Scottsdale
at Troon North, and comfort is
practically a prerequisite. It’s the kind
of place where kids hover over classic
lunch trays, servers don gingham and
denim, and TVs showcase vintage
cartoons and John Wayne Westerns
— there’s even a train track winding
through the dining room. While
dishes run the gamut from lobster
rolls to chocolate bacon waffles ,
all of the ingredients used at Proof
are sourced exclusively in the good
ol’ US of A. Thirsty? Have the soda
jerk make you a boozy shake, or hit
up the bar’s selection of small-batch
American spirits. An ever-changing
selection of handmade candies —
think caramels and saltwater taffy —
is perfect for Proof on the go.
www.proofcanteen.com —LAURA KINIRY

FROM LEFT: LINDA BLASE; TRISTAN GRESZKO/JACKSON HOLE MOUNTAIN RESORT; KEVIN S. MOUL

Resort Casual
(For Real)

{ MUSIC }

Electric Electronica
Producer/DJ DIPLO’s brand of house music has hit the mainstream,
thanks in part to his work with pop stars of every variety.

AW: The dance-music scene has
exploded with DJs who’ve become famous overnight.
D: Nowadays, a DJ just needs to
have one song that plays in the
clubs and on YouTube and they
blow up so quickly. But a lot of
times, that’s a flash in the pan. It
doesn’t last very long. Ours is more
of a slow grow.
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hobby — just a way to put out music where we didn’t know where
it could go. But now, after almost
three years, it makes a lot of sense.
There’s a whole culture around it
now. It feels like a real group.

Wes Pentz, a 34-year-old Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
native better known as Diplo, has quietly become
one of pop music’s busiest producers, working with
the likes of Kanye West and Usher. He also performs year-round both as an in-demand disc jockey
and as the principal mind behind reggae-infused
house-music outfit Major Lazer. This month, Diplo’s
group releases a new album, Free the Universe
(Mad Decent, $12). To mark the occasion, he talked
to American Way about dance music’s newfound
popularity and dressing like a star.
AMERICAN WAY: Aided by electronic dance
music’s recent surge in popularity, Major Lazer
has evolved from a niche act to a mainstream
festival headliner.
DIPLO: When we first started, it was like a little

AW: Major Lazer’s music is heavily
rooted in Caribbean culture. What
draws you to the music of that region and, particularly, Jamaica?
D: Growing up in Florida, I was
tuned into a lot of reggae music
really young. When I listened to
Jamaican music — everything from
ska to rocksteady to Bob Marley to
dancehall — I realized how that music was like a sponge of everything.
It was like what I was already doing:
always mixing and matching different things up
in genres.

Celebrating 40 years of making people shake
their booties on dance floors across the world,
HARRY WAYNE CASEY, better known as KC
from KC and the Sunshine Band, is back with his
first album in more than a decade, Feeling You
(Sunshine Records, $17). “I feel like a year ago I
came out of a musical coma and these lyrics and
melodies just started flying out of my head,” he
says with excitement.
Since his explosion onto the ’70s music
scene, the 62-year-old has watched numerous
new artists dabble with disco and other forms
of dance music. Here, he shares his favorite pop
performers of today.

Rihanna
“She reminds me of the Donna
Summer and Gloria Gaynor days.”

Ke$ha
“Her energy is just terrific, and her
songs are very dynamic and fun.”

Kelly Clarkson

AW: In your collaborations as a producer, which
artist has surprised you the most?
D: [Justin] Bieber. I didn’t expect it to be so much
fun. Working with somebody that young — they
really teach you so much. He had a lot of his own
opinions, but he was also so interested in learning. With him, it was really collaborative. There
was a lot of rap music [we made] that no one will
ever hear.

“There was a dance artist back in the
day whose name was Sylvester. He
sang, ‘You Make Me Feel (Mighty Real),’ and Cee
Lo definitely reminds me of that sound.”

AW: You’ve made a habit of dressing in designer
suits at your shows. Why?
D: I think you’re getting paid so much money, you
might as well look like a star. —DAN HYMAN

“She’s one of the most consistent
artists out there that I can think of. I
like every record of hers.” —KRIST Y ALPERT

A A .COM/AMERICANWAY
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Getting His Groove Back

“I love Kelly Clarkson, especially
now that her stuff has crossed over
into dance.”

Cee Lo Green

Katy Perry

MARCH 01, 2013
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{ HOTEL }

An Element of Green

APP
ATTACK

{ HOTEL }

Holding
Court
In Colorado, people
are serious about
their outdoor
activities. Skiing, rock
climbing, mountain
biking, hiking — the
list goes on and on.
It only makes sense,
then, that the GRAND
HYATT DENVER
would pay extra
attention to this detail
during its current
renovations. The
result is the Skycourt,
Denver’s only outdoor
rooftop jogging
track and tennis
court overlooking

“The sun
shines 300
days a
year here.”
26
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the skyline (it also
happens to include
shuffleboard and
fitness stations). The
track adjoins an
indoor pool and the
hotel’s 24-hour health
club, both of which
are free and open
only to Hyatt guests.
According to Greg
Leonard, the hotel’s
general manager, the
track only makes
sense. “The sun
shines 300 days a
year here, and guests
really enjoy the milder,
crisper temperatures,
even in the winter
months,” Leonard
says. “This will be a
year-round facility.”

True hospitality
comes when
your host anticipates
your every
need. CONRAD
CONCIERGE helps
Conrad Hotels
& Resorts do just that.
The free app, for
iOS and Android,
allows guests
to customize their
experiences
by ordering room
service, booking
spa appointments,
requesting extra
pillows or booking a
car with just a
tap of the finger.
Available in 13
languages, the app
helps guests feel
right at home at
Conrad properties
worldwide.
www.conrad
hotels.com/concierge

It’s one thing to commit to a
socially conscious lifestyle
in your own home, where
you control the variables.
But on the road, it’s practically impossible — until now.
ELEMENT HOTELS, the eco-wise
division of Starwood Hotels
& Resorts, reports that all
of its hotels now meet the
brand’s commitment to 100
percent renewable energy.
In pursuit of the U.S. Green
Building Council’s Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certification
for high-performance buildings, the company’s Global
Citizenship team challenged
its owners in 2010 to increase
renewable-energy usage from
35 percent to 70 percent as
part of LEED volume build
certification. Then, in 2012,
they upped the ante to 100 percent, and the individual hotels
stepped up to the challenge by
purchasing Renewable Energy
Credits from their local energy
providers, guaranteeing that
the energy used was coming
from renewable sources like
wind, hydroelectric, solar or

geothermal. But don’t worry;
guests still experience posh
(yet green) amenities like
natural light in rooms and
public spaces, healthy dining
options during its complimentary breakfast, saline swimming pools, bikes to borrow
and electric-vehicle charging
stations. www.elementhotels
.com —L.M.

IT’S EASY BEING GREEN,
especially at Element Hotels,
such as this one
in Lexington, Mass.

—JENNIFER
BRADLEY FRANKLIN

From $109, www
.hyatt.com
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—LISA MARSH
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THE NEW OPERA TOWER.
WE’VE ADDED A MILLION DOLLAR DESIGN UPGRADE
TO COMPLEMENT OUR MILLION DOLLAR VIEWS.

New lobby. New pool deck. New lounge. New models. If you haven’t seen the
new Opera Tower, this will open your eyes.
And if you haven’t toured Biscayne Boulevard’s hottest neighborhood,
Opera Tower is the place to start. Day or night.
50% Developer Financing & Leaseback Opportunity Available
HOA dues paid by seller during term of lease. Studios, 1, and 2 bedrooms
from $225,000. To see the best views in downtown Miami, visit the
Opera Tower Sales Center and Model Residences at 1750 N. Bayshore Dr.,
just off Biscayne. Open Daily. 888.759.3208
FORTUNE DEVELOPMENT SALES operatower.com

We are pledged to the letter and spirit of the U.S. policy for the achievement of equal housing opportunity throughout the Nation. We encourage and support an affirmative advertising and marketing program in which there are no
barriers to obtaining housing because of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin. ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER.
FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS MAKE REFERENCE TO THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. All features, dimensions, drawings,
conceptual renderings, plans and specifications are subject to change without notice, and Developer expressly reserves the right to make modifications. All prices are subject to change without notice. All borrowers are subject to credit
approval. Terms and conditions of seller financing are subject to change without notice. Developer has the right to suspend or modify any financing or leaseback program without notice. Other restrictions and limitations may apply.
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In Short
WITH OR WITHOUT YOU

By Domenica Ruta
(Spiegel & Grau, $25)

{ BOOKS }

Time Travelers

I

Two pioneering female journalists travel like it’s 1889 in
Matthew Goodman’s engaging new book, EIGHTY DAYS.

f the contestants on The Amazing Race
think they have it tough, they ought to
read Eighty Days: Nellie Bly and Elizabeth Bisland’s History-Making Race Around
the World (Ballantine, $28). The new book
by Matthew Goodman takes readers on a
riveting ride back to 1889 for the original
amazing race.
Bly and Bisland were pioneering journalists and something of celebrities as they
circled the globe in opposite directions for
competing publications: Bly eastbound
for Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World newspaper, Bisland westbound for The Cosmopolitan magazine. Their goal: not only to beat the
other but to best the pace set in Jules Verne’s
best-selling novel Around the World in 80 Days.
“Joseph Pulitzer rightly understood that
the idea of a ‘spunky’ young woman racing
around the world to try to beat this famous
fictional mark would do wonders for circulation,” Goodman tells American Way. Indeed, readers submitted more than 927,000
entries for the Nellie Bly Guessing Match,
which awarded a first-class European trip
for guessing the precise duration of Bly’s

28
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trip. (No spoilers here; read the book to
learn which woman won and in what time.)
Readers will empathize with the timeless travel woes Bly and Bisland endured.
Yet these women also found inspiration in
their exotic ports of call, which spanned
from Hong Kong and Calais, France, to Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). Readers will too; Goodman’s 18 months of meticulous research and
his compelling narrative nonfiction bring
their stories to life in vivid period detail.
For all the fanfare, however, the women’s fame quickly faded, their feat largely
forgotten by history. Goodman hopes
Eighty Days will remedy that. “The race
was dismissed as little more than a publicity stunt,” he says. “People haven’t really
understood it as a window into the culture
of the time. It reveals so much in terms of
the changing role of women in society and
in journalism, the newborn culture of celebrity, the impact of technology, even the
changing role of the U.S. in the world. All of
these big issues are marvelously revealed
through this particular little story.”
—Kristin Baird Rattini

Domenica Ruta’s With or Without
You is a Janis Joplin–esque
rock ’n’ roll wail in part about
her mother, Kathi, a drug addict
who shared too much but who
always was willing to provide
money — when she had it — for
her daughter to pursue cultural interests. (Less
impressive was Kathi’s tendency to dispense
OxyContin for cramps.) Raised in roughedged Danvers, Mass., Ruta went on to win
scholarships to a tony boarding school and then
to college and graduate school, which allowed
her to extricate herself from her mother’s
increasingly tragic life — but not before hitting
bottom herself. With a noir sense of humor, Ruta
demonstrates why the most difficult people
in our lives are often those we miss most when
they’re gone. —NATALIE DANFORD
TAPS ON THE WALLS:
POEMS FROM THE HANOI HILTON

By Maj. Gen. John Borling, USAF (retired)
(Master Wings Publishing LLC, $20)

EDITOR’S
PICK

It’s hard to categorize
autobiographical prisoner-of-war
accounts into any literary genre
because they are more than
moving. Perhaps no writings
emphasize the range of emotions
of POWs more than their poetry,
and perhaps no collection of poems is as
powerful and as poignant as Maj. Gen. John
Borling’s Taps On The Walls. A captain in
the Vietnam War, Borling was held prisoner
at the infamous Hanoi Hilton. There, he would
write poetry to keep his mind sharp but, as
prisoners weren’t afforded luxuries like pen and
paper, Borling communicated with his fellow
prisoners by tapping his knuckles on the cell
walls in Morse code. Taps isn’t only a story
of despair, however. Borling also wrote poems
of encouragement, hope, freedom and
even humor. —ADAM PITLUK
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By Rima Suqi

Photography by Jeff Singer

Jazz in the City

In San Francisco’s Hayes Valley, SFJAZZ is the new kid on the block.
But it’s throwing open its doors and welcoming everyone.

T

BRIEF: Q&A

HOSE FAMILIAR with San Francisco’s
burgeoning Hayes Valley neighborhood
might have noticed a shiny, new, largely
transparent building on Franklin Street. It’s the
recently opened home of SFJazz, an organization
founded in 1983 by musician-cum-marketing guy
Randall Kline. SFJazz first started out as a festival
called Jazz in the City, but it has since morphed
into one of only two major organizations in the
country dedicated to cultivating jazz as a living
art form, with year-round concerts, educational
programs, a store and even a restaurant helmed
by Charles Phan, of Slanted Door fame. Here’s how
it all went down.

AMERICAN WAY: I think it’s safe to say you succeeded in your little festival endeavor.
RANDALL KLINE: It’s The Little Engine That Could
story. We only had 50 percent attendance at the
first festival. So, we got a loan from the Arts Loan
Fund, changed our programming and our schedule, and, by the third year, every funder in Northern California was saying, “Hey, these guys are
legit.” We doubled or tripled in size almost every
year until about 10 years ago.
AW: Did you always have your own building?
RK: Never. We started having the building conversation 20 years ago, but it was always a backburner thing. We were doing strategic planning for
the next decade, and the board said this would be
a good time to [build].
AW: What did you envision for it?
RK: I thought it should be modern and classic,
something midcentury — because that’s where
the music for us originates from.
AW: What’s the connection between
jazz and midcentury architecture?
RK: The nearest traditional reference
point for contemporary jazz is basically
the stuff that came out of the late ’40s,
’50s and into the ’60s — the beginning
of bebop. That’s considered the birth
of modern jazz. So it made sense, even

though modern architecture started earlier than
that. I was looking at Frank Lloyd Wright- and
Louis Kahn-inspired stuff. One day I read about
a music center in Mountain View designed by an
architect named Mark Cavagnero. I went to his
website, and the splash page had a John Coltrane
quote. I thought that was a good sign.
AW: It seems to have turned out very well.
RK: It’s a complicated building that looks very
simple — you need a building designer, theater designer and acoustics designer. But we also wanted
[it] to be a welcoming part of the neighborhood.
That’s why we have in our ground-floor lobby
space one really open room that’s all glass. Rehearsals take place there, and it’s a nightclubby
room at night. And on the other side is a café …
and we have three bars.
AW: Besides great food and libations, what else
can you find here?
RK: There’s a 700-seat auditorium and a smaller
room that can hold up to 100 people. There are
practice rooms for our educational program and
a digital-music resource classroom … . Plus, we’ll
have our bookstore.
AW: What upcoming programs excite you?
RK: March 7 to 10 is a week with Indian percussionist Zakir Hussain — he’s kind of the Michael
Jackson of Indian music. March 14 to 17, we have
a woman named Mariza from Portugal. She performs a style of music called fado. It’s like Portuguese blues, and she’s the reigning diva of that
art form. Her voice is incredible. [To learn more
about Mariza and the art of fado, visit AA.com/
americanway and read our Oct. 15, 2007, feature
on the songstress.]

RANDALL KLINE’S

McCoy Tyner, The Real
McCoy: This is among my
top 10 favorite jazz records.
Joe Henderson, who plays impassioned tenor saxophone
on this record, is honored at
the SFJazz Center by having
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one of the performance halls
named after him. He was a
San Francisco resident, and
he made many unforgettable
SFJazz performances. Robert
Glasper Experiment, Black
Radio: Glasper is melding

hip-hop and jazz here. Jazz
is always evolving, and this
record is a beautiful blend of
genres — it’s easy to hear jazz’s
role in the evolution of black
music. Christian Tetzlaff, J.S.
Bach: Sonatas & Partitas for

Violin Solo: Bach, a great improviser, is at his most beautiful and expressive in these
pieces, and Tetzlaff’s interpretation is transcendent. ’70s
Groove, My Personal Spotify Playlist: Some highlights

among the 54 tracks: The Meters’ “Jungle Man,” Al Green’s
“Take Me to the River” and Sly
and the Family Stone’s “Sing
a Simple Song.” These songs
are impossible not to dance to.

MARK CAVAGNERO

Current Playlist:
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There is a change in the air.

Introducing the new look of American,

inspired by our past, but driven by our future.

As we continue our journey forward,

we are proud to bear the name American.
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By Elaine Glusac

Find contact information for all of
the places mentioned in this story at

AA.com/americanway

Belize City
A WEEKEND IN (AND AROUND):

It’ll be the ADVENTURE of a lifetime.

W

STAY: In the tranquil Buttonwood Bay area of
Belize City, the eight-room bed-and-breakfast

Villa Boscardi offers a sunny base for explorers.
Owner and Belgium expat Francoise Lays acts
as crack concierge, recommending everything
from day-trips and restaurants to the most trusted
taxi drivers in town. An hour north of the city
in cashew-growing country, the Crooked Tree
Lodge in the Crooked Tree Wildlife Sanctuary
puts guests of six waterfront cabanas in prime position to catch all the avian activity. Owners Mick
and Angie Webb, along with their two children,
provide meals and a warm welcome from day one.
EAT: The same family that owns the popular
Belikin beer also runs Riverside Tavern, serving
frosty mugs of beer accompanied by burgers
made from locally raised cattle. The most popular
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HILE IT MAY BE one of the
smallest countries in Central
America, Belize is among
the biggest in adventure,
with natural assets ranging from highland tropical forest and cave-filled karst country to lowland
mangroves and barrier reefs. Its small size is a sizable bonus for travelers, who will find that almost
any Belizean adventure lies within a day-trip of the
country’s transportation hub, Belize City. Stay in
or near town for access to highlands, islands and
all the thrills in between.
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BRIEF: GO
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:
the Lazy Lizard; the ruins of Lamanai;
cave tubing is one of many
activities available in Belize City

restaurant in town, Riverside Tavern overlooks
Haulover Creek from its front deck. On Caye
Caulker, satisfy your appetite for local food at
Syd’s, which serves crispy fried chicken with generous sides of rice and beans. For grilled seafood
and lobster, grab a picnic table at the convivial
Rose’s Grill & Bar.
DRINK: In Belize City, the cruise-ship crowds pile
into the Wet Lizard on the waterfront to watch
the ferries come and go while sipping Belikins and
munching conch fritters. On Caye Caulker, head to
the hole-in-the-wall Lazy Lizard bar on the northern channel, aka “the split,” for a post-dive sipper.
DO: Thirty miles northwest of Belize City lies the
Community Baboon Sanctuary, a 20-square-mile
haven of safety created when seven villages voluntarily came together to protect the area’s black
howler monkeys (known to locals as baboons).
The sanctuary offers guided treks by day to see
troops of the monkeys, as well as night safaris
to see crocs, kinkajous and maybe even a jaguar.
Nearby, the 5-foot-tall Jabiru stork, the tallest flying bird in South America , frequents the
Crooked Tree Wildlife Sanctuary, a Belize Audubon Society preserve just an hour from the city,
where boat trips explore expansive waterways
filled with fowl.
The ruined city of Lamanai sits 26 miles down
the New River. Tours of the Mayan site, which
originate in the town of Orange Walk, combine a
river safari — look out for snail kites and squirrel
monkeys — with climbs up the towering, jungleshrouded temples.
The world’s second-longest barrier reef fringes
Belize in walls, blue holes and seemingly endless
dive sites. From Caye Caulker, just a 45-minute
ferry ride from Belize City, Frenchie’s Diving offers day-trips for scuba divers. Or do it under sail
with Raggamuffin Tours.
An extensive system of underground, rainfed rivers has developed beneath the country’s
porous limestone surface. Travelers can explore
them by cave tubing at Caves Branch in the western jungle.
At the unique Belize Zoo, visitors can spot elusive jaguars, tapirs and harpy eagles. Zoo director
Sharon Matola runs the nearly 30-acre compound
renowned for its work in rehabilitating jaguars.
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By Chris Taylor
Illustration by Zohar Lazar

SPORTS

Game
Over

Cliff Floyd remembers the first time
he came into serious money.
A retired baseball veteran who played
for several teams, including the Montreal
Expos, the New York Mets and the Florida
Marlins, Floyd didn’t have much growing up
as a kid in Chicago. His dad toiled through
double shifts as a steelworker ; his mom
worked in a shipping department. What
Floyd did have was skill as a baseball prodigy.
So when the Expos drafted him in 1991
and gave him $300,000 to start playing in
their system, the money was a hard reality to
wrap his mind around. “It felt like $300 million,” he says. “I didn’t really understand it. I
knew it was a lot of money — and that I’d be
able to do things I’d never thought possible.”

In fact, it was just the beginning. The really big bucks came in 1999, when he signed
a $19 million contract with the Florida
Marlins. “That was when things went to another level,” he remembers. “I was getting
$200,000 every couple of weeks. You start
to understand this is no joke.”
That’s also when Floyd began making
money mistakes typical of many high-profile
athletes. Dropping half a million dollars on
jewelry. Purchasing houses for multiple relatives. Investing in failed real-estate ventures.
Buying a $170,000 Bentley.
If he’d stayed on that track, it could all
have easily gone away. Before that could
happen, though, Floyd managed to get his
finances together. When he left the game in
2009, he realized those big checks were going to stop coming and that he’d better stop
the financial bleeding in the interest of his
wife and kids.
Floyd now has plenty of money in the
bank (thanks to the help of money manager
Ed Butowsky of Chapwood Capital Investment Management in Dallas) and a bright
post-sports future as a broadcaster for Fox
Sports. But not all pro athletes get their financial lives together in time.
Indeed, a glance at the headlines reveals a
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virtual all-star team of athletes in financial
distress. Allen Iverson. Mike Tyson. Curt
Schilling. Warren Sapp. Antoine Walker.
Lenny Dykstra. And on and on. It seems like
every week some sports legend is declaring
bankruptcy, being pursued for unpaid child
support or suing (or being sued) over a business gone wrong.
Such financial meltdowns aren’t isolated
cases. Within five years of retirement, 60
percent of National Basketball Association
(NBA) players are broke, according to Sports
Illustrated. Within two years of hanging up
their cleats, 78 percent of National Football
League (NFL) players are suffering severe
financial hardship.
Those are frightening numbers, especially considering the millions of dollars successful athletes bring in. So what’s going on?
According to experts, it’s not one thing but
a toxic mix of factors: Take a young kid who’s
never had money, toss millions of dollars at
him, pair him with agents and advisers who
don’t want to tell him no, make him responsible for an entourage of hangers-on, throw
in an ex-wife or two and a few kids — all those
millions can evaporate very quickly.
But don’t automatically blame the athletes. After all, their expertise is on the court
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Services recognized MTI’s high survival rates, low
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WANT MORE? To read former Cleveland Browns quarterback Bernie Kosar’s candid
comments about his financial lifestyle and what he’s up to now, turn to page 10.

SPORTS

or on the field. They don’t have backgrounds
in financial education, and you can’t expect
them to. While they’re pursuing championships, athletes trust people to do right
by them financially. And that’s a recipe for
trouble right there.
“These pro athletes are some of the nicest people you’ll ever meet in your life,”

Butowsky says. “They’re so nice that they
want to take care of everybody. But they sign
over power of attorney to friends or advisers,
and it’s like the blind leading the blind. They
invest in real-estate ventures or bad businesses, the money goes away, and then they
have no recourse.”
That ’s why Butowsk y has set up a

We’ve slashed
our rates!
It’s not costing us a dime.

New legal math

PAY LESS
Don’t be fooled by the promise of a deal.
Go with real trial lawyers who don’t play games with your bills.

Trial lawyers for business people.®
Dallas | Los Angeles
214.752.8600 626.765. 3000
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Financial Distress Calculator to help clients figure out how long their money will
last. After all, the average career in professional sports is stunningly short — in the
case of the NFL, it’s a mere six years. Even
if you make substantial cash in that period,
you have the rest of your life to worry about.
It’s not always the case, of course, that
athletes burn through all their cash. Some
ex-athletes who have transitioned successfully to the business world include ex-L.A.
Laker Magic Johnson, whose portfolio of
businesses has included everything from
movie theaters to Starbucks franchises to,
most recently, a stake in the Los Angeles
Dodgers. Heavyweight boxer George Foreman famously hit the jackpot with his dualpress grill, which reportedly netted him
hundreds of millions of dollars.
But on the whole, it’s proven very difficult
for athletes to get a handle on their finances
and secure comfortable post-career lives for
themselves. Documentarian Billy Corben
recently directed and produced Broke for
ESPN. The film delved into how and why so
many professional athletes are ending up in
the poorhouse.
“These are young guys who often go from
having nothing to becoming multimillionaires overnight,” Corben says. “Because
their salaries are publicly available, they
have targets on their backs. People come out
of the woodwork looking for money. Athletes
get offered so many crazy opportunities to
invest, the vast majority of which will make
that money disappear.
“Then friends and relatives come with
their hands out, all feeling that this player
owes them something,” Corben continues.
“They helped raise or support them, and now
it’s time to get paid. Because players are generous to a fault, they end up supporting not
just immediate family but whole blocks or
even neighborhoods.”
So how can pro athletes put the brakes
on this disturbing trend? The leagues themselves are one critical line of defense: The
NFL, the NBA, the National Hockey League
and Major League Baseball all offer basic financial education to their players, especially
rookies, who are just getting oriented about
how to handle such large sums. Butowsky
singles out the NBA for becoming particularly proactive, even producing its own videos on a variety of key financial subjects to
help athletes manage money during their
careers and in retirement.
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CHRIS TAYLOR is an award-winning financial journalist
in New York. He is a personal-finance correspondent for
Thomson Reuters Corp. and has been published in Money
and Fortune, on Businessweek.com and CNBC.com, as
well as in other publications.
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But Corben thinks even those early interventions might be too late. “You need
to get them earlier than when they turn
pro,” he says. “I think there should be more
of an obligation on colleges. They have an
unpaid labor pool, they’re generating billions of dollars in revenue — why are they
not preparing student athletes for what’s
coming? Schools really need to step up and
take responsibility.”
It doesn’t end there. Some agents and
money managers say the microscope should
be placed on their own professions. The
leagues are doing what they can to promote
financial education but, ultimately, these
are adults making their own decisions. Or,
rather, trusting a professional — who may
not know what he or she is doing or who
actively may be taking advantage of their
clients — to make those decisions for them.
“A lot of people see these guys as their payday,” says John Sestina, a financial adviser in
Columbus, Ohio, known as the Father of FeeOnly Financial Planning; he’s represented
many pro athletes. “Agents will do things
like set up their own financial-planning
company, convince athletes to buy an annuity from their buddy and then get kickbacks.”
But the athletes aren’t blameless. Sestina
had one client who had $700,000 in cash
sitting in the bank during training camp. By
the time the season started just a few weeks
later, it was gone — on bling, on trips for all
his buddies, on fancy hotel suites. That’s why
Sestina has dropped clients who don’t get
with the program and stick to a long-term
financial plan — he doesn’t want to watch
them go broke. “Good investing is always
boring,” he says. “But with some athletes, if
it’s not exciting, they’re not going to listen.”
As for Cliff Floyd, the story has a happy
ending. He’s got a wife and kids, a promising career as a broadcaster and a comfortable post-Major League Baseball life in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. But it bothers him when he
opens the newspaper and sees so many pro
athletes drowning in their money troubles.
“Athletes never focus on their money until
the game is over,” he laments. “Then you have
365 days a year to sit on your [butt] and worry
about where your next dollar is coming from.
That’s the saddest thing of all.”
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COOKING

Flex Your
Chops

Roll up your sleeves, tie those apron
strings and get ready to sweat:
CHICAGO’S LARGEST COOKING SCHOOL
now offers culinary boot camps to whip
you into cooking shape.

I

t’s 10 a.m. on a Saturday, and I am up to my ELbows in filling for ham-and-manchego croquetas.
Nearby, a retired endodontist sears a
medium-size bird for what eventually will become pollo andaluza, aka braised chicken with olives
and peppers. A stay-at-home mom, two private-event
managers and a self-proclaimed foodie slice onions and
potatoes for tortilla Española. Barcelona-trained chef
Lucio Davila hovers nearby while critiquing (in my case,
everything), reminding us that chicken goes into the
pot “sexy side down” and, at various intervals, shouting,
“Allllll riiiiiiiight!” It’s his way of signaling pleasure.
The six of us are spending a sun-drenched weekend
in culinary boot camp — specifically, the International
Boot Camp courtesy of The Chopping Block, Chicago’s
largest recreational cooking school. The concept is
simple: Spin the globe, put your finger on one or more
geographical areas (the chefs chose Spain and Mexico
for this camp) and then spend 16 hours over a two-day
period in a 2,400-square-foot kitchen/
classroom learning about and prepar- INTO THE FIRE:
ing a degustation menu from those
Instructor
Mario Scordato
regions. In short, it ’s cooking on
(top left) shows
steroids. Besides the recipes already
students how
mentioned, our first-day creations in- to make the cut.
clude brandada de bacalao (creamy salt
cod spread, for you amateurs); paella with artichokes,
piquillo peppers and clams; and flan. And, believe it or
not, we still had time to sip assorted sherries and savor,
with Chef Lucio’s help, the differences among Arbequina,
Gordal and Empeltre olives.
We are here for different reasons: Brandy aspires to
enter culinary school once her children are a bit older;
Karla, by her own admission, has logged more than 1,000
hours in various cooking classes and loves regaling her
husband with her creations (“Last night I made shrimp
annatto!”); Pat, Kristi and Laura seem to know their
ways around a set of pots and want to improve their skills.
Then there’s me, a corporate stand-up comedian
by trade whose specialty dish is smiley-face pancakes
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Two-day boot camps at Chicago’s THE CHOPPING BLOCK cost $700.
Visit www.thechoppingblock.net for more information and to see
available classes.
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4 TIPS FOR

MODERN DATING
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS

TIPS FROM
IJL DATING
EXPERT

SHOW UP AND HAVE FUN
MEETING SOMEONE NEW...
There’s no online profile for
the world to see and it’s all
confidential. After every date,
IJL matchmakers receive
feedback from each client in
order to fine-tune the next
match. “We offer something
online services don’t: someone
to talk to,” Herington says.
Imagine having a full-time
dating wingwoman working
for you while you’re focusing
on your career and personal
obligations.

3

Boost Your Dating ROI

elieve it or not, your
computer screen may be
getting in the way of your
dating life. While we may use
technology to stay “connected” to
friends and family, when it comes
to meeting potential partners, the
digital world obscures the thing
that matters most: chemistry.

B

To get a pulse on today’s dating
scene, we talked to Cindy
Herington, one of the many dating experts at It’s Just Lunch,
the world’s largest personalized
matchmaking service. Here she
explains why you should ditch
the laptop for the tabletop.

1

Ditch the Laptop

The premise of It’s Just Lunch is simple:
a lunch date or drink after work is the ideal
first date. It’s a no pressure, relaxed setting where you can talk face-to-face. “Real
chemistry happens in person,” Herington
says. “You may be having a great online
relationship, but when you finally meet,
you discover that the person you’ve spent
so much time with in cyberspace is nothing
like what you imagined.” Replace those
digital emoticons with a casual lunch date
and you’ll know immediately if you should
take it to the next level.

2

Get a Wingman (or Wingwoman)

It’s Just Lunch clients often refer
to their matchmakers as their “dating
wingwomen” because they handle all of
the dating logistics. Herington describes
her role, saying, “We’re genuinely interested in understanding our clients. We
get to know you and what you’re looking
for.” Every IJL match is hand-selected.

Who wants to spend
hours sifting through online
profiles and trying to connect
via email, pokes and winks?
You don’t have time to waste
playing digital guessing games
and meeting the wrong people.
With IJL’s personalized match
selection and date coordination, clients are able to save
valuable time and energy. “After we select
your match, we’ll describe the person to
you and confirm a convenient time and
place for you to meet. All you have to do
is show up and have fun meeting someone
new,” Herington says. Less time searching
equals more time dating.

4

Date Smarter

Herington reminds singles that
they can have a career and a relationship.
They just have to “date smarter.” IJL
helps you make time for the things that
matter. Since It’s Just Lunch matchmakers
take care of all the dating details, you can
focus on finding that elusive chemistry
that many feel escapes them. Herington
says that her clients often wished they
had contacted her sooner. “Most of them
didn’t realize how easy and enjoyable It’s
Just Lunch dating can be,” she says. All it
takes is a simple phone call and conversation with an IJL dating specialist to jump
start your dating life. Give them a call
today and meet your match!

It’s Just Lunch Dating Specialists:

800.858.6526 · ItsJustLunch.com FIND

150 cities · 21 years experience IJL
Amy Brinkman

Betty Sinclair
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COOKING

kids’ sleepovers. But, oh, how I long to dazzle
dinner guests with exotic creations, casually trotting out an olive aioli and saying,
“This is just a little something I whipped up
this afternoon.” So, here I am. But would
one weekend be enough to turn me into an
accomplished Mediterranean chef?
The answer, I quickly discover, is, Only

in your dreams, buddy. By 10:30 a.m. on the
first day, Chef Lucio has informed me, both
verbally and through a few not-so-subtle
eye rolls, that my knife-holding technique
is wrong, my cutting direction is reversed
(“back to front, not front to back”) and
I’m wasting too much “meat” when slicing a plum tomato. Chef Lucio’s assistant,

THE CENTER FOR REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
A NON-SURGICAL TECHNIQUE TO FIGHT AGAINST
ARTHRITIS AND SPORTS INJURIES

The Knee Diaries: SJ is a 60-year-old male with the chief complaint of knee pain who visited
The Center for Regenerative Medicine over a year ago. He was diagnosed with bone-on-bone
osteoarthritis of the left knee, causing much pain and discomfort; at that point he was told
only a total knee replacement could help him. He is otherwise healthy. On exam he had
point tenderness to the medial side of the left knee (medical lingo: inner side). An X-ray
showed severe arthritis of the knee (X-ray on the left). Patient started receiving treatments
at The Center for Regenerative Medicine. Today he is feeling better (X-ray on the right).
This is how it works: The physician introduces Cell Therapy into damaged, arthritic
cells by means of a precise injection. This process is followed by several other modalities,
including Collateral Artery Flow Exercises (C.A.F.E.), in order to accelerate the process.
Depending on tissue damage, severity of the condition and the size of the joint that needs
to be injected, people usually need a series of 1 to 6 treatments to improve. There is usually
no downtime, and people can go back to their usual activities or work immediately. The
treatments can help most musculoskeletal problems such as low back pain, neck pain,
knee pain, shoulder pain, whiplash, sciatica, tendinitis, sprain, strains, torn ligaments
and cartilage damage.
Located in Miami, Florida, The Center for Regenerative Medicine includes a team
of professionals that are dedicated to improve your quality of life, paving the way to
enhance the science of non-surgical orthopedic medicine. World champions, sports
legends, professional and amateur athletes, dancers, and people with just plain pain
and arthritis go to The Center for Regenerative Medicine for nonsurgical orthopedic
care. Using the facility to improve their condition, thousands of successful cases have
been treated over the past twelve years.

For more information and to read more on “The Knee Diaries”,
please visit www.arthritisusa.net or call (305) 866-8384.
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Nate Diss, finds my egg-separating method
laughable, and he lives up to his name by
dissing my egg-cracking skills (“flat surface,
Greg, not the side of the bowl”).
I try to defend myself. “This never happens at home,” I say, while my trembling
hands scoop bits of eggshell out of my flancustard base.
Another eye roll.
Sarcasm aside, Chef Lucio’s passion for
cooking and his desire to teach are evident.
“We want to get you comfortable with all
styles of cuisine and [teach you how] to cook
a meal for your loved ones from scratch,” he
says, adding that the biggest misconception
among boot-camp students is their misunderstanding of how to use heat properly.
According to owner Shelley Young, most
Chopping Block students are novice chefs
at best. In fact, some may not even enjoy
cooking but simply show up after receiving
an invitation to one of the venue’s private
cooking parties.
“For us, that’s a golden opportunity,”
Young says.
Young bemoans the personality-driven
cooking shows on television that, although
increasing the public’s food literacy, don’t
actually explain what goes into creating a
dish. “They really don’t offer anything in
the way of teaching cooking. Our mission is
to get the country to cook,” says Young, who
estimates The Chopping Block sees more
than 2,500 students per month in its various
culinary classes.

By noon on Boot Camp Day One, The
Chopping Block smells heavenly of olive oil,
garlic, onion and Romesco sauce. We take
a well-deserved break to sample our concoctions. My pollo andaluza receives high
marks; the brandada, not so much.
In the afternoon, after completing and
eating the paella and croquetas, we sit down
with a selection of olives, cheeses, cured
meats and assorted sherries which, Chef
Lucio explains, Spaniards consumed after
a meal. Upon sampling a particularly pricey
cut of lomo serrano ham, Lara’s review is
swift: “Tastes like beef jerky.”
Chef Lucio’s eyes literally roll to the back
of his skull as he reaches for the sherry. I
stifle the urge to say, “Allllll riiiiiiiight!”
With half of the class complete, I trudge,
exhausted, east on Kinzie Street, pausing
briefly at Moe’s Cantina, a Mexican-themed
restaurant just yards from The Chopping
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Block’s Merchandise Mart location.
Don’t worry, Moe, I think to myself. Your
job is safe. For now.
The following day at 0900 hours, boot
camp reconvenes. This time, we’re under
the tutelage of Chef Trevor Moore and his
happy-go-lucky assistant Clair Smith. Chef
Trevor starts the day with a joke:
“How many chefs does it take to change
a lightbulb?”
“We don’t know. How many?”
“One to change it and six to say how they
would do it differently.”
This guy, I like.
The atmosphere is more lighthearted, but
the menu is just as exotic. We don our aprons
and get to work immediately. I pause briefly
to read a text from my wife:
“I’m still in bed.”
“I’m frying cactus,” I reply.
And I wasn’t joking. Several large cactus paddles lay on the counter, waiting to be
cleaned. “Just use your knife to scrape off
the spines,” Chef Trevor tells us.
Sure. Whatever.
For the record, fried (hopefully spineless)
cactus with chipotle mayonnaise is delicious.
The rest of the day brings lectures on
the varying heat levels of peppers (warning:
Google “Bhut Jolokia” before consuming
one); the importance of corn in the Mexican
culinary universe; a menu of chiles rellenos,
refried beans, pozole verde, duck mole, blackbean-and-mushroom tamales and nopales
fries; and a much-needed tequila tasting.

Shown in
Toyota
Tundra

At the end of the day, I pack up the leftovers from my culinary adventure, including my fried cactus, and head home, where I
display it all proudly in front of my children.
“Dig in, everybody!”
“Ewwwww. Gross.”
OK, so I might have a little more work to
do. And maybe I won’t be hosting a dinner
party any time soon. But, I did learn that I
should always keep my knives sharp; that
salt is my friend, not my enemy; and to rid my
hands of onion odor, I should rub them on
stainless steel. Above all, though, I learned
that, as Chef Trevor says, you should always
experiment rather than rely on a recipe.
Hmmm. I wonder how pancakes would
taste with a little Salsa Roja?

GREG SCHWEM is a Chicago-based corporate stand-up
comedian and an author of the nationally syndicated
“Humor Hotel” column. His favorite cooking utensil is a
microwave oven.
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WILDE
AT
HEART
Even with her star on the rise,
The Incredible Burt Wonderstone’s

OLIVIA WILDE

remains remarkably — refreshingly —
down to earth.

BY ROBE RT WILONSK Y
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renewed efforts to sabotage the Master Control Program
in that TRON sequel.
The actress’ dual-citizenship lineage (American
and Irish) consists of famous journalist parents, grandparents and uncles known for their influential works
and famous friends (including, yes, Mick Jagger —
who did tell a 3-year-old Olivia to go to bed when she
interrupted a dinner party her parents were hosting
and asked Jagger to vacate her seat — and Christopher
Hitchens, who briefly lived with her parents, Leslie and
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HE’S VERY COOL,” says the bellman at
the landmark Hotel Eden in Rome when referring to the subject of this particular story.
He laughs and says through a crooked grin, “Very … normal.” Clearly, this young porter in
the dark-green uniform has not done his homework.
Doesn’t he know? She’s anything but normal. At least that’s the at-a-glance Olivia Wilde,
the version conjured up by the CliffsNotes recitation of her press clippings, which, much to
her amusement, always seem to include variations on tidbits such as “sent to bed by Mick
Jagger as a child,” “Christopher Hitchens was her baby-sitter,” and “married on a funky,
abandoned school bus.”
Then, there are these highlights: She appeared on four TV series and in half of them got
attention for kissing other women. She has starred opposite Han Solo and James Bond in a
film about an alien invasion set in the Wild West. She appeared alongside “The Dude” in his
Andrew Cockburn). She makes and stars in documentaries about empowering the disenfranchised and enriching the impoverished in faraway places. She uses her
Twitter account to dispatch to her 775,000-plus (at press
time) followers information on her do-gooding initiatives (among them, New York Times columnist Nicholas
Kristof and his Pulitzer Prize–winning wife, Sheryl
WuDunn’s, Half the Sky Movement, aimed at putting
“an end to the oppression of women and girls worldwide”).
Wilde was, until recently, married to the son of
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BACK TO THE FUTURE: Wilde in the
sci-fi Western Cowboys & Aliens (left)
and in TRON: Legacy
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It’s a luxury, still being able to DEFINE MYSELF.
I don’t envy those whose
personalities are defined before anyone has
a chance to meet them.
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movies … ”
“What do they expect?”
“That’s what I ask,” she says, as perky as
that tiny espresso sitting in front of her.
“And what do they say?”
“They don’t really know,” she says, her
eyes now hidden behind a squint. “It’s almost like an indefinable thing people get
from media. There are so many contradicting descriptions it turns into noise, and
then people don’t know what their opinion
is. Because they feel like, ‘Well, I don’t think
of her as this, because she doesn’t seem to
be described as this, and I don’t think of her
as that, so I just don’t think of her as anything.’ And when they meet me, it’s nothing
like what they had read anyway.”
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EVERETT COLLECTION (2)

an Italian prince (the funky, abandonedschool-bus anecdote is true — it was the only
place the young lovebirds could carry out
their private ceremony) and now is engaged
to longtime Saturday Night Live cast member Jason Sudeikis. She confirmed the news
on Twitter in mid-January: “Thanks for all
the sweet congratulatory love, friends! And
may I compliment your savvy use of that
nifty engagement ring emoticon.”
You may not know her name; she is, by
her admission, still best known as “Oh, Yeah,
That Girl.” But the face you know; the eyes
have it. A journalist profiling Wilde in 2007
wrote that she “possesses the throaty voice
and wide, teal-eyed charisma of Hollywood
in the days of yore.” And, as a quick Google
search will reveal, the Internet
strains beneath the weight of
pinup JPEGs featuring Wilde,
who will turn 29 this month, in
various seductive poses.
But the porter has a point.
Five minutes spent in her
company — in the famous bar
atop the Hotel Eden in Rome,
where Fellini famously drank
martinis and smoked cigars
against the wide-screen vista
of history — and it’s clear as
vodka: She’s as regular-folk as
someone can be after spending
a decade on prime time and on

PREVIOUS SPREAD: KEVIN SCANLON. THIS PAGE, FROM TOP: PAUL DRINKWATER; ASTRID STAWIARZ/GETTY IMAGES

ABOVE: Wilde isn’t a doctor, but she played
one on House M.D. alongside Hugh Laurie.
BELOW: Sorry, fellas — she’s taken. Wilde with
fiancé Jason Sudeikis in New York City.

mov ie posters a nd on t he
pages of People. Think Frances McDormand, she says, not
Angelina Jolie. Not that there’s
anything wrong with that.
“I don’t know if this happens
to you … ” she begins to say.
“It doesn’t,” I tell her. “Whatever you’re going to say, I’m
going to immediately say it
doesn’t.”
“I think people tend to tell
me when they meet me, if they
haven’t met me before and if
they expected something different, they tend to say, ‘You’re not
what I expected,’ ” she says. She
is sitting in the hotel bar, gazing out at a view of Saint Peter’s
Basilica and the Spanish Steps
fading into the cloudy chill of a
damp evening.
“Like, sometimes,” she says,
“when I go in for meetings on

Wilde has been in Rome on and off since
Being that she’s about to star in one of
October shooting The Third Person with
every 12 movies opening in 2013, give or
writer-director Paul Haggis, making only
take, maybe all this is about to change — the
his third directorial feature since winning
regularness of Olivia Wilde, the scheduled
the Best Picture Oscar for 2004’s Crash.
45-minute interview that runs a few hours
over because she’ll talk about anything, in- Haggis and Wilde go way back, to 2007’s extremely short-lived NBC series The Black
cluding all those casual references to the
Donnellys, about Irish brothers fighting for
private life most actors keep locked in their
their slice of Hell’s Kitchen. Since then, the
publicist’s office. But at the moment, it sure
two have become close friends: Haggis was
doesn’t seem like it.
among the founders of Artists for Peace and
We begin to run through that laundry list
of bio highlights: the offspring of journalists, Justice, an organization currently trying
to raise relief funds for
ex-wife of royalty, activist,
Haiti, and Wilde now sits
actor, blah blah blah.
FIGHTING IRISH: Wilde (third from
alongside him on its board
“I can always tell what
right) in the cast of the short-lived
of directors.
publications people read
series The Black Donnellys

PLEASE
ALLOW HER
TO INTRODUCE
HERSELF

S

In 2011, Wilde and actress Maria Bello coproduced Sun City Picture House, a documentary about the first movie theater to be built
in a devastated Haitian community following
the 2010 earthquake. The film premiered at
the Tribeca Film Festival and won the Maui
International Film Festival Audience Award.
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O WHO IS OLIVIA WILDE? Among
other things, she’s a humanitarian
who works on projects that bring
awareness and give support to people
and places in need. Here are a few of her
recent philanthropic efforts.

by what their impression of me is,” she says,
laughing. “If someone says, ‘Oh, hey, I hear
you’re really into activism,’ then I kind of
know what they’re into now, because I know
what they’re looking at. Or if they’re like,
‘Hey, I know you’re engaged to Jason Sudeikis,’ then I kind of know what they’re into.
There are so many angles from which to approach someone.”
“So what happens if they know all of
them?” I ask. “That makes ’em a stalker?”
“That’d be a whole other level of problems.
No, I’ve never had that. I think I’m still not
known enough. It’s a luxury, still being able
to defi ne myself. I don’t envy those whose
personalities are defined before anyone has
a chance to meet them. It’s ingrained, beyond the point of definition. They’re constantly fighting it. I don’t have that. With me,
it’s still like, ‘Wait, who? Oh, that girl. OK,
whatever.’ Then they get to meet me.”

The Third Person boasts cast enough to
populate a modern-day Love Boat episode:
Liam Neeson, James Franco, Mila Kunis,
Adrien Brody, Kim Basinger and Casey Affleck. Like Crash, several separate storylines
— each involving couples falling in and out of
like, love and lust — will collide by the film’s
end. In one tale, Neeson plays a novelist having a relationship with his protégé, played,
natch, by Wilde — who, at 31 years his junior,
is young enough to play Neeson’s daughter.
“This is one of those work experiences
where it’s the hardest thing I’ve ever done,
but it may be the best thing I’ve ever done,”
Wilde says. “The script is so heartbreaking
and also really sharp and fun — fun for an
actor because it’s honest. It’s very rare to
find something that’s emotionally effective without being emotionally sentimental,
saccharine.”
You mean, like life?
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Wilde was featured on Half the Sky: Turning
Oppression into Opportunity for Women
Worldwide, a PBS docu-series that tells the
story of individuals working to reverse the poor
treatment of women in impoverished countries.
Wilde traveled through Nairobi with author
and documentarian Nicholas Kristof in 2011
for the project.
Wilde co-executive-produced Baseball in the
Time of Cholera, a 2012 documentary about
the cholera outbreak in Haiti and one boy’s
struggle to regain normalcy. It received a special jury mention at the Tribeca Film Festival.
Wilde sits on the board of directors of Artists
for Peace and Justice, a philanthropic group
founded by director Paul Haggis that raises relief money for Haiti and provides free medical
care, clean water and education to the region.
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OLIVIA WILDE

Sometimes, coming home
can be a battle in itself.
Join us and discover how you can make a difference
in the lives of our wounded warriors and their families.
Donate today at supportuso.org
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“Exactly. Life is at once heartbreaking
and ridiculous and hilarious and mundane.
Very few scripts nail what that combination
feels like. It feels honest because it’s not
overly sentimental or overly clever, but it’s a
really good combination.”
Between now and the movie’s release
this fall, there are other films to promote —
though exactly how many she can’t exactly
say. Some are big-budget offerings made by
big-name directors, among them Rush, directed by Ron Howard and written by The
Queen’s Peter Morgan. It’s the true-life tale
about a Formula One driver, with Chris
“Thor” Hemsworth in the role of James Hunt
and Wilde playing Hunt’s first wife, model
Suzy Miller.
There’s also Her, Spike Jonze’s longawaited return to the world of grown-up
moviemaking after his detour into the kids’
section with Where the Wild Things Are. And
then there’s Better Living Through Chemistry. And Black Dog, Red Dog. Her Internet
Movie Database page is filled with as many
promises as sure things.
“It’s hard to know what’s ever actually going to see the light of day,” she says. Wilde
knows of what she speaks: She’s made plenty
of movies, a few of them having been released directly to satellite and DVD. If, say,
you’ve heard of Deadfall, in which she and
Eric Bana play a thieving brother-and-sister
team caught in the middle of a snowbound
nowhere with only Kris Kristofferson and
Sissy Spacek to keep them company, it’s
likely you were strolling through the 100s on
DirecTV whilst looking for more familiarsounding fare.
Though she doesn’t say it — because she’s
not the kind of woman who would — she has
every right to expect this will be the year
you learn Olivia Wilde’s name. Look no further than this month, when she’ll appear
alongside Steve Carell, Jim Carrey, Steve
Buscemi, James Gandolfini and Alan Arkin
in The Incredible Burt Wonderstone, about
warring magicians on the Vegas strip. One
week before its official opening, it kicks off
the South by Southwest film festival in Austin, Texas — a position held in recent years
by the likes of Knocked Up, Joss Whedon’s
The Cabin in the Woods and I Love You, Man.
But Burt Wonderstone isn’t the most anticipated of Wilde’s SXSW offerings. That
would be Drinking Buddies from writerdirector Joe Swanberg, who’s as much a
SXSW regular as morning-after hangovers.
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Wilde and The New Girl’s Jake Johnson play
Chicago brewery employees whose judgment gets a little hazy ’round beer-thirty
during one long-shift weekend.
During this long afternoon spent together in Rome, Wilde keeps coming back
to Drinking Buddies; one quickly gets the
impression it’s something of which she’s
quite proud. She spends a long time, for instance, detailing a protracted fight scene
with Johnson — something she says grew
so ugly and hateful that Johnson called her
later that night just to make sure, ya know,
they were still cool.
“Did I mention? We improvised the whole
film,” Wilde says. “To go into something like
that is scary.”
For now, Wilde figures, she’s best known
as Thirteen, a doc on Fox’s House, M.D. It
played around the globe, because doc dramas play anywhere, Wilde says. “It’s the
universal experience of medicine, of confrontation, of mortality.” She also says, with
a small laugh, that “it was the only show
that was as popular with Democrats as Republicans,” at least according to the polls
she quotes.
“Unfortunately,” she says, “my character’s
name was also a number, so I answer to that
number, which people sometimes say just
because they’re counting.”
After that, people most recognize her
from TRON: Legacy, she guesses. Which
leads into a brief conversation about Jeff
Bridges: “God, he’s the coolest.” She gets that
far-off look. “I’ve gotten to work with some
of the coolest people. I feel really lucky. I
was thinking about that this morning.” And,
yes, the list is long: Harrison Ford, Dennis
Quaid, Daniel Craig, Steve Buscemi, Alan
Arkin, Jeff “The Dude” Bridges, Justin Timberlake, President Obama.
After talk enough to fill three months’
worth of this particular publication, Wilde
excuses herself from the table. The bartender
comes over with the check. He watches her
walk off, then turns back with a broad smile
plastered across his bespectacled face.
“She’s regular,” he says, through a thick
Italian accent.
Pardon?
“Yes? Is that the word? Maybe … boring.”
He laughs, certain that’s not it, either.
Boring? No. Real? Absolutely.
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A modest man
with a passion for
automobiles
inspired the new
LeMay-America’s
Car Museum.
BY BRUCE RUSHTON
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1926 Rolls-Royce
Silver Ghost
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HAROLD LEMAY DIDN’T PUT ON AIRS. For 16

years, he and his wife, Nancy, lived in an
apartment above the office of his garbage
business just outside Tacoma, Wash.,
less than an hour south of Seattle. When
the LeMays finally moved, it was across
the road to a house on a large lot amid
plain folks on a fairly busy street, within
eyesight of an ever-growing fleet of
garbage trucks. His last daily driver was
a rollback flatbed truck equipped with
a power winch to facilitate loading heavy
objects. He favored denim, disdained
publicity and loved cars.
With the help of that flatbed truck and a sizable fortune
amassed from his trash business, LeMay accumulated
what once was the world’s largest privately owned collection of antique automobiles, as recorded in the 1997 Guinness Book of World Records. (Guinness currently does not
have a category for the world’s largest car collection, but it
seems a safe bet that Hassanal Bolkiah, Sultan of Brunei,
has surpassed LeMay with an alleged collection of some
7,000 luxury and high-performance cars.) And though
LeMay, who died in 2000 at the age of 81, never moved
from his corner of Washington after his parents brought
him there as an infant, his legacy resonates throughout the world. ¶ After more than a decade of planning
and fundraising, the LeMay-America’s Car Museum
opened in Tacoma in June 2012. With room for 300
cars inside a 165,000-square-foot structure and plenty
of space for more outside on the nine-acre campus, it is
one of the planet’s largest car museums. Such auto aficionados as comedian Jay Leno, vice president of global
design for General Motors Ed Welburn and Nicola Bulgari,
head of the eponymous Italian firm known for jewelry
and other luxury goods, were present for its opening last year.
¶ LeMay donated 600 vehicles to start the museum he
didn’t live to see, and it hasn’t stopped there: LeMay’s
family has continued to purchase cars after his death,
including treasures like a 1948 Tucker, one of 51 Tuckers ever made. The goal is to rotate cars so that exhibits
change gradually every six to nine months. ¶ The building,
made from wood and steel, looks vaguely automotive from
the outside, as if inspired by an engine manifold head or
the hood of a Shelby Cobra. Inside is an ode to America’s
love for the automobile, and Tacoma now rivals Detroit as
an automotive epicenter. ¶ “We didn’t want a square box,”
says David Madeira, the museum’s president and chief
executive officer. “We did not want a stodgy building. We
wanted to create a destination that people would relate to.”
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Paul Miller, the museum’s chief operating officer, believes they’ve achieved those goals. “I’d like to think
Harold would be proud of it,” he says.

THE TRUTH IS,

no one knows just how many cars
LeMay acquired during his lifetime. Guinness put the
number at more than 1,900 in 1997, while the garbage
magnate was alive and still buying. Estimates run as high
as 3,500, with some purchases surfacing after his death.
“We got calls from people in Kansas,” Miller recalls.
“¢‘Did you know that he bought a car and it’s been here in
the barn for six years?’¢”
LeMay’s appetite was as insatiable as it was wideranging. He bought foreign models as well as domestic.
He had a thing for ambulances. He acquired not one
but three English double-decker buses. When he and a
friend drove one to Tacoma from the East Coast, LeMay
favored riding in the top deck, where he could easily spot
other cars to buy. He once hauled a 1914 Chevrolet Baby
Grand home from Michigan in the back of a new garbage
truck (purchased at a Chicago trade show) that had a
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clear acrylic window in the back so tailgating
drivers could gawk.
“For him, it was about the car alone,”
Miller says. “It became more about trying
to save cars than anything else.”
Always an entrepreneur, LeMay earned
a living shortly after high school by transporting shipyard workers by bus when
World War II broke out. Before enlisting
in the Navy himself, he acquired a tiny
garbage-collection business on the outskirts
of Tacoma. When he returned from active
duty, he built Harold LeMay Enterprises
into one of Washington’s largest privately
owned garbage companies, which a California solid-waste company purchased eight
years after his death. (LeMay also owned an
auto-wrecking yard and a towing business.)
In the 1960s, LeMay bought his first
collectible car — a Model A — and he never
stopped. Some considered LeMay stingy,
as he was known for dragging out car auctions by bidding just one dollar more than
the previous bidder. “It didn’t matter what
the price was, he always wanted it for less,”
recalls Sandy Elken, who used to collect vintage Chryslers and remembers
LeMay haggling for used parts
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:
at automotive swap meets.
a 1930 Duesenberg;
The attitude irritated some
a 1923 Lincoln 124A
touring car; a Chi-Town
collectors, including Elken,
Hustler (left) and a 1965
who knew full well that LeMay
Lotus 35; the LeMay— who went by the nickname of
America’s Car Museum;
Lucky — had plenty of money.
an engine inside a 1932
Ford Sedan Delivery
But LeMay had another side:
Every August, he would open
his home for a weekend car show
that drew thousands of people. It was strictly
a word-of-mouth affair with no advertising or admission charge, and it grew large
enough that LeMay needed volunteers to
help haul cars and set up exhibits. Elken was
one of those volunteers, and he easily recalls
LeMay giving control of a power winch to a
grandchild who was younger than 5 years
old, gently guiding the child as the boy pulled
levers to hoist a relic onto a flatbed truck.
“He wasn’t pushing him,” Elken recalls.
“He was so patient, telling him what to do.”
Harvey Widman is a real-estate broker
who befriended LeMay a few years before
the businessman’s death. Widman had acquired a rusting 1946 Studebaker, and when
he determined he was unable to restore it,
he thought of LeMay. “I thought, ‘I can’t
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
LEFT: a 1983 Mercury
Grand Marquis station
wagon; a 1956 Messerschmitt KR200 and the
car from The Flintstones;
a 1948 Tucker; a 1959
Ford Thunderbird (right)
and a 1956 Mercury

NEARLY A YEAR OLD, the LeMayAmerica’s Car Museum in Tacoma has so far
succeeded in its mission: to tell the history
of the automobile in the U.S. — admittedly, a
lot of ground to cover — as well as to provoke
smiles and stories.
While heads certainly turn at a Stanley

Steamer, two DeLoreans
and the car driven by John
Goodman in the 1994 movie
The Flintstones, perhaps more startling for
visitors is a 1983 Mercury Grand Marquis
station wagon that isn’t the typical collector’s item. Parked amid Duesenbergs and
Ferraris worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars, the car — complete with wood-grain
paneling on the sides — is the equivalent of a
paint-by-numbers hanging beside a Picasso.
“1983?” a woman declares in disbelief as
she gazes at the Mercury. “That’s the year I
graduated from high school!”
It’s a typical response.
“That car gets commented on as much or
more than any other car we have,” Madeira
says. “Wow, we went to the beach in that car,
what’s that doing here?”
It is precisely that sort of reaction the museum wants. Rolls-Royces and Corvettes
are fine, and the museum has those. But
personal connections between visitors and
exhibits are even more priceless.
Madeira knew this from the beginning.
He had worked as a fundraiser for educational institutions up until a decade ago,
when he approached the museum board. At
the time, they were searching for a director and money for construction. Madeira,
who considers himself more a motorcycle enthusiast than a car guy, found out
about the museum’s search after reading
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do anything with it; I’ll call
that crazy guy who lives on
C Street,’” Widman remembers. “He said, ‘OK, I’ll take it.’”
He, too, witnessed LeMay’s softer side
when he and LeMay drove out to an elderly
woman’s house to fetch a 1947 Dodge that
LeMay had agreed to buy, sight unseen.
When they reached their destination, it was
obvious that the woman who owned the car
was poor and needed the money.
“She didn’t even say, ‘Hi,’ when she opened
the door — she asked, ‘Did you bring the
money?’” Widman recalls.
LeMay handed over a check and followed
the woman to her garage. Instead of the 1947
Dodge sedan he’d been expecting, what sat in
front of him was a 1974 Dodge Dart that was
worth considerably less than what he’d paid.
The woman simply did not know what she
had — Widman figured she was either dyslexic or just plain confused. LeMay was calm.
“He was absolutely silent for a minute
or so,” Widman says. “Then he turned to her
and said, ‘That’s exactly what we came for.’”
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a magazine article about LeMay’s death.
“I went home and said to my wife, ‘Cars
are fun, the Pacific Northwest is beautiful,
and this sounds like a challenge,’” says
Madeira, who was living in Chicago at the
time and knew how to raise money from his
fundraising work but had never before run
a museum.
He recalls a frank discussion he had with
the museum’s board that included Nancy
LeMay, Harold’s widow, in which he said the
key to the museum’s success was not in telling one man’s story, but in telling the story
of the nation. Paul Miller, a former Tacoma
city councilman and now the museum’s chief
operating officer, was wowed. “He came and
laid out what this institution could be,” he
says. “Not only was the big vision doable, it
was what we wanted.”
Most of the funding for the $65 million
museum came from a blend of public, private and corporate sources, with LeMay’s
family contributing $15 million in the early
years and Nancy LeMay giving an additional $700,000 shortly before the museum opened last year. Other car lovers like

A Tale of
Two Museums

Two of the world’s largest car
museums are 10 miles apart in Tacoma,
Wash. Plan to spend at least two
hours strolling through each facility;
it’s easy to spend four or more. —B.R.

LEMAY-AMERICA’S CAR MUSEUM
2702 E. D St., Tacoma, Wash.
(253) 779-8490
HOURS: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven
days a week
ADMISSION: $14 for adults; $12
for seniors; $8 for youth; kids under
5 get in free
WEBSITE: www.lemaymuseum.org
LEMAY FAMILY COLLECTION
AT MARYMOUNT
325 E. 152nd St., Tacoma, Wash.
(253) 272-2336
HOURS: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, with guided tours
hourly starting at 10 a.m.; the last tour
starts at 3 p.m. Open Sundays from
noon until 5 p.m., with tours starting
at noon, 1 p.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m.
ADMISSION: $15 for adults; $5 for
ages 6-17; kids under 5 get in free
WEBSITE: www.lemaymarymount.org
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Bulgari — who pledged support in 2005 and
is now on the museum board — were all too
happy to help out.
“He said, ‘How can I help?’” Madeira
recalls of approaching Bulgari at a car
show. “It had always been his belief that
America should have a Smithsonian for the
automobile.”
The museum now displays between 75
and 100 cars from collectors other than
LeMay. They welcome donations and occasionally have to politely turn away cars
that aren’t needed. Madeira says that the
museum doesn’t have difficulty convincing
collectors to donate their treasures, as the
thought of selling cherished cars to buyers
who would keep them hidden in private garages is often too much to bear.
“People love their cars,” Madeira says. “The
thought of selling them drives them crazy.”
LeMay himself sold fewer than 10 collector cars during his lifetime and bought
most of those back. Though the collection
has been pruned via auction since his death,
his family still owns at least 1,500 vehicles.
Those that aren’t at LeMay-America’s Car
Museum are about 10 miles south at the
LeMay Family Collection at Marymount,
another museum housed in a former military academy that LeMay bought in the late
1980s. That facility also holds all of the other
odds and ends LeMay collected, such as salt
and pepper shakers, meat grinders, motors
from World War II–era planes, brass hose
nozzles and railroad cars that he hauled in
from unknown places, as well as track that
he started laying himself. LeMay was a collector, through and through — but cars were
his first love.
Yet even visitors to LeMay-America’s
Car Museum who aren’t as fervent about
vehicles as its namesake once was can’t help
but marvel at the collection.
“It’s amazing,” says 86-year-old Charles
Shields Sr. of Las Vegas, who stopped by the
museum with a friend who lives in the area.
Though Shields doesn’t consider himself a
car nut, he has driven or owned more than
a few vehicles in his lifetime — a dozen of
which he saw in an afternoon at the museum.
“My mother had that same 1932 Ford
Roadster — it was the first car I ever rode in
in my life,” he says. “This is unbelievable. It’s
almost unimaginable.”
Frequent American Way contributor BRUCE RUSHTON is
a big fan of old cars. He especially favors Buicks.
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ACROSS
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The Burning Giraffe painter
Rhythmic cadences
Opportunity
Thirst quenchers
Paragon
_ _ avail (useless)
Estuaries
Postpone
Hymn finish
•
Member of the jet set
North Carolina university
Sales pitch?
Carry a card balance
Loose-leaf notebooks
Surplus
Colonial Virginia
“Vamoose!”
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–
NYC subway
Quaint negative
Bygone
Ecclesiastical office
SAT takers
Architectural wing
Spot of wine
Terhune dog
•
Busily engaged
Long-necked instrument
Gray area (abbr.)
Chronicle
Rousseau novel
Not very bright
Brio
More together
Medium for 1 Across

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
21.
22.
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50.
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52.
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Game with a round board
Leaving word
Sprang
“And what _ _ rare as a day …”
_ John
Sun Valley locale
Life, to Ludwig
Like 5 Down
More apt to nod off
Declared
Main Web page
Humdinger
Emmy winner Collette
Not as many
Soft metal
Chicago airport code
Sound like an ass
Major Hoople’s oath
Bridal shower
Anna of Nana
Model in a bottle
Run smoothly
Up-front amount
When Operation Overlord began
Scottish seaport
Confines
Greek column style
Kidnapped author’s inits.
Austere
Loser to Franklin
Rubbernecker
Rudy star
Vapid
Hawaiian veranda
In the least
Showers love (on)
Fill fully
Romance lang.
Arizona river
Terza _ (verse form)
Head of the family
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Stumped? Find the solution to this puzzle on page 68.
Puzzle already worked? Check with the flight attendant
to see if another copy is available.
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Getaroom.com
has hotel experts
standing by anytime
you call! We’ll book
your room at rates
lower than other
travel sites.
Ask for our
Unpublished Rates.

Call now for more Incredible Deals!
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Mensa Quiz

According to this system, how much will it cost
to buy a kite?

The following questions are provided by the folks at American Mensa, the
High IQ Society. Can you provide the answers? If you find that you do need some
help, the answers are on page 68. Puzzle already worked? Check with the flight
attendant to see if another copy is available.
1. The names of three vegetables are interlettered below. Can you find them? (Hint: The
letters are in consecutive order.)
ABZSRUPOCACC
RCHAOIGLNUIIS
2. What two six-letter words that are anagrams
of each other can be used to complete the
sentence below?

a) An element with a one-letter chemical
symbol _ _ _ _ _ _ (six letters)
b) Like still or stale water may be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (eight letters)
c) Plank _ _ _ _ _ (five letters)
4. Make your way from “pink” to “rose” in only
four steps, changing one letter at a time to make
a good English word at each step.
Pink
____
____
____
Rose

After colliding on their downhill
run, the two _ _ _ _ _ _ got into
a huge brawl and one smacked
the other right in the _ _ _ _ _ _.
3. Each definition that follows applies to a word
that begins with the name of a different animal.
Can you find all three words?

5. In a sporting-goods store, the prices are set
according to the owner’s whim. A ball costs
$10. A sailboat goes for $22. A balloon is $20.

6. First unscramble the letters in each word
below, then unscramble the order of the words
to create a Tom Swifty sentence.
EEMS EVHA LICNEP
PRSHAENRE YM I OT
MOT DSIA STOL YLPTONIDE
7. What two words, formed from different arrangements of the same five letters, can be used
to complete the sentence below?
The favorite jokes are old _ _ _ _ _ and tend
to get _ _ _ _ _ unless they are reworked.
Bonus Question: Find a word for a piece of
clothing or a geographical feature, then add
a letter to it to describe a prank or a part of a
flower used in food.
American Mensa is an organization for people with IQs in the top
2 percent of the population. Members come from all walks of life
and enjoy hundreds of opportunities to share ideas and meet
new people each year. To learn more, visit www.us.mensa.org/
americanway, call us at (800) 66-MENSA or connect with us on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/americanmensa or on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/americanmensa.
Dr. Abbie F. Salny was the supervisory psychologist for American
Mensa and Mensa International for more than 25 years. Quiz © Dr.
Abbie F. Salny and American Mensa from the Mensa Page-A-Day
Calendar (Workman Publishing).

THIS SURGEON’S SUCCESS
STORY CAN BE YOURS
Jacob Rosenstein, M.D., NEUROSURGEON

TOP EXECUTIVES, BUSINESS OWNERS AND
PROFESSIONALS TURN TO US TO
BE THEIR BEST

BEFORE: Age 51
21% Body Fat
AFTER:
Age 57
8% Body Fat

Dr. Rosenstein’s comprehensive customized
Age Management and Wellness Program
includes:
Exercise, proper nutrition, nutraceuticals and
hormone replacement therapy when indicated.
benefits may include:
t*/$3&"4&%energy, improved libido, greater
muscle tone and sharper thinking
t%&$3&"4&% body fat and risk of age-related
diseases
$BMMUPEBZGPSZPVS&YFDVUJWF)FBMUI&WBMVBUJPO

682-463-9914 | 800AgeExpert.com
Take our brief quiz on your phone to learn
if you may be a candidate!
*OTVSBODFOPUBDDFQUFE
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Sudoku

MODERATE

8

To complete a Sudoku puzzle, fill in the grid
so that every row, column and box contains
the digits 1 through 9. However, no row, column
or box can contain more than one of the same
number. It’s easy to learn but takes a lifetime to
master. The answers are on page 68. Good luck!
Puzzle already worked? Check with the flight
attendant to see if another copy is available.

2

GENTLE

1 2

4

7
2
4 3 6
7
1
4
8
1 9
2 5
1 3
5 8
1
4
9
7
5 7 2
9
3
4
Sudoku board game

If you like doing these Sudoku puzzles, you will love playing
Imagination’s Sudoku board game. It’s the same great puzzle
in an exciting multiplayer board game format. Buy it today.

7 1
6
5 6
3
1

4

3
8
3 6

8
7 8

5
9 6
DIABOLICAL

9

1
4 3 7

1
6

4 7

8
6

9
2

6
3

4
2 5
7

7 3
8 5 9
7

The fast dealin’, quick stealin’, matchin’ n’ grabbin’ game
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Crossword
Puzzle on page 60
D
A
R
T
S
S
H
I
P
S
A
T
E

A
D
I
O
S

L
E
A
P
T

I
S
S
O F
E
O W
P A R E
U N D R
R T
R E L A
E L
I G N F
T I T
A L E
L A N

L
I
T
T
L
E
E
N
C
L
O
S
E
S

I
D
A
H
O

L
E
B
E
N

T
A
L
L

S
L
E
E
P
B I
D A R E
D Y A R
A R Y
Y
S
A S T
R S T A
I T A R
M I L E
A N E R

S
T
A
T T
I E
N D
D
O
R
I
C

H
O
M
E

O
N
E
R

T
O
N
I

E R
G I
R A C
L D E
S
L A
C A T
A N A
P A L
O I L

S
T
E
N
D
O
T
E
S

Mensa Quiz
Quiz on page 62

1. Asparagus, broccoli, zucchini
2. Skiers, kisser
3. a) Oxygen b) stagnant c) board
4. Pink, rink, risk, rise, rose or pink, pine, pone, pose, rose
5. $11 ($1 per consonant, $2 per vowel and $5 per syllable)
6. “I seem to have lost my pencil sharpener,” said Tom
pointedly.
7. Tales, stale
For the answer to the Bonus Question, please visit our
website, AA.com/americanway
Did you find an alternate answer? Send it to americanway@
americanmensa.org

Sudoku
Puzzles on page 67
GENTLE

9
2
3
5
1
7
4
6
8

1
7
6
8
3
4
2
5
9

4
5
8
2
9
6
1
7
3

MODERATE

6
8
7
3
4
5
9
2
1

2
9
5
1
7
8
3
4
6

3
4
1
9
6
2
7
8
5

7
3
2
6
8
9
5
1
4

5
6
9
4
2
1
8
3
7

8
1
4
7
5
3
6
9
2

5
3
4
6
2
7
1
8
9

8
9
7
4
5
1
2
3
6

2
6
1
9
3
8
5
7
4

3
1
2
8
6
9
7
4
5

5
9
6
3
1
2
4
8
7

4
1
3
8
2
9
7
5
6

2
5
8
6
4
7
1
9
3

7
6
9
1
5
3
8
4
2

9
7
5
2
1
4
8
6
3

4
8
6
3
7
5
9
1
2

6
2
8
7
9
3
4
5
1

7
5
9
1
4
6
3
2
8

1
4
3
5
8
2
6
9
7

DIABOLICAL

9
2
7
4
3
5
6
1
8

8
4
1
7
9
6
3
2
5

Q:

6
3
5
2
8
1
9
7
4

1
7
4
5
6
8
2
3
9

3
8
2
9
7
4
5
6
1

AA TRIVIA

In 1934, there was a contest
that led to the name of
American Airlines. Before that,
however, the company had a
different name. What was it?

For the answer, go to AA.com/americanway
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Insider Your Guide to American Airlines
only changing to better serve our customers, but as a pilot, it’s exciting that American is consistently providing us with the
best equipment in the industry, from iPads
to new planes.
We were the ﬁrst U.S. airline to take delivery of the 777-300ER and the ﬁrst to put it
into service. This innovative plane, intended
to serve key international markets for American, raises the bar when it comes to a distinctive ﬂying experience. The ﬂexibility and
efﬁciency of this particular aircraft is an essential part of American’s ﬂeet plan. In fact,

Learn more about American’s
777-300ER aircraft and ﬂeet
renewal initiatives at aa.com/
newplanes.

I’ve been in this business for more than 28 years and have
had the opportunity to see our ﬂeet grow to more than 600
planes today. In that time, I’ve had the great privilege of
operating Douglas DC-10s when I ﬁrst started as a ﬂight
engineer in 1985 to taking the controls of the newest
Boeing 777-300ER for its inaugural ﬂight in January.

we’re planning to introduce 20 state-of-theart 777-300ERs into our ﬂeet.
The nine-hour inaugural ﬂight from Dallas/Fort Worth to Sao Paulo was quite an
experience. Even with its size and weight
— 700,000 pounds in the air — the plane is
incredibly nimble and light on the controls.
The state-of-the-art radar, among many
important features, proved to be extremely
valuable in helping my ﬂight crew avoid the
ever-present thunderstorms over the Amazon basin. Sitting in the cockpit upon our
arrival, I couldn’t help but feel proud of the
enjoyable travel experience we’re offering on
this marvelous plane.
There’s more to look forward to as we
continue introducing new planes this year,
building toward a more modern ﬂeet. We’re
working on equipping our planes with WiFi, upgrading our aircraft with Main Cabin
Extra for more legroom and updating interiors of our existing planes to provide our
customers with a modern travel experience.

and international Wi-Fi access. It’s simply a
beautiful plane in every respect.
We are modernizing our ﬂeet, as is essential in today’s commercial airline industry.
It’s refreshing to see that our ﬂeet is not

Capt. John Hale is Vice President – Flight for
American. He oversees the airline’s 8,000
pilots, as well as development of policies and
procedures to ensure the safe and eﬃcient
operation of American’s airplanes.

Capt. John Hale

At the Controls

Flying the First 777-300ER

As I stepped onto our new 777-300ER aircraft, it was so rewarding to see what our
ﬂeet has become today: video screens in every seatback, fully lie-ﬂat seats in First and
Business, endless amounts of entertainment

Contact Us Anytime

• To book reservations, log on to aa.com or call Reservations at (800) 433-7300.
• American would love to hear what you think about our airline and our employees. Please write to us at aa.com/customerrelations.

AA.COM/AMERICANWAY
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Becoming a new American.
As we advance toward becoming a new American, we’re moving
forward with great purpose and respect for our history — challenging ourselves to progress, to modernize, to innovate and to place
you at the center of all that we do.
Our new look: Truly American
The new look and feel of our planes is a bold symbol of our origin and our name. The updated
exterior reﬂects the innovative spirit of modern America. The transformation continues on the
inside, as we bring you a more modern, comfortable and connected experience. We’re adding
an average of three or more planes to our ﬂeet each month, building toward the industry’s most
modern ﬂeet.

A new experience: Fly in comfort
Experience a new level of comfort with fully lie-ﬂat, all-aisle access First and Business class seats
— now available on our new Boeing 777-300ERs — and rolling out soon across our international
dual-aisle airplanes.

A truly premium journey
Stay connected. Plug in and catch up with inﬂight Wi-Fi, available on nearly all U.S. ﬂights and on
select international ﬂights starting in early 2013.
Be entertained. Choose from a vast selection of movies, TV programs, audio selections and
games with our personal, in-seat entertainment — available on all new planes.
Experience premium cabins. Enjoy personalized service, quieter cabins, new amenities and updated menu options when you travel in First and Business Class on international ﬂights.

The beginning of a great journey together.
This marks more than a new look, it’s a new beginning of an ongoing transformation. From the
new look to upgrading onboard environments, American is rethinking the passenger’s experience.

We want you to be a part of the journey. Tell us what you think
at American Airlines on Facebook and @americanair on Twitter.

70
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Ski discovery

American Service

American teamed with Texas Scottish Rite Hospital for Children to send
13 teenage amputee patients on an
all-expense-paid ski adventure at
Winter Park’s National Sports Center
for the Disabled in Colorado in February.
Kids were paired with instructors to learn
to ski, tackling challenges such as carrying
skis in snow while wearing a prosthetic.
The experience helps foster a sense of selfconﬁdence, independence and discovery.
Learn more about American’s Kids In Need
program at aa.com/joinus.
Diane Black and her family

More seats, better ﬁt

American signed a 12-year deal with Republic Airlines to provide large regional
ﬂying with Embraer E-175 jets. The larger regional jets feature a two-class
cabin of 76-seats and will be delivered over the next three years. Designed
to oﬀer customers more choices when ﬂying, the agreement is a signiﬁcant
milestone that strengthens service from the company’s hubs while increasing
regular traﬃc to key markets throughout the day.

First ﬂight

Marking the ﬁrst time a U.S. carrier has ﬂown the 777-300ER (Extended
Range), American Airlines Flight 963 departed Dallas/Fort Worth Jan. 31 on
its inaugural ﬂight to Sao Paulo. “Welcoming our ﬁrst 777-300ER into our ﬂeet
is a great reminder of
American’s proud past
and promising future,”
American’s Chief Commercial Oﬃcer Virasb
Vahidi said. Loaded with
new inﬂight enhancements such as fully
lie-ﬂat seats, a walk-up
premium cabin bar and
a sophisticated entertainment system oﬀering hundreds of hours of
audio and video programming, the newly painted American plane oﬀers an
elevated ﬂight experience. To get an inside peek, visit aa.com/ﬂy777.
DID YOU KNOW?

AMERICAN PLANS TO TAKE DELIVERY OF

20 BOEING 777-300ERs

Social responsibility
Diane Black began her career with American
22 years ago in Reservations. She now serves
as a Passenger Sales specialist in corporate and
channel sales in Raleigh-Durham, N.C.
Black is responsible for building and managing business relationships with RaleighDurham-based corporations and travel agencies. “I love connecting with people and promoting the American Airlines brand,” she says.
Black helps plan fundraisers for American
— such as the Comedy for Kids Dinner and the
RDU Golf Classic — securing sponsors, procuring items for silent and live auctions and coordinating other employees and retirees who serve
as volunteers for the events.
She is not only dedicated to her customers
but is also committed to her community. She
works with the Boy Scouts of America, Walk for
Hope (which supports research and awareness
for mental health) and has a leadership role
with the American Airlines Kids Are Something
Special endowment. The endowment, managed by the Triangle Community Foundation,
has given more than $773,000 in grants to
more than 150 local nonprofit organizations
that support children and families.
“We usually support smaller, grass-roots
organizations that don’t have the means that
many larger nonprofits have,” she says.
Black’s three sons are all involved with Boy
Scouts of America, a group that reinforces the
community values to which Black and her husband, who is an Eagle Scout, are dedicated. “It’s
important to give back to the community by
sharing our time, talent and services. There are
many organizations that do wonderful things
for those in need. It warms my heart to pitch in.”
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Tips for Assistance When Your Flight
Has Been Delayed or Canceled
We expect, as you do, that American Airlines
and American Eagle will operate flights on time.
On occasion, the weather or other challenges
can make it difficult, if not impossible, to stay on
schedule. When a delay or a cancellation does
occur, our goal is to get you to your destination
safely and as quickly as possible.
GETTING ON ANOTHER FLIGHT
In some cases, when a flight cancels, our system may confirm you on another flight a short
time after the disruption. You can check to see
whether you’re confirmed on another flight and
access the details in the following ways:
n If you are an AAdvantage member, the new
AA.com Notification Center enables you to set
preferences just one time to automatically receive flight-status notifications for all your flights.
n If you booked on AA.com and are able to
access the Internet, visit AA.com and select My

72

minutes to finish up their work for that flight. Afterward, they will move all unaccommodated passengers, in order, to the standby list of the next
flight. They will make an announcement about
that flight’s gate and scheduled departure time.

Reservations.
n If you booked your flight through a travel agency, call their office directly.
n Call AA Reservations at (800) 433-7300.
n Visit one of our Rebooking Centers at Los
Angeles, Dallas/Fort Worth, Chicago O’Hare,
Miami or New York (JFK and LGA) airports.
n See an agent at the airport.

POSTPONING OR CANCELING YOUR TRIP
If your trip can be rescheduled, postponing or
canceling may be an attractive alternative to
waiting for an indeterminate length of time.
n If you decide to travel at a later date, call your
travel agent or call AA Reservations as soon as
possible for details on how to reuse your ticket.
Generally, tickets must be used no later than one
year from the date of purchase. Some changes may
require a fee and/or an additional fare payment.
n If your originally scheduled flight was canceled
and you decide not to travel, you can receive a
full refund. To arrange for a refund, visit AA.com,
call your travel agent or call AA Reservations.

During busy travel times, there may be more
customers waiting to be accommodated than
there are open seats on the next flight. We manage these situations by creating a standby list.
(Tip: You can do this on a Self-Service Check-In
machine at some airports, or a customer-service
agent can place your name on a flight’s standby
list.) Here’s what to expect at the gate if you are
standing by for a flight:
n Customer-service agents will board passengers who have previously confirmed reservations
and reserved seats.
n About 15 minutes before departure, if seats
are available, agents will begin to call standby
passengers.
n After the last standby passenger boards and the
door at the gate is closed, agents need five to 10

SPENDING A NIGHT AWAY
FROM HOME
When bad weather causes a flight
cancellation or a delay stretches
overnight, we may be able to help
defray some unexpected expenses.
A “distressed-passenger rate”
voucher — good for a discounted
rate at an approved local hotel —
may be available through customerservice agents to help you with
overnight accommodations. The
discounted-room charge and incidental charges (such as meals,
telephone calls, transportation,
etc.) are not covered by the airline
and are at the traveler’s expense.
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Other options available to you:
n Check AA.com for overnight options that may
exist in the area.
n See whether the airport you are in has a phone
bank for local hotel and transportation options.
(Tip: Some hotels provide a free shuttle service
to and from the airport.)
RETRIEVING CHECKED LUGGAGE
When you have to spend a night somewhere other
than where you had planned, having your bags
with you can make the situation a bit more tolerable. In some cases, however, circumstances can
make it impossible for us to retrieve your luggage.
n If our airport personnel cannot retrieve your
luggage, it will continue on to your scheduled
destination and will be held there.
n If we can retrieve your luggage, it will be
made available in the baggage-claim area of the
airport.
n If you are spending the night in a local hotel,
ask for an Overnight Amenity Kit.
TRIP INSURANCE
Many travelers find trip insurance to be an affordable way to offset expenses associated with
delayed or canceled flights. If you have purchased such coverage for this trip, please contact
your insurance provider. If you are not familiar
with trip insurance, please visit AA.com/tripin
surance to learn more or to purchase coverage.

American Airlines website: AA.com
AA.com can be a valuable resource during travel, especially when plans have to be changed. Visit AA.com/
airporthelp for information. Here’s what you’ll find:
n Flight schedules and Flight Status Notifications
n Self-Service Check-In availability
n Airport terminal maps and hours
n Official airport websites (to learn about specific
amenities at certain airports)
n Weather information
ABOUT SAFETY
If it concerns your safety, American Airlines and American
Eagle will delay, reroute, divert or cancel a flight, even
if it means some inconvenience. We ask for — and very
much appreciate — your understanding of our ultimate
responsibility to you.
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TRAVEL THE WORLD
WITH AADVANTAGE MILES.
EARN MILES
WHEN YOU FLY

USE YOUR MILES
TO GET AWAY

One of the quickest ways to rack
up miles is up in the air. Earn miles
as an AAdvantage® member when
you buy an eligible ticket and fly on
American Airlines, American Eagle®
or the AmericanConnection® carrier.
You can also earn miles on more
than 20 participating airlines,
including all 11 airlines in the
oneworld® alliance* — serving over
950 destinations worldwide.

AAdvantage members have more
choices than ever before when it
comes to using miles. And it doesn’t
take as many miles as you think
to say “Bon voyage!” One-way
flight awards start at just 12,500
miles (plus fees of up to $5), and
you can book car rentals or hotel
stays at more than 10,000 locations
worldwide, starting at 1,000 miles
plus cash. You can also redeem
miles for flight upgrades, vacation
packages, retail products and more!
See all of your award options at
aa.com/redeem.

EARN MILES EVERY DAY
You don’t have to fly to earn miles.
You can easily earn miles when
making everyday purchases such
as dining out, sending flowers,
renting movies, paying your electric
bill and using your credit card. You
can also earn miles when buying a
home or opening a checking
account. As an AAdvantage
member, you’ll find countless ways
to earn miles and soon you will
have enough miles to claim a welldeserved travel award. Check out all
the ways to earn miles
at aa.com/earn.

NOT AN
AADVANTAGE MEMBER?
Why not? It’s easy and free to join.
Enroll in flight at aa.com/enroll
with complimentary† in-flight Wi-Fi
access. Or, when you land, text
“join” to FLYAA (35922).** Start
earning miles today and turn your
flights and everyday purchases
into lifetime memories.

ELITE STATUS
Imagine if every time you traveled,
you had special check-in privileges
at the airport, preferred seating
on your flight, mileage bonuses,
complimentary upgrades and other
perks. Well, good news. As an
AAdvantage Executive Platinum,
AAdvantage Platinum or
AAdvantage Gold member, you’ll
receive extras that make your travel
more enjoyable, rewarding and
relaxing. Visit aa.com/elitebenefits
for more information.

MULTIPLY YOUR MILES
FOR EVERY FLIGHT!
You can earn more miles for every
flight when you check in and
purchase the AAdvantage Mileage
Multiplier product, throughout the
U.S., Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands. With no annual
limits, Mileage Multiplier is a great
way to reach your next travel
award even faster. Visit
aa.com/mileagemultiplier to
learn more.

*Mexicana remains an inactive member of the oneworld alliance.
†

Complimentary Wi-Fi available only for accessing AA.com.

**Msg&Data Rates apply. Msg frequency depends on customer selections. For help, text HELP to 35922 or call 1-800-222-2377. To cancel, text STOP to 35922 at any time. Participating carriers include (but are
not limited to) AT&T, Sprint, Verizon Wireless, U.S. Cellular®, T-Mobile®. Privacy policy: aa.com/privacypolicy
American Airlines reserves the right to change the AAdvantage® program and its terms and conditions at any time without notice, and to end the AAdvantage® program with six months notice. Any such changes
may affect your ability to use the awards or mileage credits that you have accumulated. Unless speciﬁed, AAdvantage® miles earned through this promotion/offer do not count toward elite-status qualiﬁcation or
Million MilerSM status. American Airlines is not responsible for products or services offered by other participating companies. For complete details about the AAdvantage® program, visit aa.com/AAdvantage.
AmericanAirlines, aa.com, AAdvantage, AAdvantage Executive Platinum, AAdvantage Platinum, AAdvantage Gold, Million Miler, AAdvantage with Scissor Eagle Design, Scissor Eagle Design, American Eagle and
American Connection are marks of American Airlines, Inc.
© 2013 American Airlines, Inc. All rights reserved.
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AUDIO
The
Lowest Prices
01
02 More
03 @
and Much

04

02

KARRIN
ALLYSON

AVAILABLE ON SELECT FLIGHTS

04

EMELI SANDÉ

MEASURE
FOR MEASURE

AFTER HOURS

33 1/3

Welcome to the wonderful world
of classical music. This month,
listen to the impressive talents
of violinist Julia Fischer, the
London Philharmonic and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Kick back and relax with this
mellow and sophisticated blend
of jazz instrumentals and vocals,
including music from Diana
Krall, Karrin Allyson and the
Rossano Sportiello Trio.

The best rock of the 20th century
and beyond is spinning at 33 1/3.
This month, hear your favorites
from Jeff Beck, Derek and the
Dominos, Jackson Browne and
Creedence Clearwater Revival.

Connect to the hottest hit music
on the planet, including popular
tracks from Emeli Sandé, Gavin
DeGraw, Snow Patrol, Calvin
Harris and K’naan featuring
Nelly Furtado.

05

06

07

08

SPIRIT OF R&B

Find rhythm and blues in yesterday’s hits and hear it reverberate through the next generation
of artists. Listen to songs from
Nneka, the Gap Band, Rahsaan
Patterson and Shirley Murdock.

09

METRO

Metro brings a sophisticated
blend of contemporary sounds,
resulting in an urban vibe with
a jazzy background. Hear tunes
from Shigeto, Yppah, Soulstice
and Digitaldubs.

13*

JAPANESE
HORIZONS

HARVEST

Country music’s influence
stretches far and wide. Enjoy
the journey with artists such
as Lee Brice, Kellie Pickler,
Miranda Lambert, Hunter Hayes
and Easton Corbin.

10

LATIN
SHOWCASE

Latin Showcase presents the
widest variety of Latin music.
Today, hear songs from Laura
Pausini, Reik, Marc Anthony,
Marco DiMauro and Franco
De Vita.

14*

SMOOTH

SO ’80s

Experience a totally awesome
flashback to the decade you
hate to love, the 1980s, with
classic songs from Pet Shop
Boys with Dusty Springfield,
Adam Ant and Men at Work.

11

AMERICAN
JUKEBOX

Enjoy music from the malt shop.
This month, hear tracks from
classic performers like Ricky
Nelson, Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons, Brian Hyland and
Lloyd Price.

15*

HINDI BEATS

CONNECTED

ALTITUDE MEDIA
EXECUTIVE REPORT

Listen in on incisive conversations with entrepreneurs, top
thinkers and business leaders
regarding the latest advances in
science and industry.

12

PEACE

Enjoy a relaxing sonic atmosphere with an Asian influence
while listening to calming
tracks from Lemongrass, Ubud,
Kiyoshi Yoshida, Ryan Farish
and Michael Hedges.

16*

MANDARIN MIX

J-pop continues its march as
Whether from the fields of pop,
Get into the earth-shaking
Climb the charts with some
one of the fastest-growing
R&B or classic rock, this music
rhythms of bhangra beats and
of the coolest artists from
music genres. Hear the best of
reflects a laid-back vibe. This
inspirational Hindi ballads.
the ever-expanding Mandarin
today’s hits from artists such as
month, hear a track from artists
music scene.
Yumi Matsutoya, Kou Shibasaki
like Boz Scaggs, John Mayer
are you
headed?
At AA.com/destinations,
you’ll find destination information for more than 170 cities
andWhere
Sandaime
J Soul
Brothers.
and Esperanza Spalding.

Explore The World. Right From Your Seat.

worldwide. If you’re on *aADDITIONAL
Wi-Fi-equipped
aircraft,
you can
accessFORAA.com
for
and
getVISIT
theAA.COM/MUSIC.
lowdown on
CHANNELS AVAILABLE
ON SELECT
777 FLIGHTS.
A COMPLETE
SETfree
LISTING,
PLEASE
restaurants, nightlife, attractions, events and more before you even touch down.

If you’re already thinking about your next trip, we’ve also got loads of travel inspiration for you. Discover new destinations when you search
destination
by category,
such asMrs.
adventure,
Mays Naturals beach, ski, family and more. Start
Pilgrim
Software
C Hour
AN
N E L 0information
8
planning your nextALTITUDE
trip now.MEDIA
Then, book on AA.com
and
know that you’re
getting
Stewart,
Cooper &our
Coon lowest price — guaranteed.
Women
Presidents’
Organization

EXECUTIVE REPORT

The Aloha Garden of Maui

AMERICA’S INNOVATORS

Leaders By Design

Did You Know?
On Wi-Fiequipped aircraft,
customers enjoy
complimentary
access to AA.com.

Burston Marketing
PubMatic
Checkpoint Technologies

Cambridge Heart
Listen in on conversations with those on the leadMedicinals,
Inc. apps, boarding passes, flight-status notifications
Connect
us any time,
anywhere,
from any device.Aloha
With
mobile
ing edge of a wide
varietywith
of industries,
including
TrustSphere
Mobile Workforce, Inc.
representativesand
from:
more, American Airlines lets you manage your travel
… while you travel. Learn more at AA.com/mobile.
Center for Practical Bioethics

The Americas’ SAP
Users’ Group
The Oxford Princeton
Programme
HP ExpertONE
Bovie Medical
Corporation
Research In Motion
DNA Associates

Meszaros
International Center of
Entrepreneurship
Orange County
Convention Center

Loyola University Maryland’s
Sellinger School of Business

Secure Information
Systems

Lenovo

Il Mulino, New York

ShoppersChoice.com

Bahia Hotel Beach Club

C-TABS

Abilene Christian
University

Three Girls Media &
Marketing

Absolute Software

Thermo Fisher Scientific The JLS Agency

LTU Technologies

Pitney Bowes

Global VIP Vacations

University of Canberra

Grand Beach Hotel

Harvard Stem Cell Institute

HigherAdvantage.org
National Air Traffic
Controllers Association UNSW Canberra
GPS North America

IMSM

Arts for ACT Gallery
Studio and Boutique

SPECIAL THANKS:
Power & Systems Training, Inc. Samsung Semiconductor, Inc.
samsung.com/semiconductor
Ted’s Montana Grill
NewLeads

Sunland, Inc.

Sitecore
Aradigm Corporation
University of Melbourne
www.altitude-media.com
AmericanAirlines, AA.com and Lowest Prices Guaranteed are marks of American Airlines, Inc. © 2012 American Airlines, Inc. All rights reserved.
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VIDEO

Products & Services
MAIN SCREEN VIDEO AVAILABLE ON 737, 757 AND 767 AIRCRAFT.

NOW SHOWING
BIG MIRACLE

FOR 777 AIRCRAFT, SEE ON-DEMAND PROGRAMING ON YOUR SEATBACK MONITOR.

FLIGHTS

DOMESTIC // CANADA

FLIGHT DIRECTION

EASTBOUND, SOUTHBOUND

WESTBOUND, NORTHBOUND

Drew Barrymore, John Krasinski » A small-town
Salmon Fishing in the
news reporter and a Greenpeace volunteer enlist the help
June 1 to 15
Man on a Ledge [E] [LS]
Yemen [E] [LS]
of rival superpowers to save three majestic gray whales
trapped under the ice of the Arctic Circle.
Journey 2: The Mysterious
1:47 minutes // Drama
Juneredeem
16 to 30 your AAdvantage miles for an AAnytime Award
John Carter
[E] [LS]any
Ready for some R&R? Then
and secure
Island [E] [LS]

unsold seat on any American Airlines flight. And when you travel, you’ll have complimentary access to

FOOTLOOSE (2011)

HAWAII* // ALASKA
Julianne Hough, Dennis Quaid » A teen fromPreferred
the big
Seats and PriorityAAccess
privileges, including TO
expedited check-in, securityFROM
screening and
city moves to a town that has outlawed dancing.
boarding.
Plus,
check
two
bags
for
free.
For
more
information,
visit aa.com/award.
Journey 2: The Mysterious
1:53 minutes // Drama
June 1 to 15
John Carter [E] [LS]

Island [E] [LS]

JOHN CARTER

American Airlines now flies
daily
Worth
to Beaumont,
Texas, and Fargo, N.D. These
June
16nonstop
to 30 from Dallas/Fort
Salmon
Fishing
in the
Lynn Collins, Willem Dafoe » Civil war veteran John
*Second Feature
on a Ledge [E] [LS]
Yemen [E] [LS]
routes are operated by our
American Eagle partner, ExpressJet
using the CRJ200Man
aircraft.
Columbia, Mo.,
Carter is transported to Mars and becomes reluctantly
(from DFW and ORD only)
*The Young Victoria [E] [LS]
caught up in a battle of epic proportions.
is also new to the family, with daily nonstop flights from both DFW and Chicago O’Hare. Service on these
2:12 minutes // Action/Adventure
SAN JUAN //
TO 145. For more info, pleaseFROM
routes is provided by CARIBBEAN
American Eagle
Airlines using the Embraer
visit aa.com.
// MEXICO
JOURNEY 2: THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND

Big Miracle [E] [LS]
The Vow [E] [LS]
Dwayne Johnson, Josh Hutcherson » Sean Anderson
Put your American AirlinesFeature
ticket and your hotel reservation
in one vacation bundle
and save with
is on a mission to find his grandfather, who is thought to be
unpublished rates thatUNITED
can onlyKINGDOM
be booked
missing on a mythical island.
// as part of a package. You’ll receive the lowest prices guaranteed!
TO
FROM
1:34 minutes // Action/Adventure
IRELAND
Learn more and book your next
trip at aavacations.com.
MAN ON A LEDGE

First Feature

The Vow [E] [LS]

Big Miracle [E] [LS]

Sam Worthington, Elizabeth Banks » Nick Cassidy
With nearly 40 club locations worldwide, the Admirals Club lounge allows you to remain productive
makes a desperate move to prove his innocence after he is
Second Feature
The Young
Victoria
[E] [LS] Members
Footloose
[E] [LS]
while on the road(may
fornot
business
or to relax before
an overdue
vacation.
enjoy(2011)
an excellent
framed for the theft of a rare diamond.
be available on all flights)
1:42 minutes // Drama
club network, business amenities, complimentary Wi-Fi, cybercafes, alcoholic beverages, light snacks
GERMANY //

TO
FROM
and more. To purchase an
annual membership, a 30-day membership
or a One-Day Pass,
please visit
SWITZERLAND
aa.com/admiralsclub
or call (800) 237-7971 (in the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico) or (817) 963-6100.
Emily Blunt, Ewan McGregor » A fisheries expert
is

SALMON FISHING IN THE YEMEN

First Feature
Big Miracle [E] [G]
The Vow [E] [G]
asked to bring fly-fishing to the desert and sets out to
prove that the impossible is possible.
American Airlines has expanded
the list of itemsThe
available
our Food
for Sale program
all domestic
1:47 minutes // Drama
Second Feature
[E] [G]
Footlooseon
(2011)
[E] [G]
Youngin
Victoria

flights over 2.5 hours. In addition to the snacks currently offered, we are adding our popular sandwiches,
FRANCE // BELGIUM //
TO
FROM
fruit and cheese plate, andMONTREAL*
other fresh items that were previously
available only on flights
over 3 hours.
Rachel McAdams,
Channing Tatum » Against all
Food
&
Beverage
odds, a young man is determined to win back his
wife’s
Visit
aa.com/dining for more details.
THE VOW

love after she loses her memory in a car accident.
1:34 minutes // Romance

*First Feature

The Vow [E] [F]

Big Miracle [E] [F]

American Airlines offers a suite of products designed specifically for small businesses. The Business
Second Feature
Footloose (2011) [E] [F]
The Young Victoria [E] [F]
THE YOUNG VICTORIA
Suite includes the AAirpass program, which offers discounted fares on last-minute travel, and
Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend » Queen Victoria survives the
fly on AA. Redeem reward
SPAINbusinesses when their employees
TO
FROM points for
first turbulent years of her reign with the support Business
and love ExtrAA, which rewards
of Prince Albert.
flights, Admirals Club memberships and more. The Business Suite also includes a cash-rebate credit card
1:44 minutes // Romance
First Feature
Big Miracle [E] [CS]
and discounts for group travel.
Visit aa.com/business.The Vow [E] [CS]
Second Feature

The Young Victoria [E] [CS]

Footloose (2011) [E] [CS]

BRAZIL

TO

FROM

With the Business ExtrAA program, companies of any size can earn reward points every time their
CENTRAL
AND Business
SOUTH
employees travel with
American.
ExtrAA points TO
can be redeemed for flights,FROM
upgrades and
AMERICA // HAITI
even Admirals Club One-Day Passes. There is no cost to join, and while your company earns points, your
Featuremiles. For details The
[E] [LS]
Big Miracle [E] [LS] [F]
employees earn their AAdvantage
or toVow
enroll,
visit[F]aa.com/businessextraa.
Any group of 10 or more people can save money by calling American Airlines Group & Meeting
Travel professionals. We’ll work
with you from start The
to finish
— everything fromBig
airline
reservations,
Feature
Vow [E] [P]
Miracle [E] [P]
group discounts, domestic or international travel to special car-rental rates with Avis. Call us at
ITALY how it all works. Or visit aa.com/group
TO
(800) 221-2255 and we’ll explain
to learn more. FROM

oneworld Alliance
JOHN CARTER

First Feature
The Vow [E] [I]
Big Miracle [E] [I]
American Airlines welcomes
Malaysia Airlines, who became
an official member of the
oneworld Alliance
on Feb. 1, 2013. Malaysia
Airlines
is
one
of
Asia’s
most
recognized
and
awarded
carriers,
having won
Second Feature
The Young Victoria [E] [I]
Footloose (2011) [E] [I]
Skytrax’s World’s Best Cabin Crew award in six of the past 10 years and having been one of only six
airlines to be given five stars
by the
Skytrax
airline
quality
ratings
agency.
Malaysia
Airlines serves
[CS] Castilian
Spanish
[E] English
[F] French
[G] German
[I] Italian
[LS] Latin Spanish
[P] Portuguese
60 destinations in nearly 30 countries throughout Asia, the Pacific, Europe, and Africa. AAdvantage
members can now enjoy additional mile accrual and redemption benefits, as well as access to premium
lounges around the world on Malaysia. Go to aa.com/oneworld to learn more.

MOVIES ARE EDITED FOR CONTENT. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL AMERICAN AIRLINES INFLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT, LOG ON TO WWW.AMERICANAIRLINESENTERTAINMENT.COM.
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AUDIO

04

BRUNO
MARS

AVAILABLE ON SELECT FLIGHTS

06

KEITH
URBAN

01

SYMPHONY HALL

02

JAZZ MIX

03

THE VAULT

04

THE HIT LIST

Let the orchestra come to you
with some of the greatest classical works, including notable
pieces by Beethoven, Vivaldi
and Mahler.

Feed your ears with a generous
helping of cool beats and jazz
rhythms from top musicians
like Frank Sinatra, Count Basie,
Kenny Burrell and Nat King Cole.

No need to dust off the vinyl —
The Vault has rock hits from the
’60s and ’70s from bands like
Rush, Pink Floyd, The Eagles
and Fleetwood Mac.

Plug into the hottest music on
today’s worldwide pop charts
including tracks from Maroon
5, Bruno Mars, Rihanna and
Pitbull.

05

06

07

08

AMERICAN
JUKEBOX

You don’t need a nickel or
quarter to punch up A-1 on our
jukebox. Find all the classics
here, including songs from the
Beach Boys, Carl Perkins and
Chuck Berry.

09

TALK
BUSINESS 360

Hear one-on-one interviews
with industry innovators who are
making a difference in today’s
business world.

13*

JAPANESE
HORIZONS

With sounds as unique as
Japan, this channel features
catchy tunes from Motohiro
Hata and Kyary Pamyu Pamyu.

15*

CHILL

Close your eyes and take in the
emotional grooves of Way Out
West, Ivy, Delerium, Massive
Attack and Sarah McLachlan.

17

*

METRO

Hit the international dance floor
with remixes, electronic beats,
house, techno and dubsted.
This month, we feature Swedish
House Mafia and Kylie Minogue.

COUNTRY
ROADS

Two-step to the top of today’s
country charts and remember
country music’s roots with
songs from Keith Urban, Brad
Paisley, Buck Owens and Eli
Young Band.

10

LATIN
SHOWCASE

Listen to the hottest Latin
artists with songs from Enrique
Iglesias, Daddy Yankee, Prince
Royce and Don Omar.

14*

ON THE EDGE

Alternative, modern and
indie bands rock this channel with tracks from Metric,
Soundgarden, Nirvana and
Rage Against the Machine.

11

CELEBRITY
PLAYLIST

Hear bands who have played at
South by Southwest’s in the past
27 years, including Atlas Genius,
the Kills and Vampire Weekend.

TOTALLY ’80S

Crimped hair and neon are
back, and so are the tubular
hits of the ’80s, including tracks
from Michael Jackson, U2, The
Cars and Madonna.

12

PEACE

Take a peaceful, relaxing journey with calming tracks from
Suzanne Ciani, David Sun and
Will Ackerman.

SMOOTH

Relax to a comfortable mix of
the classic and the contemporary, with with songs from Emile
Sande and The Civil Wars.

16*

Enjoy a selection of some of the
greatest music from China, with
Elleya Tao, Softhard, Anson Hu
and Eric Lin and Coke Lee.

18

*

11

MANDARIN MIX

LONDON
CALLING

Oi! Take a musical trip to the
U.K. and rock out to some great
British acts, including David
Bowie, The Kinks, Radiohead
and Paul Weller.

VAMPIRE WEEKEND

TALK BUSINESS 360

CHANNEL 09
John Tesh
Kathie Lee Gifford
BankersAccuity®
IP Services
Spencer Technologies
MI9 Business Intelligence
Systems, Inc.
Marina Bay Sands
Morrison Vein Institute
Page International, Inc.
Rosa Mexicano Restaurants
Select Investment Group
Applied Management Services
Intetics Co.
Knoxville Raceway
Legacy
OptionEase, Inc.
Manchester Business School

Listen in on conversations with those on the leading edge of
a wide variety of industries, including representatives from:
Exar Corporation
Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance
Sjögren’s Syndrome Foundation, Inc.
Security Engineered Machinery
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
GlobaFone
Ultimate Lead Systems, Inc.
Whyte & Mackay Americas
Criterium Inc.
Accent-American
Bingham Memorial Hospital
T.R. Ellis Group
GLORY (U.S.A.), Inc.
Lean Logistics, Inc.
Simple Innovations Business
Coaching
PowerTrunk
National Instruments Corporation

SPECIAL THANKS:
Hola Grand Faro Luxury
All Inclusive Resort
holagrandfaroloscabos.com
Print and Radio
printandradio.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Talk Business 360
info@clearwindmedia.com
talkbusiness360.com
Some guests may have paid a
fee to appear.

* ADDITIONAL CHANNELS AVAILABLE ON SELECT 777 FLIGHTS. FOR A COMPLETE SET LISTING, PLEASE VISIT AA.COM/MUSIC.
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MAIN SCREEN VIDEO AVAILABLE ON 737, 757 AND 767 AIRCRAFT.

NOW SHOWING
ARTHUR

Russell Brand, Jennifer Garner » On the wake of an
arranged marriage, unmotivated rich playboy Arthur falls
head-over-heels for quirky tour guide Naomi. Now he
must choose between love and his lavish lifestyle.
1:50 minutes // Comedy
CHASING MAVERICKS

Gerard Butler, Elisabeth Shue » When 15-year-old Jay
wants to surf the mythic Mavericks surf break, he enlists
the help of local legend Frosty Hesson.
1:55 minutes // Drama
DOLPHIN TALE

Harry Connick Jr., Ashley Judd » A young boy befriends
Winter, a dolphin with no tail, and comes up with a plan
to save her.
1:53 minutes // Drama
HERE COMES THE BOOM

Kevin James, Salma Hayek » A physics teacher takes
up fighting in MMA matches in order to raise money to
save the music program at his school.
1:44 minutes // Comedy
HITCHCOCK

Anthony Hopkins, Scarlett Johansson » Alfred’s
relationship with his wife Alma — as much of a creative
collaboration as a marriage — is tested as he makes his
thriller, Psycho.
1:38 minutes // Drama
LIFE OF PI

Irrfan Khan, Suraj Sharma » After a catastrophic accident, Pi is cast adrift on a lifeboat in the Pacific Ocean
with a Bengal tiger as his only companion. With their
mutual survival at stake, Pi makes an unexpected connection with the fearsome beast, before the two complete
a remarkable journey of adventure and discovery.
2:08 minutes // Action/Adventure
RISE OF THE GUARDIANS

Alec Baldwin, Isla Fisher » Jack Frost is called to join
the Guardians when an evil spirit threatens the hopes and
imaginations of children everywhere.
1:41 minutes // Animation
SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK

Bradley Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence » Pat, a divorced
writer forced to live with his Eagles-obsessed parents
after a stint in an institution, meets Tiffany, a mysterious
girl who offers to help him reconnect with his wife if he’ll
do something for her in return.
2:00 minutes // Drama

VIDEO

FOR 777 AIRCRAFT, SEE ON-DEMAND PROGRAMING ON YOUR SEATBACK MONITOR.

FLIGHTS

FLIGHT DIRECTION

DOMESTIC // CANADA

EASTBOUND, SOUTHBOUND

WESTBOUND, NORTHBOUND

March 1 to 15

Hitchcock [E] [LS]

Silver Linings Playbook [E] [LS]

March 16 to 31

Rise of the Guardians [E] [LS]

Life of Pi [E] [LS]

HAWAII* // ALASKA

TO

FROM

March 1 to 15

Life of Pi [E] [LS]

Rise of the Guardians [E] [LS]

Silver Linings Playbook [E] [LS]
*Dolphin Tale [E] [LS]

Hitchcock [E] [LS]

SAN JUAN //
CARIBBEAN // MEXICO

TO

FROM

Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [LS]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [LS]

UNITED KINGDOM //
IRELAND

TO

FROM

First Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [LS]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [LS]

Dolphin Tale [E] [LS]

Arthur [E] [LS]

GERMANY // SWITZERLAND

TO

FROM

First Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [G]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [G]

Second Feature

Dolphin Tale [E] [G]

Arthur [E] [G]

FRANCE // MONTREAL*

TO

FROM

*First Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [F]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [F]

Second Feature

Dolphin Tale [E] [F]

Arthur [E] [F]

SPAIN

TO

FROM

First Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [CS]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [CS]

Second Feature

Dolphin Tale [E] [CS]

Arthur [E] [CS]

CENTRAL AND SOUTH
AMERICA // HAITI

TO

FROM

Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [LS] [F]

BRAZIL

TO

FROM

Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [P]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [P]

ITALY

TO

FROM

Feature

Chasing Mavericks [E] [I]

Here Comes the Boom [E] [I]

Second Feature

Dolphin Tale [E] [ I ]

Arthur [E] [I]

March 16 to 31
*Second Feature
(from DFW and ORD only)

Second Feature
(may not be available on all flights)

Here Comes the Boom
[E] [LS] [F]

[CS] Castilian Spanish [E] English [F] French [G] German [I] Italian [LS] Latin Spanish [P] Portuguese

LIFE OF PI
MOVIES ARE EDITED FOR CONTENT. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL AMERICAN AIRLINES INFLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT, LOG ON TO AMERICANAIRLINESENTERTAINMENT.COM.
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Onboard Our Flights
Things You Need to Know to Make Your Trip Safe and Comfortable

American Airlines supports FAA
efforts to keep passengers and
crew safe when traveling.
What’s in Your Baggage?
Common items used every day
may seem harmless. However,
when transported by air, they can
become dangerous. During flight,
variations in pressure and temperature can cause items to leak,
generate toxic fumes or ignite.
The list of items prohibited
by the FAA includes: aerosols,
pepper spray/Mace, fireworks,
black powder, model-rocket
motors, explosive primers, strikeanywhere matches, fuels, camping
gas, lighter refills, paints, solvents,
alcohols, nail polishes/removers
over half an ounce, bleaches, drain
cleaners, acids, lead-acid batteries,
flares, gas-powered tools and
self-heating meals. Such items
are confiscated by the TSA and
reported to the FAA.
Lithium and lithium-ion batteries
catch fire when improperly handled and are prohibited in checked
baggage. They’re allowed in carryon baggage only, not exceeding
160 watt-hours each (limit two
over 100wh). Safetravel.dot.gov
provides battery-size guidance.
Carry batteries in original packaging, in separate plastic bags or with
electrical tape on contacts. Do
not use aircraft powerports to
charge batteries when not in use.
Carrying prohibited items on
aircraft violates U.S. federal law.
Violators are subject to imprisonment and penalties of $250,000
or more. For more information,
consult an agent or visit
Safetravel.dot.gov or AA.com.
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■ Check-in We advise customers
to check in 90 minutes before their
scheduled departure for domestic flights when checking bags, 60
minutes with no bags and two hours
for international flights. (Please refer to the Travel Information section
on AA.com for cities where earlier
check-in is recommended.) This will
help ensure your reservation and seat
assignment. Please be onboard and in
your seat with your seat belt fastened
10 minutes prior to departure time.
■ Luggage For domestic economyclass tickets (including to and from
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands) purchased on or after Feb. 1,
2010, a $25 charge applies for the
first checked bag and a $35 charge applies for the second checked bag. The
same charges apply for economy-class
tickets between the United States/
Puerto Rico/U.S. Virgin Islands and
Canada purchased on or after March
29, 2010. For economy-class tickets
between the United States/Puerto
Rico/U.S. Virgin Islands and Europe or
India purchased on or after Sept. 14,
2009, the first bag may be checked
at no charge and a $50 charge applies for the second checked bag. For
economy-class tickets between the
United States/Puerto Rico/U.S. Virgin
Islands, Europe or India and Mexico
purchased on or after May 3, 2010,
the first bag may be checked at no
charge and a $30 charge applies for
the second checked bag (exceptions
apply for all baggage charges). Passengers may carry one piece of luggage and one personal item onboard.
Carry-on items, including laptop computers, must be placed in the overhead
bin or under the seat in front of you. To
avoid additional charges, all luggage
must meet size and weight requirements. Liability for loss, delay or damage to baggage is limited, so carry
valuables onboard with you. Visit
www.aa.com/baggage for more.
■ Beverage Service Only alcohol

served by a flight attendant to
customers age 21 or older may be
consumed onboard. By FAA rule, we
may not serve alcohol to customers
who appear intoxicated.
■ Smoking is not permitted. Also,
smokeless/e-cigarettes may not be
used at any time while onboard.
■ Seat Belts Turbulence is air movement that cannot be seen and that often
occurs unexpectedly. While we do everything possible to avoid turbulence, it
is the most likely threat to your in-flight
safety. Unless you must leave your seat,
keep your seat belt fastened at all times,
even when the seat-belt sign is off.
■ Disability Assistance Customers
who need assistance with disabilities, including obtaining wheelchairs,
should contact an AA representative.
Per government regulations, service
animals traveling in the cabin to assist passengers with physical or emotional needs are not required to travel
in a kennel. If you are in a bulkhead
seat, you may be asked to move to
another seat to accommodate a service animal. To give feedback on how
well American provided disabilityrelated services, call (817) 967-3000.
■ Carry-on Pets must stay in their
closed and/or zipped kennels and
under the seat in front of you at all
times. AA assumes no liability for the
well-being of carry-on pets.
■ Powerports On most aircraft,
there is a DC cigarette-lighter-style
outlet at each seat in First and Business Class and in select rows in the
Main Cabin for powering approved
electronic devices. For information
about powerports, visit AA.com.
New B737 aircraft offer 110V AC
power outlets in every row. Only
one device per outlet is allowed.

Federal law prohibits passengers from threatening or intimidating the flight crew or
interfering as crew members
perform their duties.

■ Electronic Equipment/Personal
Devices Personal electronic devices
may be used during boarding until
the flight attendant’s announcement to switch them off. After the
announcement, all portable electronic
devices must remain off and properly
stored (electronic devices include but
are not limited to e-books). During
this period, noise-canceling headsets
may be worn while switched off and
devices without power switches (e.g.,
some PDAs) must be stored and remain
in the sleep mode. During flight, your
flight attendant will inform you when
approved devices may be used. Cellular
PDAs (provided they are in airplane/
flight mode) are permitted. Audio and
video equipment may be used only with
headsets, and noise-canceling headsets
may be activated. The use of still and
video cameras, film or digital, is permitted only for recording of personal
events. Unauthorized photography or
video recording of airline personnel,
other customers, aircraft equipment or
procedures is strictly prohibited. Never
activate two-way pagers, radios, TV
sets, remote controls, cordless computer mice or commercial TV cameras.
All devices with transmitting capabilities must be switched off except Wi-Fi
802.11. Wi-Fi 802.11 devices may be
used (when authorized) only on aircraft
equipped with in-flight Internet service.
If in-flight Internet service is provided,
it is intended for customer access to
the Internet, email and VPN only. Any
voice, audio, video or other photography (motion or still), recording or transmission while on any American Airlines
aircraft is strictly prohibited, except
to the extent specifically permitted by
American Airlines. Before landing, your
flight attendant will announce when
to switch off and store all electronic
devices. These devices must remain off
until the plane is at the gate and the
seat-belt sign has been switched off.
The electronic-device policy may vary on American
Eagle and AmericanConnection. Please see a flight
attendant for specifics.
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Your Personal Health:
Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT)

Staying
Connected
Wi-Fi in the Sky
Experience connection speeds in the air similar to
mobile broadband Internet service on the ground.
Stay connected using any Wi-Fi-enabled device,
including smartphones (in airplane mode).
Domestic Wi-Fi
(available on most American Airlines flights)
1. Enable Wi-Fi on your device
2. Search and connect to the “gogoinflight” signal
3. Launch browser and Create an Account or Login
International Wi-Fi
(777-300 aircraft)
1. Enable Wi-Fi on your device
2. Search and connect to the “AA Inflight” signal
3. Launch browser and choose Sign In or Connect
Find out if Wi-Fi is available on your next flight on
AA.com (under Flight Status tab) or by locating the
Wi-Fi symbol on your boarding pass.
Protect yourself from fraudulent emails.
Learn more at AA.com/phishing
Cellphones
You may use your cellphone onboard until the
flight attendant advises that it must be switched
off. During flight, cellphones may be activated
only in the airplane/flight mode, with the cellular
transmitting function switched off. After landing in the United States, the U.S. Virgin Islands
and Puerto Rico, cellphones may be used (when
authorized) on certain aircraft.* If you plan to
use your phone after landing, keep it available,
as FAA regulations require passengers to remain
seated and all carry-on baggage to remain stored
until the seat-belt sign has been switched off.
*Does not apply to American Eagle ATR aircraft flights.

PEANUT ALLERGY
American recognizes that some passengers are allergic to peanuts. Although we
do not serve peanuts, we do serve other
nut products, and there may be trace elements of unspecified peanut ingredients,
including peanut oils, in meals and snacks.
We make no provisions to be peanut-free.
Additionally, other customers may bring
peanuts onboard. Therefore, we cannot
guarantee that customers will not be
exposed to peanuts during flight, and we
strongly encourage customers to take all
necessary medical precautions to prepare for the possibility of exposure.

Our customers sometimes ask us about medical
conditions and air travel. American Airlines appreciates its customers’ interest in health topics and
encourages passengers to consult with their doctors before traveling.
What Is DVT?
A deep vein thrombosis (DVT) is a blood clot that
develops in a deep vein, usually in a leg. This is a
serious condition. Sometimes these clots can break
away and travel through the bloodstream to vital
organs and can cause severe injury or death.
Possible Risk Factors of DVT
Prolonged physical immobility, such as sitting for
an extended period, is considered in the medical
community to be a risk factor associated with DVT.
People with certain medical conditions or who are
taking some medications may also be at higher
risk of developing a DVT, including conditions or
medications that affect blood flow, alter normal
blood-clotting mechanisms or cause blood-vessel
damage. Some of these are:
■ Blood-clotting disorders
■ Cancer
■ Increasing age or smoking
■ Major illness with hospitalization
■ Obesity or heart disease
■ Oral contraceptive use or hormone therapy
■ Personal or family history of a DVT
■ Pregnancy
■ Recent major surgery or trauma
Possible Symptoms of DVT
Many DVTs do not produce any symptoms. If
symptoms occur, they may include pain, swelling
or redness in the affected area. Severe chest pain
or problems breathing may indicate that a clot has
traveled to the lungs. Any concern should be evaluated by a physician immediately.

Possible In-Flight Exercises
Ankle circles: Lift your foot off
the floor and draw a circle in
the air with your toes pointed,
alternating direction. Continue
for 30 seconds. Repeat with
your other foot.
Foot pumps: While keeping
your heels on the floor, point
your feet up as high as possible

toward your head. Put both feet
back flat on the floor. While
keeping the balls of your feet
on the floor, lift both heels high.
Continue for 30 seconds.

Knee to chest: Hold your left
knee and pull up toward your
chest. Hold for 10 to 15 seconds. Slowly return to floor.
Alternate legs 10 times.

Knee lifts: While seated, march
slowly in place by contracting
each thigh muscle. Continue for
30 seconds.

These exercises should not be
performed if they cause pain
or discomfort or if they are not
recommended by your doctor.

Respiratory Conditions
If you have a respiratory condition such as chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), travel by
air is not impossible; it just takes some advance
planning and coordination. Before you travel, it’s
important that you talk with your physician to address any concerns. When you book your American
Airlines or American Eagle flight, let us know about
any needs you have for special services (such as a
wheelchair, therapeutic oxygen or a portable oxygen
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Possible Ways to Reduce the Risk of DVT
American encourages all passengers to consult
with their doctors about DVT and other personal
health issues before flying. Because the cause of a
DVT is often not known, the best methods of preventing DVTs are still uncertain. To try to reduce
the risk of DVT, many passengers may be advised
by their doctors to take the following measures in
flight:
■ Regularly change leg position, and periodically
move and stretch your legs and feet while seated.
Your doctor may suggest leg exercises — such as
those described in the box below — at regular intervals (at least every hour or so).
■ If conditions allow and the aisles are clear, you
may want to occasionally get up and walk around.
But remember that you must remain seated when
the seat-belt light is on and should remain in your
seat with your seat belt fastened whenever possible, because of the possibility of turbulence. And
all passengers are required to comply with crewmember and/or FAA instructions — especially
those relating to remaining seated.
■ Avoid crossing the legs at the ankles
or knees.
■ Stay hydrated; drink adequate nondiuretic fluids
— such as water, juice and milk — and minimize
alcohol and caffeine intake.
■ Wear loose-fitting clothing.
■ Wear graduated-compression stockings.
It is possible that no measure intended to
prevent DVT will be effective. It is also possible
that some of the measures listed above may not
be recommended for some passengers, depending on their health situations as assessed by their
doctors.
There are many sources of general information
about air travel and health. For more information,
visit www.aa.com and type “personal health” in the
search box.

concentrator) so that a special-assistance coordinator can help you with your request. Make sure
you contact your home oxygen supplier to provide
therapeutic oxygen before and after your flight or
during any connections, if required. For more information about living and traveling with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, contact the COPD
Foundation for their Big Fat Reference Guide at
(866) 316-2673 or go to www.copdfoundation.org.
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Airline Partners
oneworld Alliance
®

As a member of the oneworld global
airline alliance, American works
with 10 of the world’s best airlines
and more than 20 of their affiliate
carriers to offer rewards and benefits
no single airline could deliver on
its own. When traveling on eligible
oneworld flights, AAdvantage
members may earn, redeem and
receive elite-qualifying miles, and
after qualifying for elite status, they
enjoy special benefits such as priority
check-in, seating and standby as well
as lounge access to some 550 airport
lounges worldwide. Serving some
800 destinations in 150 countries
with around 9,000 daily departures,
oneworld revolves around you.

Airline Partner
airberlin

Earn Miles

Earn Elite-Qualifying Miles

Redeem Miles

Europe

X

X

X

North America

X

X

X

British Airways

Europe

X

X

X

Cathay Pacific

Asia

X

X

X

Finnair

Europe

X

X

X

Iberia

Europe

X

X

X

Asia

X

X

X

American Airlines

Japan Airlines

For more details about oneworld,
visit aa.com/oneworld.

Based In

LAN
Malaysia Airlines
Qantas
Royal Jordanian
S7

South America

X

X

X

Asia

X

X

X

Australia

X

X

X

Middle East

X

X

X

Europe

X

X

X1

Earn Elite-Qualifying Miles

Redeem Miles

Destinations in eastern Russia are not valid for redemption using the AAdvantage Participating Airline Awards.
Mexicana remains an inactive member of oneworld.
1

Other Airlines
American also has marketing
agreements with select airlines,
expanding the opportunities for
customers.
For more information, visit
aa.com/participantairlines.

Airline/Rail Partner

Based In

Earn Miles

Air Pacific

Pacific

X

Air Tahiti Nui

Pacific

X*

X
X*

Alaska Airlines/Horizon Air

North America

X

X

X

Cape Air

North America

X*

X*

X

Notes:

EL AL

Middle East

X

* When booked as AA flight number

Etihad Airways

Middle East

X*†

X*

select flights only

EVA Air

Asia

X*

X*

Earn miles only on select domestic

Gulf Air

Middle East

X

X*

markets from New York (JFK) and

Hainan Airlines

Asia

X

North America

X

Asia

X

†

When booked as Etihad flight number,

‡

Boston (BOS).
^

Mileage accrual is not permitted on

Hawaiian Airlines

X

*

X

X*

X

Brussels (BRU).

JetBlue

North America

X‡

Jetstar

Australia

X*

X*

WestJet

North America

X

X*
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X

X*

Jet Airways

^

X

X*

flights between North America and
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PASSENGER INFORMATION
TERMINAL MAPS

(L HR)

LO N D O N H E ATH ROW

N E W Y O R K J O H N F. K E N N E D Y

40

44

47
45
43
16 4
1

39

Concourse

B

12
10

35
33

8

20
18

31
6
4

7

19
17

37

32

23

22

41

26

40

25

36

28

34

21

29
27

38

31

C

42

34
32
30

35

lower level

Concourse

46

36

42

(JFK )

5

2
3
1

13

16

lower level

11
9

TERMINAL 1
British Airways

TERMINAL 4
Malaysia Airlines

TERMINAL 3
American Airlines
British Airways
Cathay Pacific
Finnair
Japan Airlines
Qantas
Royal Jordanian

TERMINAL 5
British Airways
Iberia

7
5

TERMINAL 1
Japan Airlines

3

TERMINAL 8
American Airlines
American Eagle
airberlin
Finnair
LAN
Royal Jordanian

TERMINAL 7
British Airways
Cathay Pacific
Iberia
Qantas

1

(DF W )

DALL AS/FO RT WO RTH

LEGEND

LHR / JFK / DFW

B39
B33

A15

B28

TICKET COUNTER + SELF-SERVICE CHECK-IN

A17

TRANSFER DESK
REBOOKING CENTER

B20

A23
A26

B13

TERMINAL A
American Airlines

TERMINAL C
American Airlines
TERMINAL D
American Airlines
American Eagle
British Airways
Qantas

D29

D34

FLAGSHIP CHECK-IN

SECURITY WALL

B9

TERMINAL B
American Eagle

INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS

B5
D40

A39
C2

UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

C7

FLAGSHIP LOUNGE
ADMIRALS CLUB

C14

D25

JFK AIRTRAIN

C22

DFW SKYLINK
TRANSFER BUS

D20

D16

C26

D11

D6

C39

C33
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PASSENGER INFORMATION
TERMINAL MAPS
NEW YORK L AGUARDIA

(L GA)

LOS ANGELES

(L A X)
Gates
32–38

123
122
121

Concourse

Concourse

C

B

Concourse

A

30

120
119

TERMINAL 4
American Airlines
American Eagle
Qantas (AKL/BNE Only)

C8
C6

C5
C3

D10
D7

D8

D5

C1

C4
C2
lower level

D6

D4
D2

D3

106

D1
Concourse

TOM BRADLEY
INTERNATIONAL
TERMINAL (TBIT)
airberlin
British Airways
Cathay Pacific
Iberia
Japan Airlines
LAN
Malaysia Airlines
Qantas

D

105

41

40

104
103
102
101
TERMINAL B
American Airlines
American Eagle

MIAMI

Remote
Terminal

Gates
42–49

(M I A)

CONCOURSE D
American Airlines
American Eagle
CONCOURSE E
American Airlines
airberlin
British Airways
Iberia
CONCOURSE J
LAN

82
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MADRID-BARA JAS

(M A D)

TO K YO N A RITA

(N R T )

77
76

level 1
level 2

K69–K95

75

level 1

K62–K98
S51

86

74

U74–U58

73

S48–S42
level 0 & 2

71

72

87
84
82

level -2

J40–J59

level 0
H1–H37

61

S20–28

H2–H30

62

R2–R18

63
64
65

TERMINAL 4
Finnair
Iberia

CHICAGO O’HARE

88

92
94
96
98

85
83
81

91
93
95
97
99

Satellite
Terminal

66

TERMINAL 4S
American Airlines
British Airways
Iberia
LAN
Royal Jordanian
S7

(OR D)

TERMINAL 2
American Airlines
British Airways
Cathay Pacific
Finnair
Japan Airlines
Malaysia Airlines
Qantas
S7

LEGEND

LGA / LAX / MIA
MAD / NRT / ORD

G3–G11

G4–G12

G13–17

H3–H17
G18–20
G13, G14/14A
& G17:
lower level

Concourse

K4

L4
L6

L 2B
L2A

K1

G2A/B

H2
H1
G1A/B

K2 3
K

H9–H13 K12

TRANSFER DESK
REBOOKING CENTER

L7

L8

L9
L10

INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS
INTERNATIONAL ARRIVAL RECHECK COUNTER

lower level

K5–K20

K6–K10

TICKET COUNTER + SELF-SERVICE CHECK-IN

L

L5

L1
L3

Concourse

SECURITY WALL

K18
K16
Concourse
K14

LOUNGE

K

FLAGSHIP LOUNGE
ADMIRALS CLUB

H15
Concourse

H

AIRPORT TRAIN
MIA SKYTRAIN
TRANSFER BUS

G
TERMINAL 3
American Airlines
American Eagle
AmericanConnection
Iberia (Dep Only)
Japan Airlines (Dep Only)

TERMINAL 5
American Airlines (Intl Arr Only)
British Airways
Cathay Pacific
Iberia (Arr Only)
Japan Airlines (Arr Only)
Royal Jordanian
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C OLU M BIA
GRE E NS BO RO/
LEXINGTON
EVA NSVILLE
G UN N IS O N /
NO RFO LK/VIRGINIA BEACH/W
C OLORA D O
HIGH POINT/
FORT LEONA R D WOOD
C REST ED B UT T E
SPR INGS
WINSTO N-SALE M
M A R ION OWENSBORO
MO N T RO SE/T ELLU R ID E
SPR INGFIELD/
RALE
IGH/ DURHAM
GA
R
D
EN
CITY
WIC
H
ITA
DURA NGO
BRA NSON
CA PE GIRA R D EAU
HAY DEN /ST EA M BOAT SPR INGS

SA LT L A K E CITY

SANTA B AR B A RA

LOS ANG E L E S
SANTA ANA/
ORANG E COU NTY/
J OH N WAYNE
AI R P ORT

PA

TOLED O

PO RTLAND

WATE RTOWN

TORON TO

SYRACUS E
HAMILTO N
RO CHE STE R
KITC H ENER
BUFFALO
FLINT
WHITE PLAINS /
WE STCHE STE R CO UNTY
GRA ND RA PID S
M ILWAU KEE
D ET ROIT
NE WARK
KA LA M A ZOO
C LE VE LAND

LA C ROSSE

IA

T RAVERSE CITY

VT NH

MI

M A D ISON

KS

M ONTE R EY

C ENT RA L
WISC ONSIN

GR EEN BAY

ROC H EST ER

WY
SAC RAM E NTO

WI

SIOUX FA LLS

RA PID CITY

JAC KS O N HO L E

NY

M A RQU ET T E

M INNEA POLIS/
ST PAU L

M E D FOR D

BURLINGTO N

OTTAWA

MN

FA RGO

A L B UQ U ERQU E

A M A R ILLO

NM

P HO EN IX /
S C OT TS DA L E

TU LSA
FT SM IT H

OKLA H OM A CITY

ROSWELL

LU BBOC K

A BILENE

M ID LA ND/
OD ESSA

EL PASO

TX

SA N A NGELO

AU ST IN

M EXICO

SH R EVEPORT

AL

GRE E NVILLE /
S PARTANBURG
CO LUMBIA

SC

AT LA NTA

CHARLE STO N

GA

C OLU M BU S

M ONTGOM ERY

N O RT H AT L A N T I

SAVANNAH

JAC KSON

LONGVIEW

M ONROE
TYLER
JACKS O NVILLE
WACO
PENSAC OLA TA LLA HAS S E E
A LEXA ND R IA
M OBILE
KILLEEN/FT H OOD
BATON ROU GE
FORT WA LTON BEACH
GAINE SVILLE
C OLLEGE STAT ION/
GU LFPORT
BRYA N
LA FAYET T E
O RLANDO
BEAU M ONT/
NEW OR LEA NS
LA KE
PORT A RT H U R
C H A R LES
TAMPA
H OU STON
SA RASOTA /BRA D ENTO N

LA

FL

SA N A NTONIO

C HI H UA H UA

MS

T EXA R KA NA

DA LLAS/FT WORT H

C H AT TA NOOGA

BIR M INGH A M

AR

NC

CHARLOTTE

KNOXVILLE

TN

M EM PH IS
H U NTSVILLE/
D ECATU R

LIT T LE ROC K

LAWTON/FT SILL
WIC H ITA FA LLS

TUC S O N

NASH VILLE

FAYET T EVILLE/
BENTONVILLE/
N.W. A R KA NSAS
A IR PORT

FT MYE RS
FORT LAU D ERDALE / HO LLYWO O D

C OR PU S C H R IST I

LA R ED O

MARS H HARBO UR
FRE E PO RT
WE ST PALM BEACH
MIAMI

GULF OF MEXICO

NAS SAU

BAHAMAS

KEY WE ST

M CA LLEN

GEO RGE TOW

BROWNSVILLE

TOR R EÓN
M ONT ER R EY

HAVANA

VARADE RO

CUBA

PACIFIC OCEAN

SA N J O S É
DEL CA B O/
LO S CA B O S

MA Z AT LÁ N
SA N LU IS POTOSÍ
AGUASCA LIENT ES

P UERTO VA L L A RTA

GUA DA LA JA RA

PO RT

CA NC Ú N

GRAND CAYMAN

C OZ U M EL

LEÓN-GUA NA JUATO

MO NTEGO BAY

QU ER ETA RO

KINGSTO N

JAMAICA

M OR ELIA
M EXIC O CITY

VERAC RU Z
BELIZ E CITY

IXTA PA /Z IH UATA NEJO

ROATÁ N

BELIZE

CARIBBEAN S
SA N PED RO S ULA

GUATEMALA

HONDURAS

GUAT EM A LA CITY

EL SALVADOR

T EGU CIGALPA
SA N SA LVA D OR

NICARAGUA

M A NAGUA

LIBE RIA GUANACASTE
N AS SAU

K AUAI /L I H U E

PACIFIC
OCEAN

OAH U/ H ONOLUL U
M AU I/K A HUL UI

H AWAI I /
KONA

HI

HILO

BAHAMAS
H AVA NA

AK

GEORGE TOWN

VA RA D ERO

PROVID ENCIA LES
PUERTO RICO
PU ERTO
SA N JUA N
PLATA PU NTA
CA NA

CUBA

FA IRB A N KS

TURKS &
CAICOS ISLANDS

CANADA

SA NT IAGO CASA D E CA M PO/
HAITI
SA NTO D OM INGO
LA ROM A NA

A N C HO RAG E

PORT-AU-PR INC E
J UN EAU
K ETCH IKA N

GULF
OF ALASKA

GRA ND CAYM A N
M ONT EGO BAY

KINGSTON

JAMAICA

TORTO LA/
VIRGIN GO RDA
ST THO MAS
ST CROIX

ST MAARTE N
ST KITTS
ANTIGUA

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

GUADE LO UPE /
POINTE-Á-PITRE
ME LVILLE HA
FO RT-DE-FRANC

A RU BA

BARBADO S
CANO UAN

C U RA Ç AO

TRIN
84
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NEWFOUNDLAND

C O Z UMEL

MEXICO

HAITI
B EL IZ E CITY

ST. J OH N’S

BELIZE
GUATEMALA

HONDURAS

T EG UCIG A L PA

EL SALVADOR

NEW
BRUNSWICK

MA N AG UA

PUERTO RICO

CARIBBEAN SEA

NICARAGUA
TOBAGO

COSTA RICA

L IB ERIA
SA N J O S É

H AL I FAX

PORT OF SPA IN

M A RACA IBO

PANAMA

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

CA RACAS

PA NA M Á CITY

NOVA
SCOTIA

ME

SA N JUA N

JAMAICA

ROATÁ N

SA N P EDRO S ULA

G UAT ÉMA L A CITY
SA N SA LVA DO R

Y

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

CUBA

CA N C ÚN

MEX IC O CITY

VENEZUELA
M ED ELLÍN

GUYANA

BU R L I NGTON

VT N H

FRENCH GUIANA

CA LI

N

COLOMBIA

BOSTON

S/
TY

MA
RI
N A N TU CKE T
CT H ARTFORD/SPRIN GFIELD

TA M PA

GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS

SA N C RISTO B A L

B A LT RA

NJ

SURINAME

BOGOT Á

P ORT LA N D

NE W YORK CITY

QU ITO

ECUADOR

E

CA JA M A RCA

NGTON DC
ILL E

C H IC LAYO

OND

M A NAU S

FORTA LE ZA

PERU

TUMB ES
PIURA

IM O R E

BELÉM

IQU ITOS

GUAYAQU IL
C U ENCA

PH I L A DE L P H IA

NATAL

BRAZIL

TA RA POTO
PU CA LLPA

RECIFE

T RU JILLO

ORFO L K /V I RGIN IA BEACH/WIL L I AM S B U RG

EIGH / DUR H AM

LIM A
PU ERTO M A LD ONA D O

BERMUDA

SA LVADO R

BOLIVIA

C U ZC O

JU LIACA
C U IA BÁ
LA PA Z

A R EQU IPA

SA NTA C RU Z
A R ICA

TAC NA

BRASÍLIA
GOIÂ NIA

N O RT H AT L A N T I C O C E A N

BELO H OR IZONT E

IQU IQU E
CA LA M A

VITÓ RIA

CHILE

PARAGUAY

CA M PINAS

SA LTA

A NTOFAGASTA

R IO DE
JANE IRO

SÃ O PAU LO

TU CA M A N

IGUA Z U

C OPIA PÓ

MARSH HA RBOUR
FR EE P ORT
PALM B EACH

MI

TURKS &
CAICOS ISLANDS

NASSAU

HAMAS

C U R ÍT IBA

ARGENTINA

LA SER ENA

EASTER ISLAND

PORTO A LEGR E
C OR D OBA

SA N JUA N

GEORGE TOW N
P ROVI D E NCI AL E S

FLOR IA NÓPOLIS

PACIFIC OCEAN

ROSA R IO

M END OZ A

SA NT IAGO

URUGUAY

BU ENOS A IR ES

SANTO
D OM I NG O

HAITI

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

KIN GSTON

AT L A N T I C
OCEAN

C ONC EPCIÓN
T EM U C O

PORT-AU- P R I NC E

GO B AY

M ONT EVID EO

PU C ON

VA LD IVIA
OSOR NO
PU ERTO M ONT T

NEU QU EN

SA N CA R LOS
D E BA R ILOC H E

JAMAICA
C OM OD ORO R IVA DAVIA

BA LM AC EDA

ARIBBEAN SEA
EL
CA LA FAT E
M ARACAI B O

R IO GA LLEGOS

PU NTA
AR ENAS

U SH UA IA

M OU NT PLEASA NT

FALKLAND
ISLANDS

Time zones indicate Standard Time
NORTH
AT L A N T I C
OCEAN

RT E N
KIT TS
UA

GUA D ELOU PE/
P OIN T E-Á -PIT RE
MELVILLE HA LL
FORT-D E-FRA N CE
BA RBA D OS
CA N OUA N

American Airlines and American
Eagle and/or AmericanConnection service

Codeshare service with
non-oneworld Alliance partner*

American Eagle and/or
AmericanConnection service

oneworld Alliance destinations

Admirals Club
Codeshare service with
Seasonal cities
oneworld Alliance partner*
*For details, see American’s Airline Partners within this section.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
PORT OF S PAI N
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MUR

I VALO

ICELAND
R EYKJAVI K

KITTILA

American Airlines cities
ROVAN I E M I

Codeshare service with
oneworld Alliance partner*

K U U SAM O
ARV I D S JAU R

Codeshare service with non-oneworld
Alliance airline partner*

NORWEGIAN SEA

OULU
K AJAAN I

oneworld Alliance destinations
Admirals Club

K U O PIO

*Seasonal cities

J

FINLAND

VA ASA

J YVAS K Y L A

*For details, see American’s Airline Partners
within this section.
B ERG EN

NO RWAY

Time zones indicate Standard Time

H E LSI N K I
TU R K U

OSLO

SW E DE N

TAL L I N N

STO C K H O L M

ESTONIA

A B ER D EEN

SCOTLAND
G L ASG OW

V IS BY

G OT H EN B U RG

NORTH SEA

ED I N B U RG H

NORTHERN
IRELAND

R IG A

IRELAND

AARHUS
C OPEN H AG EN

BILLUND

DUBLIN
SHANNON

N O RT H AT L A N T I C O C E A N

B OR N H O L M

CO R K

K AL I N I N G RAD
H ERI N G SD OR F

BIRMINGHAM

ENGLAND

G U ER N SEY

C OLOG N E

N A N T ES

B ASEL

ASTU R I AS
LE Ó N

P O RTO

BU RGO S
VA LLA D O LI D

LJ U B LJA N A

TU R I N
MILAN

PA M PLON A

V ERON A

G EN OA

M ON T PEL L I ER
TOU LOU SE

N IC E

V EN IC E

I TA LY

HUNGARY
RO M A N I A

Z AG R E B

CROATIA

R IJ EK A

B OLOG N A
PU L A

F LOREN C E

SA LA MA N CA

BOSNIA/
HERZEGOVINA

RIMINI

B E LG RAD E

SPL I T

CA LV I

B A RC ELON A

MONTENEGRO

C O RSICA

BA DA J O Z

D U B ROV N I K
ROM E

VA LE NCI A
A LBACE TE

MALLORCA

S E VI LLA
J E R E Z D E LA F RO N TE RA
GI BRA LTA R

MÁ LAGA

A LICA N T E

IBIZA

OL B I A

TA N GI E R

B A RI

S A R DI NI A

PRIŠTINA

BULGARI

S KO PJ E

P LOV D I V

MACEDONIA
T I RAN A

ALBANIA

N A PL ES

SOFIA

KOSOVO

K AVAL A
SALO N I K A

B R I N D ISI

MU RCI A
GRA N A DA A LME R Í A

T I VAT

A D R I AT I C
SEA

M EN ORCA
PA L M A

B U C H AR E ST

SERBIA

M A RSEI L L E
Z A RAG OZ A

S PA I N
FARO

G RA Z

SLOVENIA

B ERG A M O

C H A M B ERY
SA N SEB AST I Á N

LO G ROÑ O

B U DAP E ST

K L AG EN FU RT

PISA

MA D R I D
LIS BO N

VI TO R I A

AUSTRIA

I N N SB RU C K

LYO N

SA N TA N D ER
BI LBAO

F RI ED R IC H SH A FEN

G EN EVA

B OR D EAUX

SLOVAKIA

LINZ
V I EN N A
SA L Z B U RG

Z Ü RIC H

SWITZERLAND

C L ERM ON T F ERRA N D

SA N TI AGO D E CO MP O STE LA

STUT TG A RT
M EM M I N G EN M U N IC H

K RAKOW

CZECH REPUBLIC

N Ü RN B ERG

K A R LSRU H E

F REI B U RG

FRA NC E

PRAG U E

Z W EI B RÜ C K EN

ST RASB OU RG

B AY O F B I S C AY
LA CO RU N A

F RA N K F U RT

LUXEMBOURG

A N G ERS

WARSAW

D RESD EN

ERF U RT

L UX EM B OU RG
SA A R B RU C K EN

PA RIS

POLAND

L EI PZ IG

J ERSEY
QU I M PER

B ERL I N

PA D ERB OR N

D Ü SSEL D ORF

BELGIUM

B

GE R MA NY

M U EN ST ER
H A N OV ER

W EEZ E
B RU SSELS

M

H A M B U RG

B R EM EN
A M ST ERDA M

NETHERLANDS

LON D ON

VILNIUS

G DAN S K

ROSTOC K

B RISTOL

VIGO

L I T H UA N I A

B A LT I C S E A

W EST ER L A N D

M A N C H EST ER

WALES

PORTUGAL

LATVIA

DENMARK

N EWCAST L E

CAG L I A RI

GREECE

CORFU

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

VO LO S

L A M EZ I A T E R M E

S K I AT H O S

PREVEZA

PA L ERM O
RA BAT
CASA BLA N CA

ME LI LLA

O RA N

A LGI ERS

SICI LY

NADOR

A LGE R I A

M O RO C C O

Z AK I N T H O S IS L AN D
CATA N I A

AT H E N S

MY

MEDITERRANEAN
SEA

TU N IS

ARAXO S

K AL AM ATA

M A LTA

T H I RA

MALTA
C H AN I A

TUNISIA
EN F I D H A
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CRE

H

MONGOLIA

B EIJ I N G
M U R MANS K

DA L I A N

TIANJIN

I VA LO

IS LA MA BA D

MONGOLIA

XIAN

LA H O R E

K I T TIL A

NANJING

TOK YO
N AG OYA
OSA K A

J EJ U

SH A N G H A I

C H EN G D U

URUMQI
PAKISTAN

JAPAN

SEOU L

SOUTHB U SA N
KOREA

QI N G DAO

C HI NA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

SA PPORO
M ISAWA

NORTH
KOREA

WUHAN

NEPAL
BHUTAN

NINGBO

H A N G Z H OU

D E LH I
KATH MA N D U

F U Z H OU
C H A N G SH A
TA I PEI
C H ON G QI N G
KA RACH I
TA IC H U N G
KUNMING
BANGLADESH
G U I L I N X I A M EN
I N DI A
K AOSH I U N G
B E IJ
I
NG
DHAKA
G UA N G Z H OU
A H ME DA BA D
H ON G KON G TAIWAN
KO LKATA
MYANMAR

ROVA N IE M I
K UU SA M O

(BURMA)

MU MBA I
OULU

CHIANG MAI

B AY O F
BENGAL

K A JA A N I
BA N GA LO R E
K UO PIO

CH E N N A I

PHILIPPINE
SEA

VIETNAM

HA
I TY
PH U K ET S
HO
C H NGHA
I M I N H CI
W UHA N

BHUTANMA LE

J YVAS K YLA

MANILA

BRUNEI

GUAM

8

C EB U

7

22
10

9
3 1211

26

18
17 20 1
15 4
13 16 14

5

19
23
24

PH N OM PEN H

CO LO MBO
BA N DA RA N A I KE

Long Banga
Long Lellang
Long Seridan
Marudi
Miri
Mukah
Mulu
Pontianak
Sandakan
Sibu
Tanjung Manis
Tarakan
Tawau

6

H A I KOU
SA N YA
QI NGDAO

XI CAMBODIA
AN
NA NJ I NG
PHILIPPINES

CH EN G D U

J O ENS UU

F IN L A N D

SA

H A N OI

LAOS

B A N G KOK

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

NORTH
PACIFIC
OCEAN

T I A NJ I N

CHINATHAILAND

H YD E RA BA D

Brunei Destinations
Bakelalan
Balikpapan
Bandar Seri Begawan
Bario
Bintulu
Kota Kinabalu
Kuching
Kudat
Labuan
Lahad Datu
Lawas
Limbang
Long Aka

IN T ER N AT IO N AL DAT E L IN E

URU M QI

25

KOTA K I N A B A L U

HA NGZ HOU
BRUNEI

PEN A N G

MA L AYSI A F UZ HOU

21

K UA L A L U M PUC
R HA NGS HA
SI N G A PORE

C HONGQI NG
K UN M I NG
GUI LI N XI A M E N
SUMATRA
D H AK A
GUA NGZ
HOU
JAHONG
K A RTA KONG
MYANMAR

2

BANGLADESH
H E LSI N K I
TU R K U

ST. P E T ERS BURG PUL KOVO

(BURMA)

HA NOI

LAOS

CHIANG MAI

TA L LIN N

ESTONIA

RU S SI A

D EN PASA R
HA I KOU
SA NYA

PORT H EA D L A N D
K A R RAT H A
EXMOUTH

LANGKAWI

HAT YAI
KOTA BAHRU
KUALA TERENGGANU
KERTEH
BRUNEI
IPOH
KUANTAN

V IL N I U S

MEDAN

M INS K

AUSTRALIA

N EW M A N
A L IC E SPR I N G S
AY ERS ROC K

MALAYSIA

G ERA L DTON
K A LG OORL I E

ALOR SETAR

N G RA D

W EI PA

FIJI

N AD I

TOW N SV I L L E
H A M I LTON ISL A N D
M AC K AY
M ORA N B A H
ROC K H A M PTON
LON G R EAC H
G L A D STON E
B L AC K A L L
H ERV EY B AY
C H A RL EV I L L E
B RISB A N E

PAP E E T E

TAHITI

N EW
CA L ED ON I A

OLY M PIC DA M

M OR EE
TA M WORT H

PERT H

DUBBO
PORT L I N C OL N

M I L D U RA

A D EL A I D E

JOHOR BAHRU
PEKANBARU

VANUATU

C LON C U RRY
M OU N T ISA

PA RA B U R D OO
KOH SAMUI

BANDA ACEH

G OV E

CA I R N S

CAMBODIA

MO S COW

LATVIA
LIT H UA N IA

DA RW I N

B ROOM E
SI EM R EA P

R IG A

SOLOMON ISLANDS
PORT M ORESBY

H OR N ISL A N D

INDIAN OCEAN
M A NI LA

THAILAND

RO STOV

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA

INDONESIA

SU RA B AYA

BATAM

CA N B ERRA

A L B U RY

AU C K L AN D

M OU N T H OT H A M

M EL B OU R N E

BELARUS

A R M I DA L E
C OF F S H A RB OU R
PORT M AC QUA RI E
LOR D H OW E ISL A N D
SY D N EY

NEW ZEALAND

D EVON PORT L AU N C ESTON

SUMATRA

W E L L I N GTO N

TASMANIA
H OB A RT

RSAW

C H R ISTC H U RC H
Q U E E N STOW N

8
TURKEY
TU N IS

KIEV BO R IS P O L

MADEIRA
ISLANDS

UKRAINE

OW

TA N GI E R

P O N TA
D E LGA DA

M EL I L L A

B EI RUT
T EL AV I V

M IS RATA
T RI POL I
B EN G H A Z I

MOROCCO

F U N CH A L
CANARY TE N E R I F E MARRA K EC H
ISLANDS R E I N AS F I
F U E RTE VE N TU RA ALGERIA
LA N Z A ROTE
GRA N CA N A R I A
SA N TA CRU Z
D E LA PA LMA

MOLDOVA

SYRIA ER B I L
CYPRUS
A L EPPO
LEBANON
IRAQ

MALTA

TUNISIA

CA I RO

LIBYA

ISRAELJORDAN

EGYPT

N O UA KCH OTT

MALI

CHAD

NIGER

K H A RTOU M

DA KA R

GUINEA-BISSAU

GUINEA

C ONSTANTA

B U CHA RE ST

BLACK SEA

A

CÔTE
D’IVOIRE

LIBERIA

BENIN

VO

BULGARIA

S KO PJ E

TOGO

L AG OS

AC C RA

PLOVDIV

CEDONIA

OMAN

M U M B AI
H Y D E RAB AD

B AN G ALO R E

C H E N N AI

A B U JA

CENTRAL
AFRICAN
CAMEROONREPUBLIC

SOUTH
SUDAN

C O LO M B O
B AN DARAN AI K E

ETHIOPIA

D OUA L A

EQUATORIAL
GUINEA
GABON

B OURGAS

SO F IA

I N DI A

AH M E DAB AD

A D EN

MALABO

PRIŠTINA

K ARAC H I

M U SCAT

DJIBOUTI

NIGERIA

GHANA

SIERRA LEONE

VARNA

ABU DHABI

ERITREA SA N A A
YEMEN

SUDAN

BURKINA
FASO

GAMBIA

DELHI

DUBAI

SAUDI ARABIA

SENEGAL

PAKISTAN

QATAR UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

M ED I N A
J ED DA H

MAURITANIA
SI MF E RO P O L

L AH O R E

K U WA I T CI TY

H U RG H A DA DA M M A M
B A H RA I N
L UXOR
D OH A
RI YA D H

KIS HINE V

RO MA N I A

IS L AM AB AD

KUWAIT

AQA B A

SH A R M - EL-SH EI K H

WESTERN
SAHARA

ODE S SA

AFGHANISTAN

IRAN

AMMAN

KENYA SOMALIA

DEM. REP.
OF THE
CONGO
(ZAIRE)

CONGO
ISTANBUL

ARABIAN
SEA

M AL E
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All passengers (or one per family)
are required to complete the customs declaration form prior to arrival in the United States. The form

Customs Form
Japanese

should be completed in English and
in capital letters. Please be sure to
sign your name on the front of the
form. Thank you for your cooperation.
Sample Form

Actual Forms will be distributed in Flight

Front

Português

Français

Español

Todo passageiro ou responsável por família deve obrigatoriamente preencher as
informações a seguir (somente
se exige UMA declaração por
família):

Chaque voyageur ou chef de
famille qui arrive doit fournir les
informations suivantes
à l’arrivée (UNE seule
déclaration écrite est requise
par famille) :

1. Sobrenome (último)
Nome Outro sobrenome
2. Data de nascimento
Dia
Mês
Ano
3. Número de membros
da família viajando com
você
4. (a) Endereço nos EUA
(nome do hotel/destino)
(b) Cidade
(c) Estado
5. País de emissão do
passaporte
6. Número do passaporte
7. País de residência
8. Países visitados nesta
viagem antes de se
chegar aos EUA
9. Cia. aérea/N° do vôo ou
nome do navio
10. O propósito principal desta viagem é empresarial
Sim
Não
11. Eu estou (nós estamos)
trazendo
(a) frutas, plantas, alimentos, insetos: Sim Não
(b) carnes, animais, produtos animais/selvagens:
Sim
Não
(c) agentes patológicos,
culturas celulares,
caracóis: Sim
Não
(d) terra; ou estive(mos)
em cultivos/fazendas/pastos:
Sim
Não
12. Eu estive (nós estivemos)
em contato direto (em
posição de tocar ou manipular) gado:
Sim
Não
13. Eu estou (nós estamos)
de posse de um montante
em moeda ou equivalente
superior a US$ 10.000,00
(dez mil dólares norteamericanos) ou o equivalente em moeda de outro
país:
Sim
Não
(Veja a definição de instrumentos equivalentes a
moeda corrente no verso)
14. Eu estou (nós estamos)
de posse de mercadorias:
Sim
Não
(artigos comerciáveis,
amostras para pedidos
futuros ou bens que não
possam ser considerados
de uso pessoal)
15. Para residentes – todas `
as mercadorias, inclindo
mercadorias comer
ciáveis, compradas por
mim/nós ou adquiridas
no esncluindo presentes
para terceiros, mas não
itens enviados pelo
correio aos EUA) que
estou (estamos) trazendo
para os EUA têm um valor
total de: US$_____
Para turistas – o valor to
tal de todos os artigos
que permanecerão nos
EUA, incluindo-se
mercadorias comer
ciáveis, é de: US$_____

1. Nom de famille
Prénom Deuxième
prénom
2. Date de naissance
Jour
Mois Année
3. Nombre de membres de
votre famille voyageant
avec vous
4. a) Adresse aux E.U. (rue
et numéro) (nom de
l’hôtel/destination)
(b) Ville (c) État
5. Passeport délivré par
(pays)
6. Numéro de passeport
7. Pays de résidence
8. Pays visités au cours de
ce voyage avant d’arriver
aux États-Unis
9. Compagnie aérienne/No.
de vol ou nom du navire
10. Le but principal de ce
voyage est pour affaires
Oui
Non
11. Je transporte (nous
transportons)
(a) des fruits, des
plantes, des produits
alimentaires, des
insectes Oui
Non
(b) de la viande, des
animaux, des produits de
la faune/flore Oui Non
(c) des agents
pathologiques, des
cultures de cellules, des
escargots Oui
Non
(d) de la terre ou j’ai
visité une ferme/un
ranch/un pré Oui
Non
12. J’ai (nous avons) été
dans la proximité immédiate (comme toucher
ou manipuler) de bétail :
Oui
Non
13. Je transporte (nous
transportons) une
somme ou des effets
monétaires supérieurs à
10 000 USD ou l’équivalent dans une autre
devise :
Oui
Non
14. J’ai (nous avons) des
marchandises commerciales :
Oui
Non
(articles à vendre,
échantillons utilisés pour
obtenir des commandes,
ou des marchandises qui
ne sont pas considérées
comme des effets
personnels)
15. Résidents – la valeur
totale de toutes les
articles, y compris les
marchandises commerciales que j’ai/que nous
avons achetés ou acquis
à l’étranger (y compris
les cadeaux pour
quelqu’un d’autre, mais
non les articles envoyés
aux U.S.A. par la poste)
et que j’apporte/nous
apportons aux U.S.A.
est de : $______
Visiteurs – la valeur
totale de tous les articles
qui resteront aux U.S.A.,
y compris les
marchandises commerciales est de : $_____

Antes de su llegada, cada
pasajero, o un miembro
responsable de la familia,
deberá proporcionar la
siguiente información (sólo
se requiere UNA declaración
escrita por familia):
1. Apellido
Nombre Inicial del
segundo nombre
2. Fecha de nacimiento
Día
Mes
Año
3. Número de familiares
que viajan con usted
4. (a) Dirección en EE.UU.
(nombre del hotel/
destino)
(b) Ciudad (c) Estado
5. Pasaporte emitido por
(país)
6. Número de pasaporte
7. País de residencia
8. Países visitados durante
este viaje antes de llegar
a EE.UU.
9. Aerolínea/No. de vuelo o
nombre de embarcación
10. Este viaje es principalmente de negocios:
Sí
No
11. Traigo (traemos)
(a) frutas, plantas,
alimentos, insectos:
Sí
No
(b) carnes, animales,
productos de origen
animal/silvestre:
Sí
No
(c) agentes patógenos/
cultivos celulares/
caracoles: Sí
No
(d) tierra, o hemos estado en una finca/granja/
pastizal: Sí
No
12. He (hemos) estado cerca
de (tocado o manipulado)
ganado: Sí
No
13. Traigo (traemos) mone
da o instrumentos monetarios por un valor superior a US$10.000 o su
equivalente en moneda
extranjera: Sí
No
14. Tengo (tenemos)
mercancía comercial
(artículos para la venta,
muestras utilizadas para
solicitar pedidos, o
productos no considerados efectos personales):
Sí
No
15. Residentes – el valor
total de todos los productos, incluyendo la mercancía comercial, que he
(hemos) comprado o
adquirido en el extranjero
(incluyendo regalos para
otros, pero no productos
enviados por correo a
EE.UU.), y que traigo
(traemos) a EE.UU. es
de: US$_____
Visitantes – el valor total
de todos los artículos
que permanecerán en
EE.UU., incluyendo la
mercancía comercial, es
de: US$_____

Back
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I-94 Form
Sample Form
English

Japanese

Português

Français

Español

This form must be completed by
all persons except U.S. citizens,
returning resident aliens, aliens
with immigrant visas and Canadian
citizens visiting or in transit.
Type or print legibly with pen
in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. Use
English. Do not write on the back
of this form.
This form is in two parts. Please
complete both the Arrival Record
(items 1 through 17) and the Departure Record (items 18 through
21). When all items are completed,
present this form to the CBP
Officer.
Item 9 — If you are entering the
United States by land, enter LAND
in this space. If you are entering
the United States by ship, enter
SEA in this space.

この書式は、米国市民、帰国
する米国居住外国人、永住権
保持者、および訪米または乗
り継ぎ通過するカナダ市民
を除く全員が記入すべきも
のです。
すべて大文字で、タイプまた
はペンを使って活字体ではっ
きりとお書きください。英語
で記入してください。この書
式の裏面には記入しないでく
ださい。この書式は二つの部
分から構成されています。到
着記録（１から１７まで）
と出国記録（１８から２１ま
で）の両方を記入してくだ
さい。全項目の記入を終えた
ら、この書式を米国税関国境
保護局の検査官に提示してく
ださい。第９項目―陸路より
米国に入国する場合は、この
欄に「ＬＡＮＤ」と記入して
ください。船舶で米国に入国
する場合は、この欄に「ＳＥ
Ａ」と記入してください。

O formulário I-94, Registro de
Chegada/Saída, deve ser preenchido
por todas as pessoas, exceto cidadãos
americanos, estrangeiros residentes
nos Estados Unidos, estrangeiros
com vistos de imigrante e cidadãos
canadenses em visita ou em trânsito.
Este formulário registra a chegada e
saída de visitantes aos Estados Unidos.
Escreva apenas na parte da frente, em
inglês e em letras maiúsculas. Guarde
este formulário até a sua saída dos
Estados Unidos. Agradecemos a sua
colaboração.

El formulario I-94, Registro de Llegada/Salida, debe ser llenado por toda
persona (excepto ciudadanos de los
Estados Unidos, extranjeros residentes
en Estados Unidos que están regresando, extranjeros con visa de inmigrante,
y ciudadanos de Canadá de visita o
de tránsito). Este formulario registra
la llegada y salida de visitantes a los
Estados Unidos. Escriba en el anverso
solamente, con letra mayúscula y en
inglés. Guarde este formulario hast
que salga de los Estados Unidos, y
gracias por su cooperación.

1. Sobrenome

Tous les ressortissants étrangers, à
l’exception des ressortissants américains, des résidents permanents de
retour aux Etats-Unis, des étrangers
en possession de visa d’immigration,
ainsi que des ressortissants canadiens
en visite ou en transit, doivent compléter le formulaire d’Arrivée et de
Départ I-94. Ce formulaire enregistre
l’arrivée et le départ des visiteurs aux
Etats-Unis. Veuillez remplir seulement
la première page du formulaire en anglais et en majuscules. Veuillez garder
ce formulaire jusqu’à votre départ des
Etats-Unis. Nous vous remercions de
votre collaboration.

2. Nome

1. Nom de famille

2. Primer nombre

3. Data de nascimento (dia/mês/ano)

2. Prénom

4. País de cidadania

3. Fecha de nacimiento (día/mes/
año)

3. Date de naissance (jour/mois/an)

5. Sexo (masculino ou feminino)

4. País de ciudadanía

4. Pays de nationalité

6. Data de emissão do
passaporte (dia/mês/ano)

5. Sexo (masculino o femenino)

5. Sexe (masculin ou féminin)

7. Data de vencimento do
passaporte (dia/mês/ano)

6. Date de délivrance du passeport
(jour/mois/an)

6. Fecha en que se expidió el
pasaporte (día/mes/año)

１．姓
２．名
３．生年月日（日/月/西
暦年）
４．国籍
５．性別（ＭＡＬＥまたは
ＦＥＭＡＬＥ）
６．旅券発行年月日（日/月/
西暦年）
７．旅券有効期間満了日（
日/月/西暦年）
８．旅券番号
９．航空会社名および便名
１０．居住国
１１．搭乗地（国）
１２．査証発行地（市）
１３．査証発行日（日/月/
西暦年）
１４．米国滞在中の住所（番
地、通り）
１５．米国滞在中の住所（
市、州）
１６．連絡先となる米国内の
電話番号
１７．Ｅメールアドレス
１８．姓
１９．名
２０．生年月日（日/月/西
暦年）
２１．国籍

8. Número do passaporte

7. Date d’ expiration du passeport
(jour/mois/an)

9. Companhia aérea e número do vôo

8. Numéro de passeport

10. País de residência

9. Línea aérea y número de vuelo

9. Ligne aérienne et numéro de vol

11. Cidade de embarque

10. País donde Ud. vive

10. Pays de résidence

12. Cidade da emissão do visto

11. Ciudad donde abordó el avión

11. Ville où vous avez
embarqué

12. Ciudad donde se emitió su visa

12. Ville où le visa a été délivré

13. Fecha emitida (día/mes/año)

13. Date de délivrance (jour/mois/an)

14. Su dirección mientras esté en los
Estados Unidos (Número y calle)

14. Adresse lors de votre séjour aux
Etats-Unis (Numéro et rue)

15. Ciudad y Estado

15. Ville et état

16. Número telefónico dónde
localizarlo en Estados Unidos

18. Sobrenome

16. Numéro de téléphone aux ÉtatsUnis permettant de prendre
contact avec vous

17. Dirección electrónica (email)

19. Nome

17. Adresse électronique

20. Data de nascimento (dia/mês/ano)

18. Nom de famille

21. País de cidadania

19. Prénom

20. Fecha de nacimiento (día/mes/
año)

20. Date de naissance (jour/mois/an)

21. País de ciudadanía

1. Family name
2. First (given) name
3. Birth date (DD/MM/YY)
4. Country of citizenship
5. Sex (male or female)
6. Passport issue date (DD/MM/
YY)
7. Passport expiration date
(DD/MM/YY)
8. Passport number
9. Airline and flight number
10. Country where you live
11. Country where you boarded
12. City where visa was issued
13. Date issued (DD/MM/YY)
14. Address while in the United
States (number and street)
15. City and state
16. Telephone number in the U.S.
where you can be reached
17. E-mail address
18. Family name
19. First (given) name
20. Birth date (DD/MM/YY)
21. Country of citizenship

13. Data da emissão (dia/mês/ano)
14. Endereço enquanto estiver nos
Estados Unidos (Número e rua)
15. Cidade e Estado
16. Telefone onde poderá ser
localizado nos EUA
17. Endereço de e-mail

1. Apellido paterno

7. Fecha en que expira el pasaporte
(día/mes/año)
8. Número de pasaporte

18. Apellido paterno
19. Primer nombre

21. Pays de nationalité

Electronic System for Travel
Authorization (ESTA)
All eligible travelers who wish to travel to the U.S. under the Visa Waiver Program must apply for
an authorization online through the ESTA website prior to travel. The following countries participate in the Visa Waiver Program:
ANDORRA

FINLAND

JAPAN

NEW ZEALAND

SPAIN

AUSTRALIA

FRANCE

LATVIA

NORWAY

SWEDEN

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

LIECHTENSTEIN

PORTUGAL

SWITZERLAND

BELGIUM

GREECE

LITHUANIA

SAN MARINO

TAIWAN

BRUNEI

HUNGARY

LUXEMBOURG

SINGAPORE

UNITED KINGDOM

CZECH REPUBLIC

ICELAND

MALTA

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

DENMARK

IRELAND

MONACO

SLOVENIA

ESTONIA

ITALY

NETHERLANDS

SOUTH KOREA

Import Restrictions: There are strict procedures
and veterinary controls on the introduction of products of animal origin into the European Union. Travelers must surrender these products to Customs
in order to avoid fines and/or criminal prosecution.
Please check notices in the baggage hall for additional information.
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BUCKLE UP

AMERICAN HERO:
Mary Jessie Herrera
never gives up, on the
battlefield or in
her day-to-day life.

Looking at the
Bright Side
IS THAT BRAD PITT in the grocery aisle? No, it’s
a vet.
She’s an itty-bitty thing, just 5-feet-1-inch and
112 pounds. Mary Jessie Herrera was sent to Iraq
nearly 10 years ago. Months later, she took two
bullets to her right arm while manning a Humvee’s
gun turret and came home to Arizona with a shattered limb that hangs at her side, permanently
immobile and horribly scarred.
But Mary is anything but scarred. She is darn
near irrepressible, bubbly, witty. You want to hug
her, but she’s not that kind of girl. She’s one tough,
funny cookie.
Her views on being wounded in combat challenge the clichés: “a positive experience,” even
“phenomenal,” she says. Why? Because her
wounds opened doors to new friends and a purpose in life. Today, she is admissions officer at the
1-year-old Arizona State Veterans Home in Tucson.
Veterans are movie stars to her.
“The first time I met somebody who was
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actually on the beaches of Normandy, I was starstruck,” she says. “I grew up watching movies
from World War II and Vietnam. Then you meet
these guys. To me, it’s like meeting Brad Pitt at
the grocery store.” She laughs. She figures you
will never understand.
But Mary, 31, with a degree in social psychology, does understand these veterans in their 70s
and 80s. “I can relate to being shot at. I can relate
to having fallen comrades,” she says. “When they
tell me their stories, I can smell that carbon in the
air from the firefight.” She’s been there.
It was Nov. 8, 2003. She was an MP, a military
policeman, serving with the Arizona Army National Guard near Ramadi in central Iraq. Her unit
was ferrying al-Qaida suspects from Ramadi to
Fallujah. That day, her Humvee was on the return

Want to talk to Cathy?

Reach her at editor@americanwaymag.com

By cathy booth thomas
photography by steven meckler

when she spotted two men hanging off a bridge
over the road. She knew what that meant: attack
imminent. She ducked down to warn the crew, but
within seconds, they were hit by rifle fire, rocketpropelled grenades and IEDs.
“I got a few rounds out and then … I felt like a
flick on my bicep. It was shrapnel. No big deal. I
continued to fire. Then, I felt my right arm, my firing arm … I felt like it was gone. I didn’t panic, but
I wasn’t about to look at it.”
She ducked down again to tell the vehicle
commander. “I kicked him in the helmet and he
turned around upset,” she says, laughing. “‘Get
down!’ he’s yelling, but I can’t. I’m holding my
saw, my machine gun, on the turret with my left
hand. We’re in the middle of a firefight. I don’t
want to lose it.”
With the truck still moving, the crew helped
Mary down into the Humvee. The return to Ramadi
took 40 minutes. “I was looking at the sky through
that turret. I made my peace with God. I was OK,”
she says. To block the pain, she would close her
eyes, but the crew wouldn’t let her give up. “They
would slap the crap out of me.” She laughs.
She should have lost the arm. Twice, going
into surgery, she was resigned to it. But doctors
on rotation in the battlefield from Brooke Army
Medical Center — led by Dr. Mark Bagg — saved
it. Sent by Medevac back to Texas, Mary had 21
surgeries. The bone in her arm had snapped from
shoulder to elbow, and all bone was lost from the
elbow to the wrist. Two flaps of skin held her hand
to her arm. Surgeons reconstructed the arm, using
cadaver bone and metal plates, but the pain is
constant, especially from the remaining scars. “All
my scars fused to my hardware,” she says matterof-factly. Once a year, they scrape the scar tissue
off the hardware.
“How I deal with the injuries is to stay busy. I’m
pretty sure at some point, that’s not healthy,” she
says, laughing. “But I haven’t broke down yet.”
She works nine to 10 hours a day at the Arizona
State Veterans Home, then runs home to care
for her 3-year-old daughter. Mary is junior vice
commander of a Purple Heart chapter. “It is hard.
I wasn’t able to bathe my daughter because I
couldn’t hold her with my right arm,” she says.
“Changing a diaper took me a while.”
She thought she knew her limitations — until
her daughter asked her to tie a balloon. Another
thing on the list. She laughs again.
She says, paradoxically, that she never felt
safer than in the battlefield. “It didn’t matter how
many people were trying to kill you; you had a
group of brothers and sisters willing to give their
lives for you,” she says. She does wonder sometimes about her sniper. “I’m so little you could
barely see me in the turret,” she says. “Whoever
that was was a damn good shooter.” And yes, she
laughed again.
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Play hard. Work safe.
Samsung for Enterprise

Now you can bring your Galaxy Note® II to work, thanks to the enhanced
security, accessibility and connectivity features of SAFE technology.

© 2013 Samsung Telecommunications America, LLC. Samsung, Galaxy Note and Galaxy S are registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. Appearance of phone may vary. Phone screen
images simulated. SAFE (Samsung for Enterprise) is a mark for a Samsung device tested for security and is specifically configured with enterprise use in mind. For information about Samsung’s SAFE
program and the security solutions tested with a SAFE device, please refer to www.samsung.com/us/safe.
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Turn on these headphones and the world becomes a quieter
place, as noise around you fades into the background. You can

focus on your music,

perhaps even discovering

new depths and subtleties. Or take advantage of the noise
cancellation to quietly

relax and think in peace.

®

Bose QuietComfort 15
®

®

®

Acoustic Noise Cancelling headphones

The QC 15 headphones are our best, the quietest we’ve
ever made. No other headphones offer you the same
combination of less noise, lifelike music, lasting quality and
a comfortable fit. “These are fabulous,” says Murray Hill
of Canada.com. “Simply put, the sound is beautiful.” We

Earn 1,200 American Airlines AAdvantage® miles
from Bose when you order QuietComfort 15
headphones by March 31, 2013.

invite you to hear the difference these highly acclaimed
headphones make on planes, at home and in the office
for 30 days, risk-free. And when you call, ask about making

12 easy payments, with no interest charges from Bose.*
To order or learn more: 1-800-310-5320, ext. Q8672

or visit Bose.com/American
*Bose payment plan available on orders of $299-$1500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing offers may be available for select products. See website for details. Down payment
is 1/12 the product price plus applicable tax and shipping charges, charged when your order is shipped. Then, your credit card will be billed for 11 equal monthly installments beginning
approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with 0% APR and no interest charges from Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one
active financing program per customer. ©2013 Bose Corporation. The distinctive design of the headphone oval ring is a trademark of Bose Corporation. Financing and offer of 1,200
AAdvantage® miles not to be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases, and subject to change without notice. Offer valid 1/1/13-3/31/13. Purchasers must use the
phone number or website above or go to a Bose Store to receive this offer. Risk-free refers to 30-day trial only, requires product purchase and does not include return shipping. Delivery
is subject to product availability. Quote reprinted with permission. Award as voted by TripAdvisor travelers. The 1,200 AAdvantage® bonus miles offer is valid only on product advertised
and is awarded in place of the standard Bose offer. If a different product is purchased, the standard offer of 2 AAdvantage® miles for every dollar spent will be honored. Please allow
6-8 weeks after completed qualifying activity for American Airlines AAdvantage® bonus miles to be posted to your AAdvantage® account by Bose. American Airlines reserves the right
to change the AAdvantage® program and its terms and conditions at any time without notice, and to end the AAdvantage® program with six months’ notice. Any such changes may
affect your ability to use the awards or mileage credits that you have accumulated. Unless specified, AAdvantage® miles earned through this promotion/offer do not count toward
elite-status qualification or Million MilerSM status. American Airlines is not responsible for products or services offered by other participating companies. For complete details about the
AAdvantage® program, visit www.aa.com/aadvantage. AAdvantage, AAdvantage with Scissor Eagle design, Scissor Eagle design and Million Miler are marks of American Airlines, Inc.
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